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S U M M A R Y
The main puipose of this work is to calculate the isotropic nuclear 
spin-spin coupling constants between nuclei other than protons of first- 
row atoms in a wide variety of molecular environments, with a view to 
gaining an understanding of the various electronic factors which determine 
the observed coupling constants.
Chapter 1 introduces the theory and the origin of nuclear spin-spin 
coupling constants. Various M3 calculations of nuclear spin-spin 
coupling constants are briefly reviewed in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 is 
concerned with approximate M3 theories and their application to the SCPT 
and SOS methods employed in the present work.
Chapters 4, 5, 7 and 8 record the INDO-SCPT and the INDO-SOS results 
for some 13C-13C, 15N-13C, 170-13C and 19F-15N coupling constants 
respectively. The relative success of these methods in reproducing both 
the signs and magnitudes of the observed couplings is discussed in these 
chapters. The calculated values of 15N-15N couplings obtained by the 
INDO-SOS method are included in Chapter 6.
In general, both the INDO-SCPT and the INDO-SOS methods provide a 
satisfactory account of the observed coupling constants in most of the 
molecules under consideration.
The numerical computations were performed on an ICL-1905F machine 
at the University of Surrey Computing Unit and on the CDC-7600 computers 
of the Universities of London and Manchester.
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C H A P T E R  1
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF NUCLEAR SPIN-SPIN COUPLING
1.1 INTRODUCTION
NMR Spectroscopy has now undoubtedly become a major technique for 
determining molecular structure. Various developments in the technique 
and the increasing range of applications of the method to structural 
analysis make it widespread.
One of the common NMR parameters, known as the nuclear spin-spin 
coupling constant between two interacting nuclei in a molecule, provides 
a detailed insight into the chemical bonding and molecular electronic 
structure. A great deal of attention has been paid to the experimental
measurement of, and theoretical interpretation of, such coupling constants
. (1-3)m  various species ^ '.
A large body of experimental data on nuclear spin-spin couplings
between protons has already been reported for several molecules ^  ^ .
Due to recent advances in instrumental techniques, experimental coupling
data for nuclei other than protons are now also becoming available^ ^ .
Consequently, semi-empirical theories of coupling constants have been .
developed to produce a theoretical understanding of the various factors
(7-9)
which determine the observed coupling constantsv J.
Until recently, the signs of the coupling constants for only 
relatively few molecules have been experimentally determined. This may 
reflect well on any theoretical wavefunctions and nuclear spin-spin 
coupling theories. However, it is to be hoped that further experimental 
sign deteminations will be forthcoming.
Since the pioneering work of Ramsey the calculations of nuclear 
spin-spin coupling constants using semi-empirical theories at various 
levels of approximation remain an active area of study. Indeed, the
the calculated coupling constants could be of major practical value in 
the identification of unknown molecules if the calculations reproduced 
the experimental data reliably and quantitatively.
This work deals with the calculation of nuclear spin-spin coupling 
constants between nuclei other than protons in large polyatomic molecules 
with a view to understanding the various electronic factors governing the 
observed coupling constants in the molecules of interest'. The calculated 
results are compared with the available experimental data and with other 
appropriate theoretical treatments,
SI units are assumed throughout the formulation.
1.2 BASIC INTERACTIONS AND RELEVANT HAMILTONIAN OPERATORS
Field-independent splittings in the high resolution NMR spectra of
fll-151
liquids were discovered by various groups of workersv J in the early
1131nineteen-fifties. Gutowsky, McCall and Slichter^ J and Hahn and 
Maxwell independently expressed the energy of interaction between 
two magnetic nuclei N and N !, E ^ f, giving rise to the observed fine 
structure as
EN\" = h JNN' (1-1)
where h is Planck’s constant and J^, is the coupling constant between 
nuclei N and N’ having nuclear spin angular momenta 1^ and I^f, in units 
of ft, respectively.
In contrast to the direct dipolar interaction between nuclear spins, 
the interaction given in equation (1.1) does not depend on the 
orientation of coupled nuclei in the molecule and hence it will not be
5averaged to zero by the rapid tumbling motions of the molecule in 
liquids. In addition, it is independent of the applied magnetic field.
the electronic orbital motion and nuclear magnetic moments, did not give
then proposed that the magnetic interactions between nuclear and electron 
spins gave rise to nuclear spin-spin couplings and, indeed, contributions 
from those interactions were estimated to be sufficiently large to 
interpret the observed coupling constants.
A complete and successful theory of electron-coupled nuclear spin- 
spin interactions has been developed by R a m s e y u s i n g  the quantum 
mechanical perturbation theory. He has suggested three interaction 
mechanisms by which the nuclear spins in a molecule are coupled 
indirectly. The contribution of each interaction mechanism to the
Hamiltonian, which, in the presence of an external magnetic field B, is 
given as follows
The expressions and description of the terms on the right-hand side 
of equation (1.2) are given below.
The first tern Hi representing the kinetic energies of the electrons, 
and their interaction as moving charged particles with the magnetic field
of the nuclei and with the external field B, is named the orbital term 
and given by
The early proposed m e c h a n i s m ^ , based on interactions between
n
quantitative, values as large as those observed. Ramsey and Purcell
H = Hi + H2 + H 3 + H* (1.2)
(1.3)
In equation (1.3) represents the gradient operator for the 
electron k, e and m denote the electronic charge and mass respectively, 
y^ is the magnetogyric ratio of nucleus N with nuclear spin 1^ and r ^
4-U
is (r^-r^p, where designates the coordinate of the k electron. The
A A  A  A  A
terms V, H^, H^g, Hgg and Hg^ represent, respectively, the electrostatic
potential energy, the electron orbital-orbital, spin-orbital, electron 
spin-spin and electron spin-external field interactions. None of these 
other terms contains the nuclear spins.
When the right-hand side of equation (1.3) is expanded only two
teims which involve the nuclear spins, in the absence of an external 
-■>-
field B, are obtained as
^la = y° . 2 £ E I YnYn, (In " rkN/,rkN^'^IN’'' rkN'^rkN'-)
8umc N N' k
*-rkN"rkN'^
WpefiB v 7 7 Y Y r~3 r-3
4irc N N ’ k N N ’ ^
(IN'rkN,) ^ l‘IW ) U-4)
and
“lb = «  J I YN rkN (IN A rk N ^ k
" jjj I yN rkN V  CrkN ~ V  (1-5)
where 3 (= eh/2mc) is the Bohr magneton. . Thus the Hamiltonian for the
✓s.
orbital term, Hl9 may be expressed as
■ Hi■= Hla + Hlb (1.6)
A
The second term, H2, which describes the dipole-dipole interaction 
between the nuclear and electron spins only when the electron is outside
the nucleus, is known as the dipolar teim and has the following foim
H2 = U0Bh I I Yn 3tSk'rkN^IN*rkN-)rkN " ('1'7-)
where S^ . is the spin angular momentum of electron k in units of ft.
A
The third term, H 3, representing the interaction between the nuclear 
and electron spins at the site of the nucleus, is called the Fermi contact 
term and given by
% = j P0£h I I Yn 6(rkN^  W
where 6 (r^) is a Dirac delta function which picks out the value at 
r ^  = 0 in any integration over the coordinates of electron k.
The last term, Hi*, is given as
k  = - 1 1  ynyn ,
4tt N N ’
(1.9)
Hi* represents the direct magnetic interaction of the nuclei N and 
NT with each other. In NMR experiments on fluids in which frequent
A
collisions average the molecule over all orientations, H 4 averages 
to zero.
Hence, in the absence of external fields, the Hamiltonian 
representing the electron-coupled nuclear spin-spin interactions in a
molecule may be expressed as
fl = fiia +Ab + fi2 +fi3 ' d - 10)
where H la and H^, H2 ^3 rePresent, respectively, the electron 
orbital, spin-dipolar and Fermi contact interactions.
1.3 CONTRIBUTIONS TO NUCLEAR SPIN-SPIN COUPLING CONSTANTS
As demonstrated in the previous section, there are three types of 
interaction between electrons and nuclear spins which contribute to the 
total nuclear spin-spin coupling constant of a molecules in the NMR 
spectra of fluids.
Since these interactions, as given by equations (1.4) to (1.7), 
are small compared with the molecular electrostatic Hamiltonian, the 
energy of nuclear spin-spin coupling, E ^ t, may be evaluated using 
perturbation theory. Then the terms which simultaneously involve nuclear 
spins 1^ and 1 ,^ can be collected from the perturbation expansion of the 
energy and equated to the energy expression given by equation (1.1), so 
that the desired expressions for J^j, may be obtained.
In order to achieve this, the second-order perturbation theory 
needs to be employed since the interaction energy given in equation (1.1) 
is bilinear in coupled nuclear spins, whereas the Hamiltonians given by 
equations (1.5) to (1.7) are linear in nuclear spin.
The Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation theory gives the second-order 
correction to the energy of the unperturbed system a s ^ ^
E = I <0|H|nxn|H|0>/(E -E ) (1.11)
n
where the symbol |0> refers to the unperturbed electronic ground state 
of the molecule and |n> to the excited states with energies of Eq and E^ 
respectively. The summation in equation (1.11) should be taken over all 
of the excited states including the continuum.
Upon substitution of equation (1.10) into equation (1.11), the
A A A  /V
squared terms of Hla, Hp^ ,- H2 and H3 and their cross-terms are obtained.
However, Ramsey has shorn that, in the absence of strong electron 
spin-orbital coupling, the excited states |n> giving non-zero matrix 
elements of H ia and Hib give zero matrix elements for H2 and H 3, and
A
vice-versa. Hence all of the cross-terms, except for the one between H2
and H 3, vanish. This term too averages to zero for a molecule that is
free to undergo a random tumbling motion which usually occurs in the
liquid samples used in NMR experiments. However, this terms appears to
be important for the anisotropic coupling in orientated molecules, e.g.
fl71for samples partially oriented in nematic liquid crystals^ .
Since the contributions from all the cross-terms to the motionally 
averaged indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling constant vanish, the three 
interaction mechanisms can be treated separately. The individual terms 
arising from these interactions are given below:
A. The Fermi Contact Term
A
When H 3, given by equation (1.8), is inserted into equation (1.11)
(2)
the corresponding second-order energy E^ is obtained as
f2V '
^3,NN' = ” 2(16ir$h/3)2 Y^Y-^j I I J ■ cO16 ( r - j ^ ) |
9 n k j
X <n\S{rw )SylN1 10>/(E^-E^)" (1.12)
where the factor of two arises because two equivalent energy terms appear 
in the double sum over nuclei N and N!.
The integrations implied by equation (1.12) involve the electronic
space and spin coordinates only, so that the nuclear spins 1^ and* I^t
(2)
can be taken out and E^ may be written as a tensorial interaction
(19) energy^ ■
where is a second-rank coupling tensor with the principal axes
fixed in the molecule given by
the matrix elements of the angular momentum operators (in this case S^ .), 
that couple together to give a resultant angular momentum (in this case 
the total spin) in the basis of the eigenfunctions to the latter. 
Applying these expressions to the matrix elements of equation (1.14) 
yields that only excited triplet states can couple to the singlet 
electronic ground-state of the molecule. Hence the summation over n in 
equation (1.14) is carried out over the excited triplet states and 
(3En-1EQ) represents a triplet excitation energy.
Since rapid molecular tumbling occurs in non-viscous liquid samples 
such as those used in high resolution NMR experiments, it is necessary 
to average over all of the orientations of the molecule to get the 
effective interaction. Consequently, the coupling tensor J^, given in 
equation (1.14) has to be replaced by one-third of its trace, which is, 
of course, a scalar. Therefore equation (1.13) becomes
JNN' q ^ o etl)2 YNYN'  ^| ? <0 I5(YW * Skln> » n k j
(1.14)
QO')
Condon and Shortley^ J have obtained the general expressions for
E3,NN’ 3 Tr^NN'-*
(1.15)
where
(1.16)
By comparing equations (1.1), (1*14) and (1.15) the expression for
(3)
the Feimi contact contribution, J ^ , , in Hz, to the nuclear spin-spin
coupling constant is obtained as
f 3) Q ->•
JW  = • Tl h(uoB/¥)2 YN YN' X I In k j
X <n|6(?jN,)S;j|0>/(3En- 1Eo) (1.17)
B* The Dipolar Term
(2)
The expression for the dipolar contribution, Jj^,, corresponding to
 ^ (3)
H2 in equation (1.7) can be obtained, as was done previously for .
It has the following form
J2  = - -5J hfooB.A4)2 yn yn, I <0l?3C V ^ V k N "
n
->
x <nll3(Sj*r^t)r^,rj^, - (S^-r^,) |0>/(3En-1Eo) (1.18)
Like H 3, the spin-dependent Hamiltonian H2 will mix the excited 
triplet states with the singlet electronic ground state. Hence, the 
summation over n in equation (1.18) is carried.out over the excited 
triplet states.
C. The Orbital Tenn
A  A
There are two Hamiltonians Hla and Hq^ representing the orbital
interaction mechanisms. H la is already bilinear in the nuclear spins.
(la)
Hence, the expression for J^j, may be obtained by selecting the terms 
->■->-
which involve from the first-order correction to the energy
expression, <0|H^j0>. It has the following form
JNN’ = (2b0ni$2/3Trh) YNYN t<0II(rkN#rk N ^ rkNrkNT I0> C1*19)
(2) (2)
Following the same procedure as for J^, and J^, the expression 
(lb)
for corresponding to the H ^  is obtained as
(1.20)
The electron spin free Hamiltonian will mix a singlet ground 
state with only excited singlet states. Hence, the summation over n in 
equation (1.20) is carried out over excited singlet states. 
represents a singlet excitation energy.
Thus, the isotropic nuclear spin-spin coupling constant, 
between nuclei N and N' can be written as a sum of contributions arising 
from various types of interaction
In addition to Ramsey's perturbation theory, given above, the 
variation method has also been applied in the calculations of nuclear
advantage, i.e., avoiding the infinite sum in equation (1.11), the 
difficulties related to a variation calculation, even for the hydrogen 
molecule, are so severe that it has received little attention so far.
1.4 REDUCED COUPLING CONSTANT
Equations (1.17) to (1.20) show that the Fermi contact, orbital and 
spin-dipolar terms are proportional to the product of the magnetogyric 
ratios of the coupled nuclei, Y^Y^i• Since the electronic wavefunction 
of a molecule does not depend on isotropic substitution, the coupling 
constants involving various isotopes of the same nuclear species,
NN' NN' NN' NN' NN'£ 5  ♦ £ ?  + £ 2?. * j!3?. (1.21)
(7-9)spin-spin coupling constants ^ . Although this method has an
differ only through the different magnetogyric ratios of the nuclei.
In order to facilitate a comparison between the nuclear spin-spin 
coupling constants in different molecules a "reduced coupling constant 
has been introduced. It is independent of the nuclear magnetic 
moments of N and N* and depends only on the electronic environment of 
the nuclei. K^j, has been expressed in two w a y s ^ ’^
where E ^ f is the energy perturbation caused by the interaction of fixed
By this definition K^, has the units of reciprocal volume, i.e. m~3 as 
in the CGS system.
KNN' C2Tr/nyNYN ,) (1.22)
and
(1.23)
nuclear magnetic moments y ^  and y^,^ and K^j, is the mean value of a 
reduced coupling tensor (K^f)ag«
The units of J,
Numerically
K^, (CGS) = K^., (SI) x 10 (1.24)
(21)For SI, McGlashan and Whiffen^ J have redefined K ^ t by
(2ir/ftyMYMI) J. (1.25)
C H A P T E R  2
A BRIEF REVIEW ON VARIOUS MO CALCULATIONS OF 
NUCLEAR SPIN-SPIN COUPLING CONSTANTS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Since Ramsey’s initial treatment of the theory of nuclear spin-spin 
coupling constants many theoretical attempts have been made to 
improve the applicability of this perturbation theory to molecules of 
chemical interest using either MO or VB wavefunctions.
As shown by equations (1.17) to (1.20) a detailed knowledge of the
eigenfunctions of the ground state and all of the excited electronic
states of the molecule, including the continuum, is required to evaluate
the various contributions to the nuclear spin-spin coupling constants.
In general these eigenfunctions are not completely known for most
molecular systems. Thus, the expressions given by equations (1.17) to
(22)(1.20) have been first simplified by McConnell^ J within the framework 
of Ml theory by introducing an average excitation energy (AEE) 
approximation.
This approximation involves choosing a suitable average excitation 
energy, AE, for all of the excited states and then the closure 
approximation may be used, such that the following relation holds:
= C W "  I <0!H'ln> < n[H* |0> 
n
= (AE)-1 <0|H’-H’ |0> (2.1)
Hence, only the ground state eigenfunctions need to be used. 
However, the choice of a reasonable value of AE is a difficult problem 
since a different choice of values of AE will affect the calculated 
coupling constants. Thus, the utilization of the AEE approximation is 
not necessarily justified in all cases.
(23)A refined MO procedure has been introduced by Pople and Santryy 
without invoking the AEE approximation. In their method a truncated set
of excited state wavefunctions is constructed by promotion of a single 
electron from the occupied to a vacant MO, so that the excitation 
energies are given by the differences between MO energies.
(241 (251
Ditchfieldv and Murrell^ have first applied the self-consistent
field (SCF) MO wavefunctions, within the framework of complete neglect of 
differential overlap (CNDO) and intermediate neglect of differential 
overlap (INDO) approximations,to the calculations of the Fermi contact 
contributions to the coupling constants in several hydrocarbons with and 
without configuration interaction (Cl) among the singly excited 
triplet states.
More recently, Pople, Mclver and Ostlund^^ have developed a 
finite perturbation theory (FPT) of nuclear spin-spin coupling constants 
to calculate the Feimi contact contributions only. Their approach 
involves the evaluation of the unrestricted SCF MD’s in the presence of 
a finite perturbation and. provides improved results in many cases.
An alternative perturbation approach for the calculation of nuclear 
spin-spin coupling constants has been introduced by Karplus and
Anderson(27,28) yg theory with the AEE approximation. This
approximation has been later avoided in the refined treatment of VB 
theory by Barfield(29,30). However, due to the practical difficulties 
encountered in computing the VB functions , the VB theory has not been 
applied as extensively as the MO theory.
In addition to the perturbation approaches mentioned above, the
variation method has also been applied to the calculation of nuclear
(31-34)spin-spin coupling constants in small molecules'- J. However, the
mathematical complications and the arbitrariness in the choice of the
variational wavefunctions seem to preclude extension of this method to 
larger molecular systems without introducing severe approximations.
Hence, both the VB theory and the variational method become less 
attractive in the area involving coupling constants.
On the other hand, the approximate SCF-MO’s are now available for 
fairly large molecules and able to provide a sufficiently good 
approximate description of the electronic distribution within the molecules 
of interest. Consequently, semi-empirical MO calculations of nuclear 
spin-spin coupling constants in various molecules are now extensively
('35')
performed by means of the sum-over-states (SOS) perturbation approach , 
self-cons is tent perturbation theory (SPOT) or by the finite 
perturbation procedure theory (FPT) .
In the present work, the first two of the three methods mentioned 
above are employed to evaluate all of the contact, orbital and dipolar 
contributions to nuclear spin-spin coupling constants between nuclei 
other than protons in various polyatomic molecules.
The early approaches to the calculation of nuclear spin-spin 
coupling constants, some of which have served as important steps towards 
these two methods, are first briefly reviewed in the forthcoming sections.
It is appropriate here to mention that the notation nJ(NN ’) is used 
throughout for the nuclear spin-spin coupling constant between nuclei N 
and N ?, where n is the number of intervening bonds between them and N is 
heavier that N*.
Ramsey^^ first applied his theory to estimate all three contributions 
to the coupling constant of the HD molecule, XJ(DH), using the accurate 
James-Coolidge wavefunctiontogether with the AEE approximation. By 
using a reasonable value^ of 1.4 Rydbergs for AE, the Feimi contact, 
orbital and dipolar contributions are estimated to be, respectively, about 
40 Hz, 0.5 Hz and 3 Hz. Hence he has obtained 1J(DH) = 43.5 Hz.
Hie experimental values of ^(DH) are reported as 43.5 +1 Hz and
+47 ±7 Hz, respectively, from pulse-type measurements of Carr and 
(38)Purcell1 J and from the molecular-beam resonance studies of Code and 
(39)Ramsey^ J. Thus, Ramsey’s estimated value agrees well with the 
experimental ones. Furthermore, the calculations clearly indicate that 
the Fermi contact term makes a dominant contribution to this coupling.
2.2 SUM-OVER-STATES (SOS) PERTURBATION CALCULATIONS
(22)Since McConnell's v J work has led to many of the more recent SOS 
perturbation calculations of nuclear spin-spin coupling constants, using 
a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO)-MO wavefunctions at 
various levels of approximation it is described first.
2.2.1 CALCULATIONS USING THE LCAO-MO THEORY OF McCONNELL
The first real application of Ramsey's f o r m u l a e t o  large 
molecules within the framework of MO theory was made by introducing the 
closure approximation together with the consequent AEE approximation. 
These approximations simplify equations (1.17) to (1.20) considerably and 
give expressions solely in terms of the ground state wavefunctions |0 >:
10
(2.5)
where is the orbital angular momentum of electron k about nucleus N, 
in h units. The other symbols take their usual meanings.
In M3 theory, the electronic ground state wave function or |0> 
of a closed-shell molecule with 2n electrons is taken as a normalized 
single determinant of the one electron orthonormal MO’s ijn, each doubly 
occupied, as
This is known as a single Slater determinant and is usually 
written as .... ^n^n l • Hence, the integrals appearing in
equations (2.2) to (2.5) involve determinantal wavefunctions.
The MO’s are approximated as a linear combination of atomic orbitals 
(LCA.0), <f> ’s, by writing
In LCA0-M3 theory the bond order-charge density matrix is defined as
*h(l) *h(l) #n(l) *nC1)
<Pn(2) ^n(2) (2.6)
1
= (2n!)~2 ih(2) Vi(2)
tyi(2n)^i(2n) ^n(2n)ij;n (2n)
(2.7)
where C is the LCAO coefficient of <|> in MO T.
U ■ V i
occ
P = 2 Y C . C .pv £ ]il VI
(2.8)
occ
where J is the sum over occupied MO’s. P is a measure of the total
.  yy
i
electron density in the atomic orbital <j> ■ and (yAO is the MO bond 
order between <j> and <J> of neighbouring atoms.
y
On reduction of the many-electron matrix elements and using a LCAO- 
MO approximation (equation (2.7)), McConnell obtained the Fermi contact 
contribution as
(3) 1
JNN» = 9 h ^ o e^ 2 YNYN' ^  1 SN ^  SN f^  Psnsn , ^2*9^
where S^(0) = <S^|6(r^ ) |S^ > is the electron density of the valence S
orbital at nucleus N, and P is the element of the bond order matrix
SN N'
between the valence atomic orbitals and S^, defined by equation (2.8).
For the hydrogen molecule P =1, taking AE = 10 eV and assuming
N N'
the effective charge in the IS orbital to be 1.00, McConnell has 
estimated 1J(HH) ~ 200 Hz from equation (2.9). The experimental value 
of 1J(HH), inferred from measurement on HD, is 280 H z ^ ^ . Thus, he has 
obtained at least the right order of magnitude.
The disadvantage of equation (2.9) is that it always predicts a
positive sign for proton-proton coupling constants and for all coupling
constants between nuclei with magnetogyric ratios of the same sign. This
contradicts the experimental evidence which suggests that either sign for
(401proton-proton coupling constants may be obtainedv J.
It has been pointed out that to select a positive AE to replace 
each value of (En-EQ) inequations (2.2), (2.3) and (2.5) is, in general, 
not possible since all of the integrals in these equations need not have 
the same sign^’^ .  Consequently, these equations may not predict the 
correct sign and hence the use of the AEE approximation seems far 
from valid.
Thus, it seems appropriate here, without discussing the contributions
from other terns given by equations (2.3) to (2.5), to proceed to the 
independent electron ID theories which do not use the AF.F. approximation.
In these theories either sign of the nuclear spin-spin coupling constant 
can arise.
2.2.2 CALCULATIONS USING THE INDEPENDENT ELECTRON M3 THEORY OF POPLE 
AND SANTRY
Pople and Santry^^ have developed an MO theory of nuclear spin-spin 
coupling constants using an independent electron LCAO-MO approximation 
with a minimal basis set of valence shell atomic orbitals. In their 
theory the ground state many-electron wavefunction for a closed-shell 
molecule is approximated by a single determinant, given by equation (2.6).
The excited state wavefunctions are constructed by promotion of a 
single electron from an occupied MO, , into an unoccupied one, ijn.
Each excitation gives rise to four excited states, leading to a singlet 
and a triplet with wavefunctions:
1T. -
i+j /2
M l   H M i • • • I (2.10)
3\y
i+j f1 ]
/
/2 V JI
| M i  --- 1
(2.11)
The corresponding excitation energies are ^ E  —  and 3A E ^ .
Only the singly excited triplet state wavefunctions in
equation (2.11) can give non-zero elements in equation (1.17). After 
reduction of the many-electron integrals to one-electron matrix elements
(3)
of the Dirac, delta function the expression for K ^ f is obtained as 
(s') -|/- occ unocc
KNN' = ■ T  (Uo6:)2 \ I — I >5C^ jD I’5(^1')I'1'^-
(2.12)
occ unoccrt Y*
where I and I represent the sums over occupied and unoccupied 
l j
MO’s respectively.
Using a LCAO-MO approximation [equation (2.7)], equation (2.12) can 
be written in terms of the LCAO coefficients, C’s, and atomic 
orbitals, (J)’s :
ro'v occ unocc
X (2.13)
By retaining only one-centre integrals equation (2.13) can be 
expressed as
KN>T = " <SNl6(-rN-|lSN><SN'l'S r^N ^ ISN l>
occ unoccx I I (^E.,)-1 CB  C, C c. (2.14)
i j 3 N 3 N 3 N' N'
where ~ is the LCAO coefficient of the valence shell S orbital 
. N
centered on nculeus N in the i ^  MO.
Assuming an independent electron MO model' in which the MO’s are 
eigenfunctions of an effective one-electron Hamiltonian, the triplet 
excitation energies 3AE- - are given by the difference of the orbitali**"j
energies (e.-£•)■> equation (2.14) may then be written in the form:
where ir^  ^ implies a "mutual polarizability" of the orbitals <f> and <J>V 
and is defined b y ^ ^
occ unocc
" . = 4 I ' I (e.-e.)’1 C. C. C. C. • (2.16)
p,V 1 j i J iy iv jy jv  ^ ^
The orbital energies and and the LCAO coefficients C’s 
required for the evaluation of t in equation (2.16) are obtained from 
the matrix eigenvalue equation
(H - e S)c = 0 (2.17)
where H is the Hiickel matrix and S is the overlap integral matrix.
The diagonal element of H is taken a s ^ ’^  the negative 
valence state ionization potential, I , of an eletron in orbital p:
a = - I (2.18)
Hie off-diagonal elements, 3^v> are taken to be proportional to
the overlap integrals, S
3 = K S (2.19)pv pv
where K = -10 eV. is used to evaluate 3 in equation (2.19) but is 
neglected in solving equation (2.17).
If the AEE approximation is introduced, replacing 3A E ^  (=£j-£-) 
by an average excitation energy, AE, equation (2.15) reduces to equation 
(2.9.) obtained by McConnell.
(3)
It may be seen that the sign of J^, in equation (2.15) can be 
either positive or negative since the individual products of LCAO 
coefficients in the summation in equation (2.16) may be of either sign.
By introducing the AEE approximation, Pople and Santry^^ have also
derived the expressions for the orbital and dipolar contributions to the 
couplings involving the first-row atoms in terms of the bond order 
matrix elements.
If only one-centre integrals over atomic orbitals are retained,
(la-) (lb) (2)
wN’ vanishes and the other teims, KNN' and KNN”  are given by
(u„P/i02 <r-3>H <r-3>HI(3AE)-1
KNn' 100 '* 'N 'N'
fp2 ‘ + p2 + p2
V N '  yNyN' ZNZNI
+ 3 P P + P P + P P
V n * yNyN' yNyN' ZNZN' ZNZN' xnV
Ip2 + p2 ■ + p2 + p2 + p2 + P2 
^ N '  yNxN' yNzN' zNyNI ^N' . XNZN
+ 3
¥ n ' V n 1 . Pznxn ’ xn zn i
■)
(2.20)
where <r~3>^  is the expectation value of r”3 for valence p orbitals on 
atom N and (ct,3 = x, y or z) are the bond order matrix elements
defined by equation (2.8).
For directly bonded atoms, if one axis is chosen along the NNT bond, 
cross-terms such as px^y^, w^ii be zero or small, so that equation (2.20) 
can be .expressed in terms of a pa-pa bond order, P , and pir-pir bond 
orders, P and PT:IT 7T
K(2)
NN! 100 o
(u„S/ir)2 <r_3>N <r"3>N, (3AE) 1
2 2 2
2P + P + P’ a tt
+ 3(P P + P P* + P P’)I0 TT a TT 7T TT J
The orbital teim KjJjjJp ^ is given by
KNN’^  = i ^ o 3/7r)2 <r 3>N <r~3>N'(lAE)’1
p p + p  p + p  p 
XNXNI yNyN' yNyN' ZNZN' ZNZN' ¥ h '
V n ' V n ' yNzN' zNyN' ZNXN' XNZN'
n
(2.21)
(2.22)
This term is non-zero for directly bonded atoms only if there is a
multiple bond between N and N 1. Furthermore, if one of the axes (say the
X-axis) is taken along the NN’ bond the cross-tenns such as Pv Y . vanish
N N (lb)
in molecules with high symmetry or become small elsewhere. Hence K^,
will vanish if one of tlie 7r-bond orders P^ r or P7 x r 7 is zero.
YWN' zNzN'
Equations (2.21) and (2.22) show that both the dipolar and orbital 
terms are proportional to <r-3>^<r_3>^t whereas the contact term in 
equation (2.15) is proportional to .S^(0)S^, (0). Hence, if only one-centre 
integrals are retained all of the contributions, other than the Fermi 
contact one, disappear for couplings involving protons.
Using their theory Pople and Santry^^ have shown that the Fermi 
contact term is dominant and contributions from both orbital and dipolar 
terms are negligibly small for couplings between directly bonded nuclei 
of first-row atoms (except possibly for F2).
The Pople-Santry method has been applied to evaluate a number of 
couplings over one bond, in some simple hydrocarbons, and a reasonable 
agreement with experiment has been obtained^’" ^ .
However, this method has predicted that all of the geminal coupling
constants 2J(CH) and 2J(HH) in ethane, ethylene and acetylene will be
positive whereas some negative values are found experimentally^^.
This feature has been attributed to the neglect of correlation between
(23)electrons of different spinv J .
2.2.3 CALCULATIONS USING THE INDEPENDENT ELECTRON MO THEORY OF HOFFMANN
This theory,known as the extended Huckel theory (EHT) of Hoffmann^^, 
has also been applied to the calculation of coupling constants in some 
simple hydrocarbons by Fahey, Graham and Piccioni , Armour and Stone^^,
De Jeu and Beneder^^ and by Amos^^ .
This theory is basically very similar to that of Pople and Santry 
except that the overlap integrals are not neglected in solving equation 
(2.17).
In the Hoffmann method is given by equation (2.18) and is 
approximated by
3 , = K S (a +a J/2 (2.23)pv pv  ^ p .
where K = 1.75.
(51)De Jeu and Beneder^ J have applied both the Pople-Santry and 
Hoffmann methods to evaluate the contact contributions to all of the 
coupling constants of methane, ethane, ethylene and acetylene using a 
basis of Slater orbitals. The calculated and observed coupling constants 
are compared in Table 2.1 where the results obtained by Fahey, Graham and 
Piccioni^^ using the Hoffmann method with inclusion of some two-centre 
integrals are also presented.
Examination of Table 2.1 (p.24) shows that the Hoffmann method gives 
better results than the Pople-Santry method, at least for the range of 
coupling constants under consideration. The best results are those 
obtained by the Hoffmann method with the inclusion of some two-centre 
integrals which are consistent with this method.
Hie Pople-Santry method predicts that all of the geminal coupling 
constants are positive whereas negative signs are obtained by the 
Hoffmann method, either with or without two-centre integrals.
By considering as a function of the nuclear charge (charge iteration) 
De Jeu and Beneder^^ have calculated these coupling constants. However,
TABLE 2.1. Coupling constants of methane, ethane and acetylene
calculated, in Hz, by the Pople-Santry and Hoffmann methods.
Molecule Coupling Pople- Santry 
K = -10eV
Hoffmann 
K = 1.75
fa)
Hoffmann 
2 centre 
integrals
(b)
Expt.
Methane lJ(CH) 94 64 83 125
Ethane 75 67 84 125
Ethylene *J(CH) 113 87 107 156
Acetylene UfCH) 210 139 169 249
Ethane ■lJ(CC) 6 22 - 35
Ethylene 'jfCC) 4 53 - 68
Acetylene lJ(CC) 38 106 - 172
Methane 2J(HH) 21.8 -18.4 -16.5 -12.5
Ethane 2j (h h) 26.3 -20.6 -16.7 -
Ethylene 2J(HH) 58.3 -21.5 -15.2 2.3
Ethane 2J(Of) 8.3 -3.7 -4.0 -4.5
Ethylene 2J(CH) 15.2 -7.8 -8.0 -2.4
Acetylene 2J(CH) 39.5 -7.4 -5.9 49.4
Ethane 3J(HH) 10.9 5.1 5.2 8.0
Ethylene (cis) 3J(HH) -7.5 5.0 5.9 11.6
Ethylene (trans) 3J(HH) 57.2 16.3 16.8 19.1
Acetylene 3J(HH) 54.5 8.8 8.5 9.6
Slater exponents: 1.625 for carbon and 1.2 for hydrogen.
Diagonal elements: carbon-2s: -21.4 eV, carbon-2p: -11.4 eV,
hydrogen-Is: -13.6 eV.
(a) Taken from Reference (49).
(b) Data from Reference (19).
the improvements in the results are not significant. This type of
calculation, using the SCF atomic orbital basis set, has been demonstrated
( '53 ')
to give better results V  .
In his calculations on the hydrocarbon coupling constants, using the
r 52T
Pople-Santiy method, Amos^ J has scaled the orbital energies by about a 
half to compensate for the Coulomb repulsion integrals which should 
appear in the triplet excitation energies but which are ignored in the 
method used. Due to this scaling he has obtained somewhat improved 
results for the directly bonded coupling constants.
The dihedral angle dependence of vicinal proton-proton coupling
constants, 3J(HH), in fluoroethane and monosubstituted ethanes has been
explored by B a c h l e r ^ * ^  using the same method employed by Fahey,
(49)
Graham and Piccioni^ . He has also examined the effect of substituents 
on these coupling constants and found that the results are in qualitative 
agreement with most experimentally observed trends in vicinal couplings.
Calculations on directly bonded X-H couplings (X = B,C,N,0,F,P) in 
a series of simple molecules have been performed by Varga and Zumdahl 
using the Hoffmann method, and the qualitative agreement with the 
experimental results has been obtained. They have also calculated 
directly bonded 11B-1H coupling constants for a series of L:BH3 adducts 
(L= CO,CN , NH3 ,PH3, GeH3) using the same method with different atomic 
orbital basis sets, off-diagonal approximations and charge iteration. 
However, they have found that the choices of the basis set, off-diagonal 
element approximation or charge iteration are not important for exploring 
qualitative trends in the bonding in a series of similar molecules.
In order to facilitate a comparison between non-empirical and semi- 
empirical theoretical results, some of the SCF calculations of nuclear
spin-spin coupling constants are presented in the next section.
2.2.4 NON-EMPIRICAL SCF-MO CALCULATIONS
The first SCF-MO calculation of nuclear spin-spin coupling constants
('57')
has been done by Lobve and Salemv . They have calculated 1 J(CH) and 
2J(HH) in methane using two different sets of SCF-MO wavefunctions and 
equation (2.13) in which is given by '
3AE^. = (Ej-ep - J.. . (2.24)
where is the Coulomb Integral between MO’s iju and if/^ and 
expressed as
Jii = (ii|jj) = fl'-(1)^(1) —  i|>i(2)^(2)dx dx , (2.25)
-LJ J x -1- r12 J J 1 2
They have evaluated these Coulomb integrals exactly but neglected the 
configuration interaction between excited states.
aUsing the SCF-MO wavefunctions of Sinai which are built up of
minimum basis set of Slater atomic orbitals and (s.-e.) values from
3 i(50)
Nesbet’s calculations ^ ''■with a set of Gaussian atomic orbitals. Loeve
and Salem^^ have calculated 1JCCH) = +139.0 Hz and 2J(HH) = -6.13 Hz.
When both SCF-MO wavefunctions and (e.-e.) values from Nesbet’sJ 1
calculations are used 2J(HH) = -2.67 Hz is obtained. The experimental 
values of 1J(CH) and 2J(HH) in methane are reported to be +125 Hz and 
-12.4 Hz respectively^^’^ . Hence, their calculations give the correct 
sign for these coupling constants whereas the independent electron MO 
theory of Pople and Santry gives the ■wrong sign for 2J(HH) in methane
Loeve and S a l e m h a v e  suggested that one-centre two-electron 
exchange integrals must be included in a Mi) description of spin coupling
if a negative J(HH) in methane is to be obtained. The reason for this 
is that such integrals lower the energy of configurations with parallel- 
spin electrons in different orbitals on the same atom.
Armour and Stone have applied the semi-empirical and non- 
empirical methods to the calculation of proton-proton coupling constants 
in ethylene. The calculated and observed values are compared in
Table 2.2 below. ■
TABLE 2.2. Values of proton-proton coupling constants, in Hz, in 
ethylene obtained by various methods.
Method Notes 2J(HH) 3J(HH)„ ^ J trans v ^CIS
(b),(c) 8.81 24.64 9.73
Pople and Santry (b), (d) -0.11 21.64 11.78
(b), (e) 57.31 54.27 -6.41
Hoffmann (b), (c) -12.55 9.66 5.56
(b), (e) -18.15 11.34 4.54
SCF (without Cl) (b) 10.04 14.32 5.86
- 12.90 14.86 6.15
SCF (with Cl) - 9.30 20.11 9.60
Experimental (a) 2.5 ±0.2 19.1 ±0.1 11.6+: 0.1
(a) Data from Reference (19)
(b) Calculating assuming that all orbitals except hydrogen IS vanish 
at the protons
(c) as = -16 eV, ap = -11.2 eV = -13.6 eV
(d) as = -14.2 eV Op = -11.2 eV c*h = -13.6 eV
(e) as = -21.34 eV, otp = -11.5 eV, = -13.6 eV
Table 2.2 shows that good agreement, with experiment for 3JO^Ocis
and 3J(HH), , is obtained from their SCF calculations with the. J trans*
inclusion of configuration interaction between the singly excited triplet 
states. However, none of these methods is successful in the calculation of 
the 2J(HH) value in ethylene. Even opposite signs are predicted for 2J(HH)
by semi-empirical methods using the same sets of values of parameters as, 
a and a,. Armour and Stone have concluded that these semi-empirical 
methods which ignore electron correlation are inadequate for the accurate 
calculations of nuclear spin-spin coupling constants.
Although the non-empirical SCF-MO calculations should be expected 
to be more reliable than the semi-empirical ones, such SCF-MO 
calculations are rather expensive and difficult to extend to larger 
molecules without introducing some approximations. Consequently, the 
semi-empirical SCF-MO wavefunctions are now becoming readily available 
for larger molecules without using a great deal of computational effort. 
Hence, it seems appropriate here to see how good the results are from 
calculations using approximate SCF-MO wavefunctions.
2.2,5 SEMI-EMPIRICAL SCF-MO CALCULATIONS
The first nuclear spin-spin coupling constant calculation, using
semi-empirical SCF-MO wavefunctions within the framework of CNDO/2
f 251approximation, has been done by Ditchfield and Murrell^ J and a similar
(241
calculation performed using the INDO approximation by Ditchfield^ J.
They have calculated the Fermi contact contribution to the coupling 
constants in several hydrocarbons and hydrocarbon derivatives with and 
without configuration interaction among singly excited triplet states.
The description of the formulation and parameterization of CNDO/2 
and INDO approximate LCAO-MO-SCF methods used in their work and in the 
present work is given in Chapter 3. They have taken the ground state 
wavefunction for closed-shell molecule 1'i'Q and the singly excited triplet 
states as given by equations (2.6) and (2.11) respectively. The 
triplet excited states in equation (2.11) are also used as a basis set 
for a configuration interaction calculation.
The matrix elements of the molecular Hamiltonian H within this basis
are given by
<3^3 jHj > - Eq = - ei - (ii| j j)
< 3^  |H|3f/> = - (ik|j£) i,j 4 M (2.27)
(2.26)
closed shell ground state ^  .
The electron repulsion integral (ij|k£) is defined by
(ik[jJ>) = ^(1)^(1) (r73)^ (2)i{iJl(2)dTidT2 (2.28)
Using equation (2.8) and the CNDO/2 approximation, equation (2.28) 
reduces to
where X and y run over the atomic orbital basis and (Ay|Ay) becomes zero 
if X and y are not on the same atom.
Since the effect of electron correlation on the ground state wave- 
function constructed from SCF-MO’s is expected to be small compared with 
that on triplet states, they have neglected configuration interaction 
between the ground and excited states.
The final excited triplet states 3,T  with energies relative to the
Ciklji) = n  cixckxcjpVXX|w0 (2.29)
and for the INDO case.
(ik| j*) = n  q J ^ c .  q  (xx|uu)
X y
+ ^  + CjuCAX^XulXy^ (2.30)
ground state 3AEn, obtained by diagonalizing the matrix constructed using 
equations (2.26) and (2.27), are related to the original basis by
N
I
(i+j)
3r  = I V  d,. (2.31)
n (i4)=l 1 Cl^ )>n
where N is the number of excitations, dr. • is the coefficient of
in 3lfl and 1 <n^N. 
i n K
In matrix notation equation (2.31) becomes
(3r )  = (3 ¥) d (2.32)
where d is the eigenvector matrix defining the whole set of excited 
triplet state Cl wavefunctions.
For calculations without Cl 3 ^  represents the excited triplet 
state wavefunctions defined by equation (2.11) and d becomes the 
unit matrix.
Using equations (1.22) and (2.7) and substituting equation (2.31) into 
equation (2.12), the expression for the Fermi contact term is obtained as
r oa . occ unocc occ unocc
4 - = - | h ^ 2 H 3AEn) -  I I I I
* n l j k £
Cl(i->j).n d(X),n A)£ a CiXCjyCkvC2a
I ^ (^ J^ ) l(J)y'> ^  $0 1 ^ (^l) I ■ ■ (2.33)
If only the one-centre contact integrals are retained then equation
(2.33) becomes
/s') . ' occ unocc occ unocc
i i i i
n i j k £
d(i->j),n ‘W ) , n  h s / j S ^ , , 0^ ,
|S^ > < S^ j, |6(r^,) |S^t> (2.34)
Hie symbols in equation (2.34) have their usual meanings.
In Table 2.3 (p.32) some of their results calculated by using equation
(2.34) are compared with those obtained by Pople and Santry^^ using 
the independent electron MO theory and the observed values.
It can be seen from Table 2.3 that the results obtained from both 
CNDO/2 and INDO calculations, with and without Cl, are considerably 
better than those from the Pople-Santry method. For geminal proton- 
proton coupling constants the INDO results are better than the CNDO/2 ones.
The INDO calculations with Cl give the negative value of 2J(HH) in 
methane in agreement with experiment, but the value is smaller than that 
found in Loeve and Salem’s SCF-MO result .
However, these results show the effect of one-centre two-electron 
integrals on geminal coupling constants since the INDO approximation 
retains such integrals. Although the CNDO/2 and INDO calculations over­
estimate the 2J(HH) value in C2Hit, these values are smaller than the non- 
empirical SCF-MO results obtained by Armour and S t o n e ( s e e  Table 2.2).
Good agreement with experiment for 3J(HH) ^ in CaHi* is obtained 
from all of the CNDO/2 and INDO and SCF-MO calculations. But the 
SCF-MO Cl result for 3 J (HH) trans in CaHi* is much better than that 
obtained from the CNDO/2 and INDO calculations with or without Cl.
They have obtained very similar results for 2J(CH) from the INDO and 
CNDO/2 calculations and the best results for 2J(CH) and 1J(CC) in the 
molecules from INDO Cl calculations. ’
The results given in Table 2.3 are obtained with S^ ,(0) = 4.54 au“3 
which is somewhat larger than the atomic Hartree-Fock value,
S2C(0) = 2.767 au~3. It has been pointed out that this large value may
TABLE 2.3. Some calculated coupling constants, in Hz, for simple hydro­
carbons using different methods(a).
Molecule Coupling
CNDO/2 INDO (b)
Pople-
Santry
method
(c)
Obs.
Without
Cl
With
Cl
Without
Cl
With
Cl
CH* 2J(HH) 1.44 1.68 - 1.80 20.88 -12.5
c2h6 2J(HH) 2.52 2.88 - 0.0 20.88 -
C2H., 2J(HH) 7.32 9.00 7.80 7.56 32.65 2.3
H2C0 2J(HH) - 33.85 34.21 37.81 - 39.61
C2H2 3J(HH) 8.40 9.24 11.16 11.52 1.88 9.6
C2Hif trans 3J(HH) 17.28 24.61 23.65 28.45 10.26 19.1
C2H4cis 3J(HH) 9.00 11.40 9.00 11.40 6.70 11.6
C2H6 ave 3J(HH) 7.08 9.24 - 9.84 5.56 8.0
CHi, lJ(CH) 105.93 123.74 128.87 136.41 132.79 125.0
c2h6 1J(CH) 95.37 125.55 103.03 137.92 156.94 125.0
c2h. UfCH) 132.19 164.78 140.04 172.33 179.27 156.0
c2h2 3J(CH) 230.27 282.79 266.79 281.28 235.40 249.0
c2h 6 2J(CH) 0.0 -1.21 0.24 -2.90 9 .57® -4.5
C2Hi, 2J(CH) 1.45 -0.63 2.17 -2.66 18.74® -2.4
c2h 2 2J(CH) 8.15 21.28 15.18 30.90 55.17® 49.4
c2h 6 ’JCcc) 19.81 26.03 20.19 26.41 35.82® 35.0
C2H* UfCC) 60.95 64.95 65.73 68.92 64.82® 68.0
c2h 2 1JCCC) 159.69 164.32 167.36 166.90 149.83® 172.0
(a) Taken from Reference (8).
(b) Taken from Reference (20).
(c) Data from Reference (19).
(d) Results obtained by using AEE approximation (3AE = 10 eV) .
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be due to the neglect of Cl for the singlet ground state^.
('35')
In addition to the Fermi contact term, Towl and Schaumburg^ have 
used a SOS perturbation approach, based on the CNDO/2 and INDO methods, 
to evaluate the contributions from the orbital and dipolar terms to the 
nuclear spin-spin coupling constants between two first-row elements in 
different molecular environments. Their SOS perturbation method, used in 
this work, is presented in Chapter 3.
2.3 CALCULATIONS USING FINITE PERTURBATION THEORY (FPT)
A completely different approach towards the calculation of nuclear 
spin-spin coupling constants is the finite perturbation method developed 
by Pople, Mclver and Ostlund^^ considering the Fermi contact interaction 
only. In this approach, the Fermi contact perturbation term is added to 
the normal SCF Hamiltonian to evaluate the SCF wavefunction for the 
molecule appropriate to the two together. This method is theoretically 
equivalent to the coupled Hartree-Fock theory as outlined below.
For a molecule with two nuclear magnetic moments p^ and p^f directed 
along the Z-axis, the total Hamiltonian in the presence of the Fermi 
contact interaction alone, may be written as
H = Hq + + p^ jfH^ , (2.35)
where Hq is the unperturbed Hamiltonian and
%  = |  “o'5 I 6f-?kN> gkZ (2‘36>
A
and similarly for H^t.
From the power expansion of the energy in the presence of p^ and p^t,
the reduced coupling constant may be expressed as
KNN'
32e (uN)Un,)
3p 3p 
mN
(2.37)
“N ^ N '  " 0
,(62)Using the Hellmann-Feynmann theorem , the validity of which for 
LCAO-ID SCF wavefunctions has been proved by Pople, Mclver and Ostlund . 
the second derivative of energy may be equated to the first derivative
/N
of the expectation value of with respect to .
K:NN!
(2.38)
Thus the calculation of K ^ f requires the evaluation of the wave- 
function in the presence of p^ , alone, T(p^f), and the Hamiltonian 
used is
(2.39)
Since the perturbation p^H^, induces a non-vanishing spin-density 
in the molecule, T(p^f) is necessarily calculated as an unrestricted 
LCA0-M3 SCF wavefunction. Therefore the wavefunction representing a 
molecule with 2n electrons iswritten in the determinants! form
¥ = |i(ia (l)aCU...>i'a (n)a(n)416Cn+l)e(n+l).../(2n)B(2n)| (2.40)
n n
in which ijn and ijw are not required to be identical spatial functions
In the LCAO-iO approximation the a and 3 MO's are written as:
GL 6where d> is an atomic orbital and the LCAO coefficients C . and C •Yp pi pi
satisfy the matrix equations,-
Fa (f = S (f Ea1
(2.42)
where E is the orbital energy matrix, S is the overlap matrix and F is 
the Hartree-Fock energy matrix. •
The first-order density matrices.associated with the a and 3 electron 
spins are
and
n * 
r>a _ v ra r01
X a I aii
X a j Ai ai
(2.43)
where X and a denote atomic orbitals.
The spin density matrix, p, is defined as
p = pa _ pB (2.44)
When there is no perturbation, u, = 0 , Pa is identical to P and p 
becomes zero.
When the perturbation is present, a modification of the SCF 
equations is made by changing the one-electron core part of the Fock 
matrices isrhich become
Fa = ^ (c°re)+ 2 q 
pv pv 3 Ho N’t<J> S(rMt) <j> dx Yp v N1' Yv
+ E fPx d uvlXa) ' PX a ^ X lVa )^X.crl a o  j
(2.45)
and similarly for 3? except for a negative sign on the second term.
The expectation value of H^, appearing in equation (2.38), may be 
written in terms of p as:
Differentiating equation (2.46) with respect to y^, gives the 
reduced coupling constant
which can be used with any type of SCF-LCAO-MO procedure.
Within the framework of the INDO series of approximations the matrix 
elements of 6(r^) in equations (2.45) to (2.47) become zero unless 
A = v = valence S orbital on nucleus N.
When A = v = valence S orbital on nucleus N, the double sum over 
atomic orbitals A and a in equation (2.47) reduces to a single term
In this method the effect of perturbation is the addition of 
a quantity,
to the diagonal Fock matrix elements corresponding to the S orbital of 
atom N' for a orbitals and the addition of (-h^,) to the analogous matrix 
elements for 3 orbitals.
Substitution of y^t from equation (2.49) into equation (2.48) gives 
the reduced coupling constant
1^1 ^ (f^ i)> v^o^  ^ ^Ao^N1^  1 ^ ^rN'^ I0^  (2.46)
A,a
(2.47)
(2.48)
(2.49)
KNN' 9 fuoe-)2 SiV°) SN ' ^  gh Ps.jS ^ N 1^1 (2.50)
L N . jN,= o
The evaluation of the derivative in equation (2.50) is done using
the method of finite differences. Since pc c (hM.) is an odd function
N N N .
of hN ,, only one value of h^f is needed for the calculation of ¥.
With a suitable choice of values for h^t the derivative in equation
(2.50) can be approximated by pg^^(h^i)/h^t • Hence, the final 
expression for the reduced coupling constant is obtained as
(3) 4
KNN' 9 2 SN'*-0^ (2.51)
The valence S orbital densities, S^(0), can be obtained from atomic 
Hartree-Fock calculations or may be treated as adjustable parameters.
Pople, Mclver and Ostlund^^ have performed CNDO/2 and INDO 
calculations of nuclear spin-spin coupling constants for a whole range 
of molecules containing elements from hydrogen to fluorine by means of 
equation (2.51). The INDO-FPT result for 2J(HH) in methane is as good 
as the non-empirical SCF-MD r e s u l t a n d  much better than the INDO-SOS 
result (Table 2.3). The value of 2J(HH) in ethylene obtained from the 
INDO-FPT calculation is considerably better than those obtained from both 
non-empirical^^ and semi-empirical INDO-SOS calculations^^. Good 
agreement between the calculated and experimental coupling constants 
involving carbon and hydrogen is obtained and most experimental trends 
are well reproduced. However, poor results are obtained by this method 
for longer range couplings to fluorine.
Very recently, Dewar, Landman, Sung Ho Suck and Weiner have 
carried out MIND0/3-FPT calculations of nuclear spin-spin coupling
38
constants between carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen using equation (2.51). 
Reasonably agreement between the calculated and experimental results is 
obtained but the MIND0/3-FPT results are somewhat inferior to the INDO- 
FPT ones. Some calculated coupling constants by the MIND0/3-FPT and INDO- 
FPT methods are given in Table 2.4 (p.39) together with the observed 
coupling values.
Hie M1ND0/3-FPT results refer to geometries calculated by 
minimizing the energy with respect to all of the geometrical variables 
whereas the INDO-FPT results are obtained using standard geometries 
deduced from fixed values for bond lengths and angles. In both the 
MINDO/3 and INDO calculations the orbital densities, S^(0), are treated 
as adjustable parameters and the values of these densities obtained are 
listed in Table 2.5 together with the Hartree-Fock atomic values .
TABLE 2.5. MINDO/3 and INDO calculated orbital 
densities (au“3).
Atom
S2(0) (au“3)
MINDO/3 INDO Hartree-Fock
H 0.2947 0.3724 0.3183
B - 2.2825 1.408
C 2.5583 4.0318 2.767
N 5.8181 6.9265 4.770
0 - 12.0658 7.638
F 21.3126 11.966
It can be seen from Table 2.5 that, except for hydrogen, the orbital 
densities for other atoms obtained from the INDO-FPT calculations are 
higher than the Hartree-Fock atomic values.
Schulman^^ has applied the coupled Hartree-Fock perturbation theory,
TABLE 2.4. Some calculated values of the contact term by MINDO/3 and 
INDO-FPT methodsCa) compared with experimental results.
Molecule Coupling MINDO/3 INDO Expt.®
Hydrogen 1 J(HH) 285.80 408.60 278.2 ±0.7
Water 2J(HH) -6.63 -8.07 (+)7.2 ±0.7
Methane 2J(HH) -5.64 -6.13 -12.4 ±0.6
Ethylene 2J(HH) 3.24 3.24 2.5 ±0.2
Formaldehyde 2J(HH) 127.44 31.86 40.3 ±0.1
Ethylene(cis) 3J(HH) 8.81 9.31 11.7 ±0.1
Ethylene(trans) 3J(HH) 47.93 25.15 19.0 ±0.1
Acetylene 3J(HH) 42.06 10.99 9.6 ±0.2
Methane 1J(CH) 104.29 122.92 125 ±1
Ethane XJ(CH) 99.22 122.12 124.9 ±0.3
Ethylene 1J(CH) 132.92 156.71 156.4 ±0.1
Ethane 2J(CH) -4.91 -7.20 -4.5 ±0.3
Ethylene 2J(CH) -19.51 -11.57 -2.4 ±0.15
Ethane 1JCC-c) 34.90 41.45 34.6 ±0.3
Ethylene 1J(C=C) 77.62 82.14 67.6 ±0.1
Acetylene 1JCc^c) 90.74 163.75 171.5 ±0.2
Cyanide ion 1J (N=C) 1.59 -1.3 5.9
Acetonitrile 1J(N=C-) -21.17 6.2 -17.5 ±0.4
Methylamine 1J(N-C) -4.96 -4.6 -4.5
(a) Undetermined signs are given as (±).
(b) References for experimental data can be found in Reference (63).
■within the framework of the INDO and MINDO/3 approximations, to the 
calculation of the three contributions of the 15N-13C spin-spin coupling 
constants in some molecules. By comparing the calculated results he has 
concluded that the MINDO/3 method is of less quantitative value than the 
INDO scheme for coupling constants, at least for the case of nJ(NC).
For most of the couplings involving protons and the first-row atoms 
(with the possible exception of fluorine) the Feimi contact mechanism 
makes the dominant contributions to the coupling constants. However, it 
is realized from the theoretical studies of nuclear spin-spin 
coupling constants that for many nuclei the orbital and dipolar terms 
are as important as the Fermi contact term.
In this regard, Blizzard and Santry^^ have developed a self- 
consistent perturbation theory (SCPT) to evaluate all three contributions 
to the nuclear spin-spin coupling constants. This method, which is 
employed in the present work, is described in Giapter 3.
C H A P T E R  3
APPROXIMATE MO THEORIES AND THEIR APPLICATION 
TO SOS AND SCPT CALCULATIONS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Molecular orbital (M3) theory is the most widely applied method for 
describing the electronic structure of molecules. It provides an exact 
description of molecular electronic structure for one-electron systems 
and also gives a good approximation for many-electron molecules. As 
discussed in Chapter 2; the majority of calculations of nuclear spin-spin 
coupling constants have been done using a set of wavefunc'tions derived by 
means of a semi-empirical SCF-MO method. Since most applications of MO 
theory do not necessarily require an accurate knowledge of all of the 
M3Ts for the system, a number of simplifications and approximations are
1711introduced in the theory and semi-empirical methods have been developed^ J 
The. approximate MO theories and their applications to the calculation of 
nuclear spin-spin coupling constants by means of the SOS perturbation and 
self-consistent perturbation methods are discussed in this chapter.
3.2 THE HARTREE-FOCK METHOD 
(72 73)
This methodv * represents the best possible single determinant 
wavefunction that can be obtained and thus serves as a convenient starting 
point for higher approximations. The wavefunction for the ground state 
of a closed-shell molecule with 2n electrons is obtained by combining the 
one-electron MO’s Vs), each with both a and $ spins, into a complete 
determinantal wavefunction [equation (2.6)].
If the normalized wavefunction T represents an electronic state, the 
electronic energy, E, of this state is defined as
¥* H T dx (3.1)
where H is the electronic Hamiltonian for 2n electrons in a molecule and
defined in the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation as
■ ' H = J H (^core-> Ck) + I I -t- (3.2)
k 4tt£0 ru
The quantity H^core  ^(k) is the one-electron Hamiltonian for the k^1 
electron moving in the field of the bare nuclei. This operator is linear 
and hermitian and has the form
H (core)(k;) = - ^  y* - I l L  (3.3)
2m k 4uso B rkR
where Zg and r^g represent the charge of nucleus B and the distance
ti2 2
between the electron k and the nucleus B, resepctively, and where V
7 2m k
e r ^Ba n d  i   are, respectively, the kinetic energy and potenital
4ttc0 B rkB
energy operators for the k ^  electron.
In equation (3.2) r-^ is the distance between electrons (k) and (£), 
e2 1and--------- represents the mutual repulsion operator between them.
4TCo rk*
Substituting equation (3.2) into equation (3.1) the general 
expression for the electronic energy is obtained as
E = 2 f  H£i + f f(2Ji -Ki,) (3.4)
i-1 11 i j 1J
which includes integrals over M3's, so equation (3.4) is derived on the 
basis that the MO’s form an orthonormal set.
In equation (3.4) represents the energy of an electron in a MO, 
iju, in the field of bare nuclei ,
Hii = I V (i) H (core) dx (3.5)
The Coulomb integrals J y  and the exchange integrals K y  are
defined as
J. ^(1) ^(2) -^-^(1) ^-(2) dTi dx2 
1 J ri2 i 3
(3.6)
and
K^  = ^(1) ^(2) ^(2) dxi dx2-*-J J J -1 J M2 J -L
(3.7)
In the Hartree-Fock method the general approach to the accurate 
solution of the many-electron wave equation is to adjust the many-electron 
wavefunction ¥ to lower the energy of‘the system [equation (3.1)] 
according to the variational principle. Thus, the best MO’s are obtained 
by varying all of the contributing one-electron wavefunctions ijji ,ip2, —  ,^ 2n 
in the determinant [equation (2.6)] until the energy reaches its absolute 
minhnum. Such orbitals are named SCF on Hartree-Fock MO's.
After applying a unitary transformation to the MO’s ijn, the 
corresponding differential equations for The best forms of the MO’s have 
the form
or F ijn = CjMjn i = 1,2,...,n
These are known as the Hartree-Fock equations. In equation (3.8) F is
(3.8)
>
the Fock-Hamiltonian operator and is the energy of the i ^  MO; the 
Coulomb operator, J^, and the exchange operator, K^ ., are defined as
3.3 THE ANALYTICAL HARTREE-FOCK METHOD OR THE LCAO-SCF-MO METHOD
Hie Hartree-Fock equations, [equation (3.8)], are mathematically 
complicated nonlinear integro-differential equations which cannot be 
directly solved for most molecular systems. Hence, in this approach each 
MO is considered in the LCAO foim [equation (2.7)]. Although the complete 
solution of the Hartree-Fock problem requires an infinite basis set in 
the LCAO expansion [equation (2.7)], good approximations, can be obtained 
with a limited number of basis functions.
The LCAO-MO approximation to the Hartree-Fock MO’s leads to 
Roothaan’s equations
(3.11)
where
(3.12)
and F^v, the matrix elements of the Fock operator for a closed-shell 
molecule, are given by
(3.13)
H (core) +
I PXa[<yv |Xa> - |va> (3.14)
where
H(core) _ f ^ H (core) ^  ^  d
yv J y
(3.15)
and
(3.16)
P, are the elements of the bond order-charge density matrix which are
defined analogously to P in equation (2.8) .
r v
In equation (3.11) e^, the orbital energies of the LCAO-SCF-MO’s 
are the roots of the secular deteiminant
(3.17)
where the lowest roots correspond to the occupied M0fs. These roots may 
be used to determine C . which again may be used to solve equation (3.11) 
to obtain the optimum LCAO-SCF-MD’s.
3 .4 SEMI-EMPIRICAL LCAO-SCF-MO METHODS
It is clear from the previous section that the most difficult part 
of LCAO-SCF-M) calculations is the evaluation of a large number of multi­
centred integrals <yv|Aa> which arise even with the use of a minimal 
basis set. Many of these integrals have very small values, particularly
those involving the overlap distribution <j) (1)<f> (1) with y^v . Thus,
y . y
Roothaan's equations have been simplified by the zero differential 
overlap (ZDO) approximation^’ ^  whereby all of the electron repulsion 
integrals involving the overlap distributions are assumed to be 
negligibly small.
In the ZDO approximation the overlap distributions defined by 
equation (3.12) are neglected, and the core integrals H ^ ore  ^ of 
equation (3.15) are treated in a semi-empirical manner to accommodate 
the possible bonding effect of the overlap. Consequently
the LCAO-SCF-MO calculation including all valence electrons in a molecule
<yv|Aa> = <yy|AA> 6 ^  <5Aa (3.18)
where 6-. is the Kronecker delta.
1J
(77)
Pople, Santry and Segalv J have applied the ZDO approximation to
and have considered its effect on the invariance properties of the 
wavefunction.
There are several ways in which the ZDO approximation can be applied 
in order to retain the invariance of the wavefunction to orthogonal 
transformation among the orbitals centred on the same atom. Among them 
are the CNDO and INDO methods.
A. The CNDO Method
(77)
Pople, Santry and Segal'' J have developed the CNDO method for 
calculating ID’s including all valence electrons invoking the ZDO 
approximation to the two-electron repulsion integrals. There are two 
parameterizations named CNDO/1 and CNDO/2. The more widely used CNDO/2 
method^^ is outlined below.
The overlap distribution <j> (1)<J>^ (1) is assumed to be very small 
unless y=v, so that the repulsion integrals involving these overlap 
distributions are also small. Consequently equation (3.18) holds, that 
is, <yv|Xa> is zero unless y = v and X=cr
In addition, it is assumed that the two-centre integrals depend
only on the type of atoms A and B to which the AO’s <Jr and <J>^ belong and
not on the actual orbital type. Thus
<yy|XX> = y ^  (all <J> ' on A, all <J>^ on B) (3.19)
Here y ^  represents an average electrostatic repulsion between an
electron in a valence AO on atom A and another in a valence AO on atom B.
In the CNDO/2 method, is calculated as a two-centre Coulomb integralAd
involving valence s-functions,
Then, a related series of approximations is applied to the matrix 
elements H^core  ^ [equation (3.15)] of the core Hamiltonian operator,yv
H (core) = _ V2 _ j V,B (3.21)2ra B
where -V-g is the potential due to the nucleus and inner shells of atom B,
The diagonal matrix elements H ^ ore  ^ are separated into one- and 
two-centre contributions as
H (c0re) = <u
yy
= <y
Tl2
—  V2 - £ Vn | y> ' ((j> on atom A) 
2m B ^
fT
n V V A I L •¥R
2m A BtfA) B
v2 -v.|u>- I <u|V„|p>
= U - I V 
"" B(/A)yy AB
(3.22)
The one-centre term U is essentially an atomic quantity and a 
measure of the energy of 4> in the bare field of the core of its own 
atom A. In the CNDO/2 method U is estimated semi-empirically from 
atomic data as follows:
1 W  = uuu + cza - | )yaa (3.23)
where I and A represents, respectively, the ionization potential and
y y
electron affinity of an electron in <f> on atom A. The numerical values
y
used for the orbital electronegativities ) are given in Table 3.1,
TABLE 3.1. Numerical values for -J(I +A ) in eV. 
 ---  y y
Atom H Li Be B C N. 0 F
-KIS+AS)
(Ip+Ap)
7.176 3.106
1.258
5.946
2.563
9.594
4.001
14.051
5.572
19.316
7.275
25.390
9.111
32.272
11.080
The two-centre tenns V^g in equation (3.22) are evaluated by the 
expression
(3.24)VAB ZB yAB
(core)The off-diagonal core matrix elements H£v J between different AO’s, 
<f> and 4>v , on the same atom A are neglected. •
For d) and d> on different atoms A and B, H^core  ^ is assumed to be Yy Yv ’ yv
proportional to the overlap integral Syv
H (core)yv
0 0 
3A+3B yv
(3.25)
where K = 1 in the CNDO/2 method and the bonding parameter £^ depends 
only on the nature of atom A. Table 3.2 below lists the values of 3*^  
which are empirically selected by comparing the results obtained from the 
CNDO/2 calculations and a set of accuate ab-initio calculations on a 
group of small molecules (for properties such as geometry, orbital energy 
and population analysis).
TABLE 3.2. Values of bonding parameters 3^ in eV,
Atom H Li Be B C N 0 F
i
. "
TO o 9 9 13 17 21 25 3! 39
Using equations (3.16) to (3.25), the matrix elements of the Fock 
operator, F, in the CNDO/2 method can now be expressed as
F = - — (I +A ) + 
yy 2 y y CPM - V  - I YAA
+ ^ ^ b b ""^ eP TabB(/A) ^ m
(3.26)
where is the total charge density on atom A
PM  1  P;;;i (3.28)
B. The INDO Method
r 79^
Pople, Beveridge and Doboshv J have developed the INDO method which 
is similar to a refined treatment of the CNDO procedure by D i x o n .
All two-electron exchange integrals <yv|yv> involving overlap distributions 
are neglected in the CNDO/2 procedure. But, in the INDO method, such 
integrals involving one or more overlap distributions are retained when 
the overlap distribution derives from two orbitals centered on the same 
atom. The less approximate INDO method presents an important improvement 
over the CNDO/2 method for the treatment of problems related to electron 
spin distribution.
In the INDO method the elements of the unrestricted F-matrix are 
given by the following expressions:
(y on atom A) (3.29)
F^v = (2P^V~PpV)<yv | yv> - P^v<yy|vv> (y/v , both on atom A)
(3.30)
and
(p on atom A, v on atom B)
(3.31)
ft ft
and have similar expressions. The corresponding expressions 
for the closed-shell matrix elements can be obtained by putting
^yv= ^yv= ^ y v  in eTuati°ns (3.29) to (3.31).
Assuming 2s and 2p orbitals to have the same radial parts, Pople and 
co-workers have expressed the one-centre electron-repulsion integrals 
* in terms of Slater-Condon p a r a m e t e r s , F11 and G11, as:
<ss|ss> = <ss|xx> = F° = (3.32)
<sx|sx> = |  G1 (3.33)
; <xy|xy> = F2 (3,34)
<xx|xx> = F° + —  F2 (3.35)
25
<xx|yy> = F° - —  F2 (3.36)
' '25
Similar expressions are used for <ss|zz>, etc. The integral F° is 
evaluated theoretically from Slater atomic orbitals whereas the values 
for G1 and F2 are chosen empirically so as to give the best fits with 
experimental atomic energy levels. The values of G1 and F2 parameters 
used in the INDO method for some first row atoms are listed in Table 
3.3 below.
TABLE 3.3. The G1 and F2 parameters (au) .
Atom Li Be B c N o F
G1
F2
0.092012
0.049865
0.1407
0.089125
0.199265
0.13041
0.267708
0.17372
0.346029
0.219055
0.43423
0.266415
0.53230
0.31580
At the INDO level of approximation, the following relations between 
the orbital electronegativities \ (I +A ) and core integrals U are 
deduced.
i^rogen: - |  0 >A)s = Uss + \
Lithium: 1 (I+A) = U + -  F°
2 s ss 2
(3.37)
(3.38)
(3.39)
Beryllium: - | (I+A)s = Ugg + | F° - ^  G (3.40)
- F° - 4 G1
2 4
(3.41)
Boron to 
Fluorine
(3.42)
(3.43)
where is the core charge of atom A. All of the other details are the 
same as in the CNDO/2 method, to which the INDO method reduces when the 
one-centre exchange integrals G1 and F2 are ignored.
3.5 THE SOS PERTURBATION METHOD FOR THE CONTACT, ORBITAL AND DIPOLAR TERMS
The calculation of all three contributions to the nuclear spin-spin 
coupling constant involves the application of second-order perturbation 
theory to the electronic wavefunction for the molecule of interest .
As described in Chapter 2, most theoretical attention has been paid to 
the contact interaction which is dominant, especially for couplings 
involving protons. Consequently, the computational schemes have been first 
developed for this term alone and later generalized to include other 
mechanisms.
Equations (2.34) and (2.51) show that the contact term is proportional 
to the product of the valence s-orbital density at each of the coupled
nuclei, Sj^(0)S^,(0). In the INDO-FPT calculation^^ of the contact 
contributions to nuclear spin-spin coupling constants, the valence s 
orbital densities S^(0) are assumed to be invariant from molecule to 
molecule and depend only on the nature of atom N (Section 2.3). With 
this assumption, Pople and co-workers have attempted to reproduce 
experimentally observed coupling constants by scaling the calculated 
contact terms, i.e., S^(0) are treated as adjustable parameters.
(24 251
Similar attempts have been made by Murrell and Ditchfield^ ’ J in 
their CNDO/2- and INDO-SOS perturbation calculations of the contact 
contributions to the coupling constants in several hydrocarbons and some 
of their derivatives.
Since only one-centre contact integrals are retained in these FPT 
and SOS calculations, the matrix elements of 6(r^) in equations (2.33) 
and (2.47), <p|S(r^)|v>, become zero unless p = v = valence s-orbital on 
nucleus N. Therefore, the orbital and dipolar contributions to any 
coupling constant involving a proton vanish. For such coupling constants, 
experimental values may be reproduced by scaling the contact term alone. 
But, when both atoms of interest possess valence p electrons the orbital 
and dipolar contributions do not vanish; therefore scaling the contact 
term alone is not justified.
Moreover, in the case of coupling between nuclei other than protons 
the, often neglected, orbital and dipolar terms have been found 
theoretically to make significant contributions in addition to the contact 
term, especially in the case of multiple bonding(36,67 /0) ^
(35)In this regard, Towl and Schaumburgv J have applied the SOS 
perturbation approach, based on the CNDO/2 and INDO methods, to estimate 
the magnitude of all three contributions to the nuclear spin-spin
coupling constants between two first row elements in different molecular
environments. Their approach can be viewed as an extension of the work
(24 251of Murrell and Ditchf ield** 9 J in order to include the calculation of 
orbital and dipolar contributions. Hence, their derivation of the 
expression for the contact term is exactly the same as described in 
Section 2.2.5. They have obtained the expressions for the orbital and 
dipolar terms as described below.
(xa) (lb)
A. The Orbital Teims, J ^ f and J ^ f
The Hamiltonians for these terms, Hja and H^, are given in 
equations (1.4) and (1.5) in Chapter 1. The ground state wavefunction 
■ 1Yq and the singly excited singlet state wavefunction are given in 
equations (2.6) and (2.10) respectively. 1T? in equation (2.10) are also 
used as a basis set for a Cl calculation.
/N
The finite matrix elements of the molecular Hamiltonian H within 
this basis set are given by
< 1T^jH|1'k^  > - Eq = - <ii|jj> + 2<ij|ij> (3.44)
<1Tp|H|1^ >  =2<ij|k£> - <ik|j£> i,j j k,£ (3.45)
where the electron repulsion integral <ij|k£> is defined analogously to 
<ik|j£> in equation (2.28). The other symbols have their usual meanings.
Hie final excited singlet states with energies relative to the 
ground state of obtained from diagonalization of the matrix
constructed using equations (3.44) and (3.45), are expressed in terms of 
the original basis as:
or, in matrix notation,
( V )  = (-V) f (3.47)
where N is the number of excitations, fr- is the coefficient of(i+j), n
in 1fn’ and l<n < N. f is the eigenvector matrix defining the 
whole set of excited singlet state Cl wavefunctions. For calculations 
without Cl f becomes the unit matrix.
Within a LCAO-MO approximation, substitution of equation (3.46) into
(ia) (lb)
equations (1.19) and (1.20) gives the expressions for Jj^, and J ^ t as:
(la) - -1 M ^ y
JNN' = a; ^o6^ 2 m YNYN' ^  CiX Cjp< ’^xl (-rK'rNl^ rN3rN' IV"
' (3.48)
and
JNN'} ="l ( V /2^ 2 hY#N' I f(i-j),n
X (bL.) f(k‘>{-Wn CiXCjuCkvCto ^ X ^ N
I V  (3.49)
(in)
If only one-centre integrals are retained, then J ^ t becomes
(lb) ■
negligible and J^, contains only teims involving 2p orbitals,
1 occ unocc occ unocc
JNN- l ('AEJ-1 I. I I I
(lb)
It is obvious that J ^ t vanishes if one of the nuclei N or N 1 belongs
to a hydrogen atom.
X2)B. The Dipolar Term, J^,
A
The Hamiltonian for this term, H2, is given in equation (1.7).
Only singly excited triplet states give rise to finite matrix elements
- (2) - 
of H2. The expression for J^, may be obtained by substituting Tn*
given in equation (2.31) into equation (1.18). By retaining only one-
centre integrals, where only the 2p atomic orbital terms are non-zero, and
(2)
evaluating all of the remaining integrals explicitly, Jj^t is given by
occ unocc occ unocc
JW')=- ^ (lIo6/2^ 2h yNyN'  ^ I I ]n l j k %
d(i-*j),n d(k+S.) <r“3>XT <r~3>XTtJ4fC. C. C, ^,n N 1 1X^ ^ N ^ N 1 N T
+ C. C. ■ C, Cn + C. C- C, C„
xTn ^ N>N* 1ZN *^ZN ZNf ZN’
- 2fC. C. fC C„ +C, Cn ■ '
■^N ^N? ZN’ ZN*
+ C. C. fC, C0 +C, C0 } 
X7N 37n [>^n « ^ N t ^ ZN . Z|s|»^
+ C. C.
1ZN ^ ^ cxN t ^XN ’ ^ 7 n t ^ N 1
+ 3
C. C. +C. C.
1XN JZN 1ZN J N ^ ZN’ ^XN ’
C. C - +C. C. j [C, C0 +C C0
1ZN *^N ZN' ^N! ^N’ N*
(3.51)
(2)Obviously, vanishes if one of the nuclei N or N ’ belongs to a 
hydrogen atom.
3.6 SELF-CONSISTENT PERTURBATION THEORY (SCPT) OF NUCLEAR SPIN-SPIN
COUPLING CONSTANTS
The self-consistent perturbation theory of the coupled Hartree-Fock 
type has been proposed by Blizzard and Santry^^ in which all 
contributions to the nuclear spin-spin coupling constants are evaluated. 
This method, and the FPT of Pople et have much in common but the
former is more economical in terms of computer time.
In this method, the nuclear spin-spin coupling constant, J ^ , ,
-> + ' (2)
between two nuclear spins 1^ and 1^,, is obtained by evaluating E ^ , , the
second order perturbation to the electronic energy of the molecule due to
these nuclear spins:
JNN' = 2tF YNyN' ENN' (3.52)
Using the Hellmann-Feynman t h e o r e m , E^] may be written as a 
first derivative with respect to the nuclear magnetic moment, y^ j ■ :
P(2)
TJN'
N' % =  0
(3.53)
O) 3Hwt
where H^, = l'(y^ ) represents the wavefunction for the molecule m
the presence of the perturbing nuclear spin of atom N and H^, is the 
perturbation operator due to the nuclear spin of atom N 1.
_ A
The forms of 't'(y^ ) and H^, depend upon which of the three interaction
mechanisms (contact, orbital and dipolar) is under consideration. For
each type of perturbation, the derivative with respect to yN in equation
(i) •
(3.53) may be calculated from the first-order perturbation, C , to the
(0
LCAO-MO coefficient matrix, C. C is evaluated directly from the
(o) . . .
unperturbed coefficient matrix, C , by means of matrix multiplication.
Using standard second-order perturbation theory with the SCF equations
5/
F C. = C. e. (3.54)
3 3 3
th
where C^- is the column vector of coefficients for the j occupied MO 
with orbital energy e^ .; the first-order perturbation to this MO is
-i (82)given byv J
cW
3
unocc r (°) c°)
"£j
-i c°) (3.55)
unocc (i)
where the summation J is over unoccupied MO’s only. F in
% .
equation (3.55) is the first-order change in the Fock matrix due to the 
perturbation under consideration and is given by
(l) (l) (l)
F = H  + G  (3.56)
(l)
where H represents the one-electron contribution giving the first-order
(O
electron-nucleus interaction, and the electron repulsion part, G , 
depends on the perturbed electron distribution in a self-consistent way.
(L) C1) C1)This electron distribution is a function of C and F depends on C , 
so that equation (3.55) must be solved by iteration.
A. The Contact Term
If a perturbing spin due to nucleus N is lying in the z direction, 
the perturbation operator for the contact interaction is given by
= 3 e UN | 6 ^kz (3.57)
where the symbols have their usual meanings. This operator will induce 
electron spin polarization in the wavefunction for the molecule, so that 
T is written in an unrestricted form of equation (2.40). Using this 
wavefunction the many-electron integral in equation (3.53) reduces to
i=lL
+ «|»? (1)3(1) | H ^  |^(l)g(l)>] (3.58)
n
I
i=l
- <^f |^f> (3.59)
Qf A  ^ 1 ^
where ip. and ih- are functions of uXT and HXTt is the derivative of the 
jL ri N N*
one-electron version of the operator in equation (3.57) for nucleus N ’ 
with respect to and with the electron-spin operation complete, i.e.,
-C1) 2
V “ f v  5CV )
(3.60)
Using a LCAO-MO approximation [equation (2.41)], equation (3.59) may 
be written as
< n y N) | f i ^ V ( v > = I h;
ov
N'(i)
ov''HN'/ “ov
where
= «J> >ov a 1 N 1 |Tv
(3.61)
(3.62)
and the spin density matrix
= C  - P^v (3.63)
The a and 3 electron density matrices and are defined analogouslyov
to P ^  and P^ ■ in equation (2.43) .
.(2)Using equation (3.61), the expression for E^T, in equation (3.53) may 
be written as
E (2)T ® ’
iN’(l)
ov ov
(3.64)
J Pu“ °
The first-order change in P ^  with respect to y^ is given by
by
pa C1) = 
ov
8 pCt
ov
n
= I ca(1)*Ca (o) + ca(o)*ca(i)
UN = 0
j=l I aJ v3 crj vj
(3.65)
where the superscripts (l) and (o) refer to perturbed and unperturbed 
quantities respectively.
A.
It is known from the symmetry of the operator that
P0^ 1) = - (3.66)
Hence, equation (3.66) shows that it is necessary to solve equation 
(3.55) only for the a perturbation, and
pov
= 2 P,a(i)ov
(3.67)
hN = 0
Using the INDO approximation and retaining only one-centre 
contributions to , <<l)a I <^)v> vanishes unless (j)^ = valence s-
orbital on atom N', so that
jjNHl) = N. (1) = | ^  g gz^Qj 
JrNOV
.(2)
(3.68)
An iterative calculation of E^, due to the contact interaction is 
performed through equations (3.55), (3.64), (3.65) and (3.67).
The elements of are given by
= n (0)
(3.69)
= - Y P?t|-1^ <aX|aA> (a and X on the same atom) (3.70)
OO ^ AA
GaW  = - Pa^(<ov|ov> + <aa|vv>) ; ov ov s 1
(a and v on same atom but a f v)
(3.71)
gOt (1) _ _ pCt £ 1)P v J < 0 0 w >  : ov 1 ’
(cr and v on different atom and a f2 v)
(3.72)ov
In the actual calculation, Hg'g' = 1 is used and the resulting first-
2
order bond order is multiplied by the factor — y 3S^T(0) . With this
convention for pa^  and from equations (3.64), (3.67) and (3.68) the
contact contribution to the second-order energy in the INDO approximation 
is given by
corresponding to the s-orbital on atom N. Then the contact contribution 
to Jj^ j, may be evaluated from equations (3.52) and (3.73).
B. The Orbital Term
The perturbation operator for the interaction between the orbital 
motion of the electrons and a nuclear spin of atom N lying in the z 
direction is given by
where L^z is the operator for the z component of the orbital angular 
momentum of electron k about nucleus N. In contrast to the operator for 
the contact interaction [equation (3.57)], this operator does not cause 
spin polarization but causes an imaginary perturbation to the wavefunction. 
In this case the second-order energy is given by
s^CO) s^(o) (3.73)
where P,c i is a diagonal element of the first-order bond order matrix 
N' i\'
k
(3.74)
(3.75)
where P ^  is defined analogously to P _  in equation (2.8), and
V J L
;N'd) _H" = «|, I-,-?— HMIU  > = «}> iHfiPk >av Ya ‘3jj^ t N* |Yv Ya ‘ N* |Yv (3.76)
Within the framework of the INDO approximation and retaining only
~N* (i)
one-centre integrals, the only non-zero elements of H are
H
xN ,yN' yN'xN'
(3.77)
where x^t and y^, represent the valence shell p^ and p^ orbitals of atom 
N* respectively, .
Since the orbital interaction causes imaginary perturbations to the 
wavefunction, the perturbed bond order is expanded to the first-order as,
°rCL(°) . .OJILCO . .(01P = 2 y C V - i C \  ov j I ai ai C . +iC \ vj vj (3.78)
Hence,
crv P8yN av
occ
^N =  0
= 2il 
i
L(o) (i) „d) Co))
C . C . -C . C .ai vi ai vi
(3.79)
and
(0 TOP = - P
av va
(3.80)
(l)
The elements of the perturbed Fock matrix F are given by
(l) (l) ,
H = -H. = - i(y 8/2tt) <r“3>M
NyN yN N 0 N
(3.81)
GCl) - 0 00
= - — P^?(<aa|w> - <av|av>) ; av 2 va v 1 1 J 9
(v and a on the same atom, v f a)
(3.82)
(3.83)
av 2 '
(v and a on different atoms, v^a)
In the actual calculation
(1) (i)
H = - H = - 1 (3.85)
X# N  V N
(!)
is used and P is multiplied by the factor i (uo3/2tt) < r“3>^. The 
orbital contribution to the second-order energy is obtained as
( 2 )  -i ,  ( 1 )
ExmTt ~ — (h 3/^) P <r"3>M <r~3>Mi (3.86)NN* 2 o xN,yN ! N N ’  ^ J
This interaction is not isotropic so that the calculation must be 
repeated with a perturbing nuclear spin, in the x and y direction. 
Then the orbital contribution to J^, may be evaluated from equation 
(3.52) using the average of the results obtained for three directions.
C. The Dipolar Term
The perturbation operator for the dipolar, interaction due to the 
perturbing spin on atom N is given by
%  = ^ |[3^ ‘rlcN-,^ N ’rkN-ly,rkN. }
, (3.87)
If is lying in the z direction, the one-electron version of 
this operator becomes
HN = Cu03/2tt) u n  r5 3xzSx +3yzS + (3z2-r2)Sz (3.88)
In addition to the electron-spin polarization the dipolar interaction 
causes both real and imaginary perturbation to the wavefunction. The
A
presence of and in will lead to the mixing of both a and 3 spin
character into a single MO. To allow for this special kind of spin 
polarization, an important modification is made to both the basis set to 
be used in these calculations and to the unrestricted Hartree-Fock 
method itself.
The MO’s are expanded as linear combinations of atomic spin orbitals
(LCASO). The basis set (IS for H and 2S, 2P , 2P , 2P for Li to F) used
x y z
in the conventional INDO theory is doubled by including a and 3 spin 
orbitals for each AO. All of the a-spin AO's are arranged so as to 
proceed all of the 3-spin AO’s.
To accommodate this new basis set the unrestricted Hartree-Fock 
method is also modified and the required equations are obtained from the 
variational principle as
vaaF
ica
[ c*a1 J = £ •
1
p
p3°t p33 C.3
3
C.3
. . 3 .
i i_
(3.89)
where Faa and F33 are the usual unrestricted Hartree-Fock operators and
pC*3 is given by
pa3 = _ I I  I c3* C?. <oX\
ov ov e a j J 3
0v> (3.90)
where C?. is the coefficient of the atomic spin orbital cf>,a in the j Xj A
th
MO, and
r r ,
(3.91)
Equation (3.89) is solved using the SCF perturbation theory which is
<oX 0v> = <£(1) <f>A(l) (rli) £(2) <pv(2) dn dx2
greatly simplified by the fact that for a closed-shell molecule the MO’s
(°) . „
are pure spin orbitals. Hence, for a given MO, Cb , either an<3- .
C? =0 or Cjr 0 and = 0. The block diagonal structure of F v * • and the3. a .00
MO’s in equation (3.89) permits a factoring of the perturbation equations,
fy /u O
so that the contributions from each of the four submatrices F , F ,
F^a and F ^  can be solved separately. This can be most conveniently
demonstrated by using the following notation:
paa pa3
p3a p$3
.aa ^ 3
c3a c33
,a3C0101 C(
c3a c33
Ea 0
0 E^ _
-,a3where Cj corresponds to the a-spin contribution induced by the
thperturbation into the j g-spin MO. For the unperturbed MO's 
cBa(0) = ^8(0) = 0
p3a(o) = pa3(o) _ Q
and
(3.92)
(3.93)
The matrix multiplications of equation (3.92) yield the following 
equations:
porn jrn ■ + pag cga = coia ^  (3.94)
and
p3a caa + p33 c3a _ c3a Ea (3. 95)
The remaining two equations are redundant as can be seen from the 
hamitian properties of these matrices.
By collecting terms of the same order from the standard perturbation 
theory expansions of equations (3.94) and (3.95) and using equation (3.93) 
the following equations are obtained
paa(o)^,aa(i) + paa(i)^,aa(o) _ £aa(i)Ea(o) + ^,aa(o)pa(i)
. (3.96)
and
p3a(i)caa(o) + p33(°)c3a(1) = c3ap)pa(o) (3.97)
Since Faa^ ,  C0404^  and E04^  are, respectively, the F, C and E 
matrices for the unperturbed molecule, equations (3.96) and (3.97) may be 
more simply written as
F caa(i) + p a a O ^  = caa(i)E + c Ea(r) (3.98)
and
pBa(i)c + F c3a(i) = c3a(i)£ (3.99)
These equations can be solved for by using equation (3.55) 
with the appropriate value.
1. Specification of f0404^
F0404^  may be written as the sum of a one-electron part, h0404 ^ ,  
and a two-electron part, g0404 ^ :
aa(i) = ^ ( i )  + Gaa(i) (3<100)
av av av A
If the perturbing nuclear spin on atom N is lying in the z direction, 
the matrix elements of H0404^  are given by
H ^ C O  = h0404^  = - - (u 3/4tt) <r”3>M (3.101)
x n*n  ¥ n 5 0 N '
and
« 4 iv3/^) <r-3>n (3.102)
N N 5
All other matrix elements of H0404^  become zero if only one-centre
integrals are retained. The matrix elements of g0404 ^  in terms of paa^
are given by equations (3.70) to (3.72).
ctot r i jThe first-order bond order P v J is conveniently calculated using 
the following values:
lf««0) - jp^O) = _ 2 ,fira(l) = 4 (3.103)
X# N  yNyN 5 ’ \'ZN 5
Thus all first-order quantities must be scaled by the factor 
(y 3/4tt)' <r~3>^ . Furthermore, it is known from the symmetry of the
A
operator that
paa(i) = _ p33C1) (3.104)
Therefore, only the aa calculation need be perfomed. Using these 
conventions the second-order energy contribution from the aa and 33 parts 
of the dipolar tem is given by
'2 pOa(i) _p(xa(i) _paa(i) 
ZNf ZN* XN ,XN! yN ,yN!
<r-3>N<r-3>Nt
(3.105)
2. Specification of F^04^
F^04^  may.be written as the sum of a one-electron part, h ^04^ ,  
and a two-electron part, G^04^ :
p$a(i) = H3a(i) + G3a(i) (3.106)
Using the same restrictions as before, the non-zero elements of
j|3a(i) are gpven by
Hea(i) = HBa(i) = 3 (y ■ ,, (3.107)
N N N N 5 .
" S ’ ■ " v ? ■ 1 !  ‘v/'*) « " > »  ( 3 - 1 0 8 >
Equations (3.106) to (3.108) show that F^04^  is a complete matrix, 
so that the real and imaginary parts are discussed separately below:
(i) The Real Part
The Hamiltonian is given by equation (3.107), and using the INDO 
approximation the two-electron matrix elements are given by
G0a(i) = _ y P“B0 ) <ax[aA> ,
aa \
(a and X both on the same atom)
(3.109)
~3ot(i) (x)  ^ i  ^ . r,a3(1)^ iGh v j = - p Hv ;<ov av> + P <aa vv> 
av av 1 av 1
v. /
(a i v but on the same atom)
(3.110)
G3a(i) = _ pot3C1)<a(J|vv> 
av va 1 9
(a and v on different atoms)
(3.111)
where
paB(i) = y cpct(o)cea (i) + P ^ ( 0 ^ 3 ( 0 )  
va 4 vj aj ? vi a ij j
(3.112)
3
The summation J includes all zero-order 3-spin orbitals. However,
j
for a closed-shell molecule there are n a-electrons and n 3-electrons
and there is really only one set of zero-order Ml’s, so that 
C ^ ° )  may be simply written as:
^ ( o )  = c33(o) = c (o) 
vj vj vj
and
(3.113)
Furthermore, it is known from the symmetry of the real part of
H ^  that
c3a(i) _ ^3(1)
j j
(3.114)
Using equations (3.113) and (3.114), in equation (3.112) may
be written as
p«3(i) _ p3a(i) _ y fc(°)c3a(i) + c3a(i)c(o)' 
va va Lj ( vj aj vj aj
(3.115)
and it is necessary to solve the a3 partner of equation (3.99).
In practice, p01^ 1) is calculated using the following Hamiltonian:
u u
uBa(i) _ HBa(i) _ 3 
XNZN ZNXN 5
(3.116)
Thus, the first-order bond order must be scaled by the factor 
(]io3/4ir)<r “3>^ . With this convention the contribution from the 3a and 
a3 parts of the dipolar term to the second-order energy is given by
E.(2) 12
W'
(p 8/4tt)2 p',a3(i) , - 3 (3.117)
(ii) The Pure Imaginary Part
The Hamiltonian is given by equation (3.108) and the imaginary 
matrix elements are
43a(l) _ _  ^Qa$(0<aA|aA>
(a and v both on the same atom)
(3.118)
Ga v ^  = " [ ^ v ^ <avJav> + ^ ^ <aalvv>
(a^v but on the same atom)
Q$a(i) _ _ Qa^(1)<aa|vv>
av xva 1
(a and v on different atoms)
The imaginary part of the bond order, Qa$ W , is given by 
qa3(0 = i ^ qaa(o)c3a(i) i  ^qa3(i)c33(o)
(3*119)
(3.120)
vj aj vj aj
(3.121)
The requirement of the symmetry of the imaginary part of the perturbation 
is that
c3a(i) _ ca3(i) 
j j
(3.122)
Hence, ' in equation (3.121) may be written as
0aB(l) = _ 0Ba(i) = p ?
HVO
cC^c^aC1) + Q3a(i)^(o)
> vj aj vj aj ,
(3.123)
and it is necessary to solve only the $a version of equation (3.99).
The most convenient Hamiltonian for the calculation of the imaginary 
first-order bond order is
H3a(i) _ H3a(i) = 3 . (3.124)
yNZN ZNyN 5
so that the corresponding first-order quantities must be multiplied by 
the factor i(po3/47r)<r“3>^. Therefore, the second-order energy 
contribution from the imaginary 3a and a3 terms is given by
EW = - f  <r"3>N <r‘3>N- t3-125)
The total second-order energy resulting from the spin-dipolar 
interaction is given by the sum of the three contributions in equations
(3.105), (3.117) and (3.125):
HS- = J Cm0B/1tt32 f2P“ Cl) .Paa(l) _pao(l) 
b u N’ N’ N 1 N 1 yN fyNf
<r~3>N <r”3>Nr (3.126)+ -3 q ^ C 1)
XN ,ZN’ yN |ZN ’
The calculation of E ^ t in equation (3.126) consists of solving 
equation (3.55) three times: once using f0606^  to obtain C060^ 1^  and hence 
Paa(1), once with the real part of F^a^  to give p0^ 1), and finally 
with the imaginary part of F^a^  to give q0^ 1). The whole calculation 
must be repeated twice more with the perturbing spin in the x and y 
directions. Then the final total dipolar contribution to J^, may be 
obtained from the average of the results for three directions using 
equation (3.52).
3.7 SOME COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
A. The INDO-SCPT Calculations
The INDO calculations of all three contributing terms to the 
nuclear spin-spin coupling constants reported in this work were performed 
by using a modified version of the SCPT program of Blizzard and 
Santry^^. There are three separate programs, one each for the contact, 
orbital and dipolar terms, which are based on the SCPT approach presented 
in Section 3.6. The convergent criteria for the calculations are set 
at 1CT6 for the contact and orbital terms and 10“5 for the dipolar term.
All three programs require as input data the results of an INDO-ID 
calculation for the ground state of the molecule under consideration.
For the sake of efficient calculation, these programs were used as sub­
routines combined with the CNINDO program which is available as 
QCPE no. 142 through the Quantum Chemistry Program Exchange service of 
the University of Indiana. The calculated results presented in Blizzard 
and Santry’s p a p e r w e r e  first reproduced after having taken account 
of the necessary modificationsC*^,84) ^  equations in reference (36) 
and to the dipolar tern.
The atomic values of Morton, Rowlands and Whiffen^^ used in the 
SCPT program are listed in Table 3.4 below.
TABLE 3.4. The atomic values for one-centre integrals (au-3).
Atom H B C N 0 F
S2(0)
<r”3>
0.3183 1.408
0.775
2.767
1.692
4.770
3.101
7.638
4.974
11:966
7.546
B. The SOS Calculations
The values of nuclear spin-spin coupling constants were evaluated
using equations presented in Sections 2.2(e) and 3.5 without configuration
interaction. The original SOS perturbation program of Towl and 
(35)Schaumburg v J was modified to make it suitable for the CDC 7600 computer 
of the University of . London. The calculated results were checked against 
those given in reference (35).
Two types of calculations were performed. In the first case the
fixed atomic values were used for the integrals S2(0) and <r“3> whereasx x
in the second series of calculations these integrals were allowed to 
vary with the molecular environment of the nuclei concerned. The fixed 
values for the first row atoms are found from Slater-type orbitals and 
are given in Table 3.5 below.
TABLE 3.5. Fixed values of one-centre integrals (au“3).
Atom H B C N 0 F
S2(0)
<r“3>
0.550 1.523
0.732
3.012
1.430
5.246
2.472
8.376
3.925
12.554
5.859
The values of the integrals S2(0) and <r“3> given in Table 3.4 were
A A
(35)obtained from the general formulaev J:
5 6
S2(0) = <2s|6(r)|2s> = ----- 19-2-■2~Cl-- ----- (3.127)
tt^ CCi+Cz)8 - 192 d  Cl}
and
r3 .
< r - 3 >  = ^ 2- (3.128)
.x 3
where Ci and £2 are the Slater exponenets of the Is and (2s,2p) shells 
respectively.
For hydrogen atoms, S*(0) is given by
A
r 3
S£(0) = <ls|S(r)|ls> = (3.129)
A neutral atom exponent of 1.2 was used for hydrogen. For other
(03')
atoms, the exponents for neutral atoms calculated from Slater's rules^ ■■ 
were used.
In the series of calculations where these integrals were allowed to 
vary according to molecular environment, for the first row atoms £2 was 
evaluated from Slater’s rules in the form
tz = 0.5 [Z - 1.7 -0.35(P-1)] (3.130)
where P is the valence shell gross population and Z is the atomic number
of the atom; ti is independent of P.
For a hydrogen atom, Ci is evaluated from
£1 = 1.2 [1.0-0.3(P-1)] (3.131)
when P= 1 gives £i = 1.2.
The calculation of the three components of the nuclear spin-spin 
coupling constant for various molecules reported in this work were 
performed as follows:
The cartesian coordinates for the molecules were calculated on the 
ICL 1905F computer of the University of Surrey using either standard 
geometries or experimentally determined ones. These coordinates were 
then used to perform the INDO- and CND0/2-S0S calculations and INDO-SCPT 
calculations on the CDC 7600 computers of the Universities of London 
and Manchester.
C H A P T E R  A
CALCULATIONS OF !3C~13C COUPLING CONSTANTS BY 
THE INDO-SCPT AND INDO-SOS METHODS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Carbon-13 is the only stable isotope of this element with a nuclear 
magnetic moment. Like hydrogen-1, the 13C nucleus has spin J, but its 
sensitivity to NMR detection is 1.59% of that of protons at the same 
value of applied magnetic field strength due to its lower magnetic 
moment and 1.108% natural abundance. Consequently, the chances for the 
simultaneous presence of 13C atoms at two given positions, in a molecule 
are quite small so that the measurement of one-bond 13C-13C coupling 
constants, ■:1J(C-C), is not routine on most samples (**6,87). g^nce i3g 
provides, the opportunity for enrichment, most of the 13C-13C coupling 
data reported in the past two years has been obtained from 13C 
labelled compounds.
However, recent developments using Pulsed Fourier Transform (FT) NMR
techniques have made possible the rapid repetition of 13C spectral
observations. It is thus now possible to measure 13C-13C coupling
constants reliably on natural abundance s a m p l e s A  considerable
amount of interest has been concentrated on 13C-13C coupling constants,
since these parameters provide valuable information about structure and
bonding in organic molecules . Moreover, both 1J and long range 13C-13C
coupling constants are of practical utility in the elucidation of bio-
(89-92)synthetic pathways .
The number of experimental 13C-13C coupling data reported is 
steadily increasing. A substantial number of 1J(C-C) values have already
been reported^^’^  and the current interest is mainly focused on
. ,  . ,  . ( 9 4 )
obtaining information about long range C- C coupling constants
These long range coupling constants are best accessible from 13C labelled
m a t e r i a l a n d  can also be obtained, in suitable cases, from the 13C
satellites observed in the proton decoupled 13C FT NMR spectra of
compounds containing 13C in natural abundance(95,96)^
Attempts have been made to produce a theoretical understanding of 
the factors which determine 13C-13C coupling constants using various 
semi-empirical MO theories Theoretical calculations may be useful
in predicting both the sign and magnitude of these coupling constants.
Calculations of 1J(C-C) values in more than 75 molecules representing
different bonding situations have been performed by Maciel et a l ^ ^  using
the INDO-FPT approach which calculates.the Fermi contact contribution
only. Reasonable agreement with experiment is obtained and Hie
approximate relation between the calculated ^(C-C) values and the square
of the bond order P2 is also observed. All calculated 1JfC—C) values
SCSC'
are positive.
Various groups of workers^'7 have applied the INDO-FPT approach
to the calculation of 13C-13C coupling constants in a variety of
compounds. In general, the substituent effects on 1J(C-C) and 3J(C-C) as 
well as the experimental trends in these couplings are well accounted for 
by the INDO-FPT calculations. However, poor results are obtained for 
2J(C-C) couplings. The signs of nJ(C-C) are predicted to be positive and 
negative respectively for odd n and even n by the INDO-FPT method.
Using their INDO-SCPT method, Blizzard and Santry^^ have calculated 
the contributions from the contact, orbital and dipolar terms to 1 J(C-C) 
in 15 molecules with a variety of bonding situations. Their results 
show that the Feimi contact term is completely dominant and the dipolar, 
can safely be neglected. The orbital and dipolar terms become important 
when the coupled carbons are Tr-bonded.
In contrast to the signs of all known 1J(C-C) values, the INDO-SCPT 
calculations give a negative value for the coupling constant between
the directly-bonded bridgehead carbons, 1 J.(C—C) , of bicyclo [1.1 .Ojbutane, 
which has been later confirmed by experiment .
Recently, Lazzeretti et al^^^ have used the coupled Hartree-Fock 
perturbation theory in the INDO approximation (INDO-CHFPT) to calculate 
all three contributing terms to nJ(C-C) in benzene derivatives . Their 
calculations have failed to reveal a reasonable agreement between 
experimental and theoretical long range 13C-13C coupling constants. The 
calculated 2J(C-C) values are large and negative. Like the INDO-FPT 
approach, the INDO-CHFPT technique predicts the sign of nJ(C-C) is 
positive for odd n and negative for even n.
Calculations of all three components of 1J (C-C) values in C2H2,
C2H i* and C2H6, with, and without Cl, have been performed by Towl and
f35'j
Schaumburg'- J using their SOS method in the CNDO/2 and INDO approximations. 
In all cases, the calculated 1JCC—C) values are rather small and positive. 
For these couplings the improvement in calculated results, obtained by 
using variable values of S2(0) and <r”3>^ , is nil.
Since theoretical methods describe both the magnitude and sign of 
the nuclear spin-spin coupling constants, the experimental determination 
of the signs of such couplings may provide the information relevant to 
theories of the electronic structure of molecules. Although a number of 
nJ(C-C) values have been measured, relatively few sign determinations 
have been made. Two general approaches, the double resonance technique 
and the symmetrical double labelling (SDL) method, have been used to 
determine the signs of 13C-13C coupling constants . Determinations of 
the signs of these couplings were made relative to the directly-
bonded 1J(C-H) value which is known to be positive .
Although theoretical calculations(36,98,99,106) have been generally 
successful in rationalizing trends in values of dJCC-C), the application
of theoretical methods to long range 13C-13C couplings is very limited^"^.
The INDO-SCPT approach of Blizzard and Santry^^ has not been applied to
a large number and variety of molecules and to the calculation of long
range 13C-13C coupling constants. So far, nJ(C-C) values in 4 molecules
(112')
have been calculated by Hansen et al^ J using, the INDO-SOS method of 
Towl and Schaumburg ^  ^ .
In the present work both INDO-SCPT and INDO-SOS methods are employed 
to calculate and compare the relative importance of the three contributing 
terms to nJ(C-C) in various molecules. In order to test the validity of 
theoretical predictions of the signs of nJ(C-C), both INDO-SCPT and INDO- 
SOS calculations are carried out on a series of molecules for which the 
signs of some of the nJ(C-C) values have been experimentally determined.
4.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The molecular numbering schemes for the molecules studied are 
given in Table 4.1. Although calculations of nuclear spin-spin coupling 
constants are very geometry-dependent(104,113) (^ue 0f
structural data for many of the molecules under consideration, we have 
used standard geometries for all molecules, except for the benzo- 
cycloalkenes (21-24). For these molecules the CNDO/2 calculated 
geometries are employed .
The numerical results for nJ(C-C) obtained from both INDO-SCPT and 
INDO-SOS methods are compared with the experimental values in Table 4.1 
and Tables 4.3-4.10. All the values are in units of Hz. The molecule 
numbers and molecular numbering schemes for all molecules given in 
Tables 4.4-4.10 are exactly the same as those given in Table 4.1.
4.2.1 ONE-BOND CARBON-CARBON COUPLING CONSTANTS pJfC-C)]
Hie INDO-SCPT calculations on all molecules have been initially 
performed using the atomic values of S^(0) and <r“3>£ integrals given in 
Table 3.4. These are S^(0) = 2.767 au-3 and <r"3>£ = 1.692 au-3. Then the 
calculated and observed, J(exp), coupling constants are compared by means 
of equation (4.1)
J(exp) = a Jcf +b (J0* +JD’) . (4.1)
where J^ -d, Jq 1 and J^’ are the calculated values of the contact, orbital 
and dipolar contributions omitting a and b respectively, a and b are the 
integral products (S2(0))2 and (<r“3>c)2 respectively, which are treated as 
least-squares parameters as suggested elsewhere .
The INDO-SCPT results for ^(C-C), together with their signs and the 
magnitudes of the experimental values, are presented in Table 4.1 (p.78). 
For these ^(C-C) data we obtain values of 13.503 au”6 and 5.072 au”6 
respectively for (S£(0))2 and (<r”3>^)2. The corresponding values 
obtained from SCF atomic functions^^ are 7.656 au”6 and 2.863 au"6.
The larger values found for the least-squares parameters appear to be due 
to an increase in s electron density and a decrease in the size of the p 
orbitals upon bond formation(H6) ^ apparent decrease in s electron
could be due to a contraction of the Is orbitals following the partial 
removal of valence shell electrons upon bond formation.
Comparable calculations of XJ(C-C) for some single bonds have 
yielded values of 12.522 au“6 and 6.250 au"6 for (S2(0))2 and (<r"3>^)2 
respectively, whereas calculations on some substituted b e n z e n e s h a v e  
employed 13.515 au"6 for (S£(0))2 and 7.983 au"6 for (<r"3>^ ,)2. Thus our 
values for these integral products, for various multiplicities of C-C 
bonds, appears to be in satisfactory agreement with those reported 
elsewhere^36’106!
TABLE 4.1. Comparison of some INDO-SCPT calculated and experimental values, in Hz, of 1JCC-C) for 
various molecules^.
No. Molecule Couplednuclei Jc J° JD J(tot) J(exp) Ref.
*ch3*ch2x
1 X = CeN *C-*C 38.86 -1.34 0.98 33.50 (40.7) 33.0 98
2 x = ch3 *C-*C 35.31 -1.47 1.00 34.84 (42.1) 33 ±2.0 98
3 x » CeHs *C-*C 37.58 -1.64 0.99 36.93 (41.6) 34 ±1.0 98
4 X = H *c-*c 34.37 -1.62 0.99 33.74 (41.5) 34.6 98
5 X = COOH
*_ *_ 
c- c 35.44 -1.54 0.97 34.87 (39.3) 34.8 98
6 x = m 2 *c-*c 38.39 -1.54 0.97 37.82,(47.0) 35.8 98
7 X = OH *c-*c 41.27 -1.59 0.94 40.62 (49.6) 37.7 98
8 X = F *c-*c 41.29 -1.59 0.94 40.65 (49.6) 38.2 98
9 X = 0N0 *c-*c 39.25 -1.60 0.89 38.53 (48.2) 38.1 98
10 X = OOOCH3 *c-*c 39.13 -1.61 0.92 38.44 (47.0) 38.6 98
11 x. = och2ch3
H X 
/  1 2  \
H 3^3
*c-*c 39.18 -1.61 0.94 38.51 (47.6) 38.9 98
12 X ® H C1-C2 67.73 -11.34 4.78 61.16 (81.5) 70.0 99
C2-C3 40.06 -1.77 0.91 39.20 (55.3) 41.9 99
13 X = COOH C!-C2 67.77 -11.34 5.24 61.66 (75.5) 70.5 99
C2-C3 45.96 -1.91 0.87 44.92 (49.8) 45.0 99
14 X = conh2 C1-C2 65.66 -11.54 5.08 59.19 (74.2) 70.6 99
C2-C3 41.21 -1.76 0.91 40.35 (48.1) 43.8 99
15 X-= COOCH3 C1-C2 67.39 -11.37 5.23 61.25 (75.3) 70.8 99
C2-C3 44.18 -1.79 0 .8 8 43.28 (49.6) 44.6 99
16 X = ch3 C1-C2 66.04 -11.40 4.76 59.39 (79.4) 72.6 99
C2-C3 43.69 -1.76 0.91 42.84 (53.2) 41.8 99
17 x = c6h5 C1-C2 67.60 -11.45 4.96 61.11 (78.2) 72.9 99
C2-C3 45.29 -1.77 0.90 44.42 (51.7) 42.9 99
TABLE 4.1. (Contd).
No. Molecule Couplednuclei J(tot) J(exp) Ref.
18 X = C=N
19 X = OCH2CH3
20 X = OCOCH3
Ci-Ca 65.67 -11.32 4.86 59.22 (79.1) 73.8 99
C2-C3 44.16 -1.72 0.85 43.29 (53.2) 44.9 99
Ci-Cz 74.15 -10.38 4.88 68 .66 (92.1) 80.9 99
C2-C3 57.99 -1.72 0.86 57.13 (62.4) 51.8 99
C!-C2 73.12 -10.39 4.90 67.63(91.7) 84.2 99
C2-C3 56.72 -1.81 0.82 55.74 (62.7) 51.2 99
21
22 2 3
1 3
a^0CH
Ci-C2
C2-C3
Ci-C2
C 2 - C 3
Ci-C2
C2-C3
Ci~C2
C2-C3
Cx-C2
C2-C3
Ca-Ci
C3-C2
Cs-C2
87.92 
38.95
57.25
41.93
56.24
48.22
52.90
45.18
67.16
42.42
-6.04 2.19
-1.50 -0.50
-7.62
-0.75
- 8.02
-1.76
-6.73
-1.77
- 8.02
-1.69
1.94
0.46
1.89
0.63
2.10
0.66
1.96
0.83
78.81 -1.91 1.36
84.12 -1.85 1.63
83.65 -1.84 1.79
84.07 
36.94
51.57
41.63
50.11
47.09
48.27
44.07
61.10 
41.60
78.25
83.90
83.60
87.1
20.8
59.8
35.4
59.8
41.5
58.6 
41.5
57.3
43.9
+72.6
+69.9
121
121
121
121
121
121
121
121
121
121
+74.79 122
122
122
TABLE 4.1. (Contd).
No. Molecule Couplednuclei j° J(tot) J(exp) Ref.
Q V 09
29
0^r C^H3 
30 V7 8
57
O^p ^ och3 
> 1 1 12 3
OCOCH3 8 | 11 12
C7-C1 79.51 -1.89 1.43 79.05 71.9 101
C7-C1 63.24 -1.89 2.18 63.53 52.5 112
C7-C8 54.77 -1.75 1 .01 54.03 42.8 112
C2-Ci 63.12 -9.54 3.39 56.97 60.3 123
C2-C1 71.26 -8.71 3.36 65.90 68.84 123
C2-C3 63.96 -6.39 2.35 59.92 55.69 123
C1-C2 71.26 -8.71 3.36 65.90 70.0 124
C1-C9 62.64 -5.64 1.67 58.67 65.4 124
C11-C9 72.77 -2.29 3.46 73.93 53.7 112
Cn-Cj 67.72 -2.03 3.34 69.02 52.9 112
C11~C12 53.29 -1.74 1 .02 52.57 42.4 112
C11-C1 81.46 -2.05 1.92 81.33 71.7 101
C11-C1 80.28 -2.09 1.80 79.99 75.4 112
Ci-C2 76.77 -9.13 3.34 70.98 74.0 .124
C1-C9 61.35 -5.76 1.71 57.29 65.5 124
TABLE 4.1. (Contd).
No. Molecule Coupled jCnuclei j° jd J(tot) J(exp) Ref.
38
39
40
6
5
7
6
C7-Ci 70.54 -1 .89  0 .55  69.20
Cn-C i 71.95 -1 .9 3  0 .56  70.59
C7-C1 40.28 -1 .3 5  0 .96  39.89
55.5
54.7
38.3
101
101
125
41
42
43
44
45
46
anti
syn 'syn 
R2 = H, R1 = C02H 
R2 = H, R1 = NH2 
R2 = H, R1 = OH
R2*RJ = 0
12 11
47 0^
c
ll
3 \ /b
e = 0 
e = 30° 
0 = 60° 
0 = 90°
35.27 -1.23 0.96 35.00 32.1 126
41.03 -1.37 0.97 40.62 33.9 126
41.91 -1.45 0.97 41.43 34.5 126
Ca^B 52.43 -2 .01 0.70 51.15 35.9 126
Ca-Ci 64.98 -2.88 4.95 67.05 . +57 ±0.2 127
Ox“^ B 109.50 -14.08 21.34 116.76 +72.9 127
75.84 -1.69 0.78 74.93 +91.1 117
ca“cB 124.31 12.31 9.44 146.07 185.0 117
C7-C1 68.30 -2.11 2 .21 68.41 53.2 112
C7-C1 67.67 -2 .10 1.46 67.03
C7-C1 66.55 -2.05 0.64 65.13
C7-C1 66 .01 -2 .02 0.47 64.46
:>e tween benzene and OCH plane
(a) Where available the experimentally determined signs are reported. In other cases only the magnitude of 
J is given.
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FIGURE 4.1. A plot of calculated ^(C-C) values by the INDO-SCPT method
against the experimental values in Hz; correlation coefficient 
= 0.987, standard deviation = 9.91 Hz.
The calculated data presented in Table 4.1 shows that all of the 
^(C-C) couplings considered are predicted to be positive. The signs of 
1J(C-C) have been experimentally determined for only 6 out of 69 1J(C-C) 
couplings given in Table 4.1. All 6 1J(C—C) are positive, in agreement 
with the theoretical predictions. In obtaining the values of (S^ (0))2 and 
(<r~3>^)2 by means of equation (4.3) we have assumed that the signs of 
the remaining 1J(C-C) couplings are also positive. In addition, all 
^(C-C) of various multiplicities are used following the previous 
theoretical studies of 1J(C-C) in some structurally different organic 
molecules .
(98 99)
For comparison purposes, Maciel and Bartuska’s INDO-FPT resultsv * 
for 1J (]C—C3 for substituted ethanes (1-11) and substituted isoprophenyl 
compounds (12-20) are also given within brackets in Table 4.1. It can 
be seen from Table 4.1 that, in many cases, the two sets of theoretical 
results bracket the experimental data. For substituted ethanes our INDO- 
SCPT results are very close to the experimental values. Maciel et 
3^(98,99) ^ave employed 16.255 au“6 for (S£(0))2 which is larger than our 
value, (S2(0))2 = 13.503 au"6. Moreover, the sum of contributions from the 
xP and terms to the couplings between doubly-bonded carbons, 1J(Ci —C2) 
in molecules (12-20),.is about -6 Hz. Since Maciel et a l ^ ’^  have 
considered the contact tern alone, their INDO-FPT results for ^(Ci-Ca) 
for molecules (12-20) are larger and closer than our data to the experimental 
values. However, both INDO-FPT and INDO-SCPT methods can successfully 
reproduce the experimental trends in these compounds.
The changes in ^(C-C) with substituent for the series of ethanes 
(1-20) appear to be mainly accounted for by differences in the contact 
contribution. The same holds true for the 1-naphthoyl derivatives 
(33-35) and 2-adamantane derivatives (41-44). Thus, as far as the 
coupling constants are concerned, the substituents considered produce
greater changes in the s electron distribution than in that of the 
p electron.
The calculated 1J'(C-C) values listed in Table 4.1 reveal that, in 
general, the positive contribution from the contact term is the major 
one. However, the contributions from the orbital and dipolar terns are
far from negligible for conjugated or triply-bonded carbons. Since the
orbital term usually makes a negative contribution and the dipolar term 
a positive one, the two non-contact contributions to most 1 J(C-C) values 
are largely self-cancelling. The one exception, in the molecules 
studied, arises in the case of diphenylacetylene-a-3-13C2 (46) where all 
three contributions are positive giving rise to the largest 1J(C-C) 
values reported to d a t e ^ ^ . A similar occurrence has been noted for 
other acetylenes(36,106). r^e 1J(Ca-C^ ) value for trans-
stilbene (45) is somewhat larger than the experimental value. This is
mainly due to a large positive contribution from the Fermi contact term.
Long and Memory’s I N D O - F P T  results for ^(Ca-Ci) in naphthalene- 
2-13C (31) are 74.8 Hz and 75.7 Hz, obtained from standard geometry and 
experimental geometry respectively. Our INDO-SCPT result for this 
coupling is 56.97 Hz which is in better agreement with the experimental 
value of 60.3 Hz.
The conformational dependence of the coupling between a conjugated 
carbon and a substituted carbon is explored in benzaldehyde. . The 
calculated variation of 1J(C-C) for the carbonyl and adjacent ring 
carbons of benzaldehyde with angle, 8, shows that the best agreement with 
experiment occurs when the carbonyl group is perpendicular (0 = 90°) to 
the plane of the benzene ring. This is perhaps an unexpected result 
since benzaldehyde is not usually considered to exhibit restricted 
rotation of the carbonyl g r o u p . However, it might help to account
for the rather anomalous value of 2J(C-C) observed for this molecule 
It is of interest to note that the orbital term is absolutely insensitive 
to the conformation of the carbonyl group.
The overall agreement between the calculated and observed values of 
^JfC-C) is exemplified by a least-squares regression forced through the 
origin, which produces a correlation coefficient of 0.987 and a standard 
deviation of 9.91 Hz. A plot of the experimental values of 1J(C-C) 
against the calculated ones is presented in Figure 4.1 (p. 82). The 
rather large standard deviation, approximately 17.38% of the average of 
the *,1(C-C) values used, most probably reflects the fact that C-C bonds 
of various multiplicities are included in the correlation.
Attempts have also been made to obtain better agreement by 
permitting S^CO) and <r“3>^ to be varied according to the bond type 
considered. Unfortunately, negative values for (<r“3>^ ,)2 are obtained in 
all cases. This may be due to the large disparity between the Fermi 
contact contribution and the two non-contact contributions to ^(C-C). 
Since the negative value of the square of the expectation value of r“3 
is physically meaningless, it is not possible to obtain values of (S£(0))2 
and (<r~3>£)2 for the couplings between carbons of the same bond type, 
at least for the molecules under consideration. The results obtained 
are given in Table 4.2 overleaf.
Thus it is necessary to include the *J(C-C) values of various bond 
types in obtaining the values of (S2(0))2 and (<r“3>^ .)2 and that is 
exactly what we have done. It is reasonable to conclude that our INDO- 
SCPT results provide a satisfactory extension of those obtained from 
comparable calculations on other 13C-13C coupling constants(36,104,106)  ^
Due to the largely cancelling nature of the orbital and dipolar 
contributions in most cases considered, a reasonably linear relationship
TABLE 4.2. Values of (Sq (0))2 and (<r 3>c)2 for singly and doubly 
bonded 1J(C-C).
No. of 
couplings
Bond (S2(0))2
au"5
(<r”3>c)2
au"6
Standard
deviation
Correlation
coefficient
ioO) Double 11.4316 -13.1640 3.8526 0.998
12Cb) Double 13.0456 -1.2007 5.0150 0.998
22(a) + (h) Double 11.2907 -11.7518 5.1933 0.997
46 Single 11.8443 -5.4727 6.2470 0.992
(a) From molecules (12-20) and (45) (outside the rings). '
(b) From molecules (21-25), (31) and (37) (inter-rings).
between the value of 1J (C-C) and the nature of the intervening bond is 
anticipated .
The calculated ^(C-C) values for all of the molecules considered
in Table 4.1 by the INDO-SOS method are presented in Table 4.4 (p.88).
together with the experimental values. INDO-SOS calculations on all 
molecules have been performed in two ways. In the first case the 
integrals S^(0) and <r“3>^ are given fixed atomic values which are found 
from Slater-type orbitals and given in Table 3.5 as S£,(0) =3.012 au”3 
and <r~3>£ = 1.430 au”3. It should be noted that these atomic values are 
different from those employed in the INDO-SCPT approach. In the second 
series of calculations these integrals are allowed to vary with the 
molecular environment of the nuclei concerned according to equations 
(3.127) - (3.131).
All ^(C-C) values are predicted to be positive in agreement with 
the predictions of the INDO-SCPT calculations. The INDO-SOS results for 
^(C-C) obtained, either by fixed or varied integrals, are considerably 
smaller than the experimental values by about three times. In order to 
point out the fact that the INDO-SCPT approach is superior to the INDO-SOS 
method, results obtained for some couplings between carbons of various
TABLE 4.3. Some calculated !J(C-C) values by the INDO-SCPT and INDO-SOS methods compared with experimental
fclvalues in Hzv
Molecule
Coupled
nuclei Method JC J° JD J (tot) J(exp) Ref.
*CH3CH2NH2 *C-*C INDO-SCPT 21.7678 -0.8692 0.5501 21.4487 35.8 98
INDO-SOS(a) 8.4558 -0.6339 0.3459 8.1679
INDO-SOS (b) 9.1650 -0.4865 0.2655 8.9440
H\  x m 3.'' c2-c3 INDO-SCPT 
INDO-SOS(a)
25.0526
10.3520
-1.0085
-0.5979
0.4986
0.2978
24.5427 
■ 10.0518
41.8 99
INDO-SOS(b) 10.7212 -0.4408 0.2195 10.5000
Cj-C2 INDO-SCPT 37.4456 -6.4384 2.6868 33.6940 72.6 99
INDO-SOS(a) 19.8896 -4.4392 0.8690 16.3193
INDO-SOS(b) 19.6792 -3.1852 0.6235 17.4179
^<^2/C2H5 C1-C2
C2-C3
V  i
C11-C1
Qx-Ci
C<TCB
INDO-SCPT 38.0798 -4.5279 1.1070 34.6589 57.3 121
INDO-SOS(a) 21.2896 -2.7772 0.2006 18.7130
INDO-SOS(b) 21.4806 -2.0004 0.1445 19.6247
INDO-SCPT 24.0532 -0.9540 0.4948 23.5940 43.9 121
INDO-SOS(a) : 9.4954 -0.5521 0.2620 9.2053
INDO-SOS(b) 9.7509 -0.4039 0.1917 9.5386
INDO-SCPT 41.2604 -1.2954 1.9548 41.9198
INDO-SOS(a) 18.9528 -0.8366 0.1424 18.2586
INDO-SOS(b) 20.8728 -0.6515 0.1109 20.3322
53.7 112
INDO-SCPT 43.0019 -0.9585 0.4451 42.4885 +91.1 117
INDO-SOS(a) 25.1785 -0.7220 0.1146 24.5711
INDO-SOS (b) 25.3437 -0.5190 0.0824 24.9071
INDO-SCPT 70.4836 6.9505 5.3333 82.7674 185.0 117
INDO-SOS(a) 53.0935 2.2752 2.0754 54.4442
INDO-SOS(b) 51.1140 1.5722 1.4342 54.1204
(c) Where available the experimentally determined signs are reported. In other cases only the magnitude 
of J is given.
TABLE 4.4. Some calculated values of 1J(C-C) by the INDO-SOS approach compared with the experimental 
data in Hz^c,e .^
ecule
no.
Coupled
nuclei Integral JC J° JD JCtot) JCexp) Ref,
1 *C-*C (a) 15.0164 -0.5395 •0.3519 14.8288 33.0 98
0>) 15.6869 -0.4008 0.2614 15.5475
2 *c-*c (a) 22.5924 -0.5925 0.3495 22.3495 33.0 98
GO 23.5424 -0.4391 0.2591 23.3624
3 *C-*C (a) 29.0329 -0.5749 0.3235 28.7815 34.0 98
.'00 29.9989 -0.4229 0.2380 29.8140
4
*_ *_ c- c (a) 25.6981 -0.6344 0.4222 25.4859 34.6 98
G>) 26.7181 -0.4693 0.3123 26.5611
S *c-*c (a) 32.7906 -0.5597 0.3301 32.5610 34.8 98
Cb) 33.1062 -0.4034 0.2379 32.9407
6 ‘ *c-*c (a) 28.3345 -0.6339 0.3459 28.0465 35.8 98
GO 30.7110 -0.4865 0.2655 30.4900
7 *c-*c (a) 35.6187 -0.6849 0.3177 35.2515 37.7 98
Cb) 39.2209 -0.5331 0.2473 38.9351
8 *c-*c (a) 25.9447 -0.6406 0.3457 25.6498 38.2 98
Cb) 29.0748 -0.5065 0.2734 28.8416
9 * * c- c Ca) 29.9255 -0.6687 • 0.3099 29.5667 ' 38.1 98
Cb) 32.8800 -0.5196 0.2408 32.6012
10 c- c (a) 33.1381 -0.6585 0.2906 32.7702 38.6 98
Cb) 36.4749 -0.5124 0.2261 36.1886
11
* * 
C-C Ca) 27.0183 -0.6148 0.2914 26.6949 38.9 98
Cb) 29.7238 -0.4782 0.2266 29.4722
12 C!-C2 (a) 67.8360 -4.5004 0.9658 64.3014 70.0 99
Cb) 68.1271 -3.2284 0.6928 65.5915
C2-C3 Ca) 38.1108 -0.5863 0.3523 57.8768 41.9 99
Cb) 39.3164 -0.4307 0.2588 39.1445
13 C1“C2 Ca) 69.5396 -4.1469 0.6855 66.0782 70.5 99
Cb) . 69.6344 -2.9672 0.4905 67.1577
C2“ C3 Ca) 26.9208 -0.5887 0.2854 26.6175 45.0 99
Cb) 27.1919 -0.4245 0.2057 26.9731
14 C1-C2 (a) 62.7848 -4.2224 0.6541 59.2165 70.6 99
Cb) 62.6836 -3.0132 0.4668 60.1372
C2-C3 Ca) 28.4217 -0.5675 0.2835 28.1377 43.8 99
Cb) 28.6127 -0.4080 0.2038 28.4085
TABUE 4.4. (Contd).
MOlr le n S e f  jC J° •>“ tef-
15 Ci-C2 (a) 67.8008 -4.0464 0.6217 64.3761 70.8 99
(b) 67.8313 -2.8929 • 0.4445 65.3829
C2-C3 (a) 29.3445 -0.5780 0.2792 29.0457 44.6 99
Cb) 29.6082 -0.4164 0 .2 0 1 2 29.3930
16 C!-C2 (a) 66.6481 -4.4392 0.8690 63.0779 72.6 99
Cb) 65.9430 -3.1852 0.6235 63.3813
C2-C3 (a) 34.6885 -0.5979 0.2978 '34.3884 41.8 99
Cb) 35.9257 -0.4408 0.2195 35.7044
17 Ci-C2 (a) 67.6865 -3.7962 0.6274 64.5177 72.9 99
(b) 67.9150 -2.7211 0.4497 65.6436
C2-C3 (a) 35.5557 -0.6283 0.2429 35.1703 42.9 99
(b) 36.7430 -0.4623 0.1787 36.4594
18 Cx-Cz (a) 64.8211 -4.2549 0.7822 61.3484 73.8 99
(b) 65.9997 -3.0897 0.5680 63.4780-
C2-C3 (a) 32.7544 -0.6084 0.2676 32.4136 44.9 99
(b) 34.0495 -0.4500 0.1979 . 33.7974
19 Ci-C2 (a) 78.2308 -3.6327 0.7754 75.3735 80.9 99
Cb) 81.1945 -2.6838 0.5728 79.0833
C2-C3 Ca) 47.6997 -0.5705 0.2584 47.3876 51.8 99
Cb) 52.1943 -0.4416 0 .2 0 0 0 51.9527
20 Ci-C2 Ca) 79.6144 -3.7956 0.7471 76.5659 84.2 99
Cb) 82.7341 -2.8072 0.5525 80.4794
C2-C3 Ca) 48.6621 -0.6489 0.2438 48.2570 51.2 99
Cb) 53.8325 -0.5072 0.1905 53.5158
21 Ci-C2 Ca) 103.3883 -2.4144 0.3009 101.2748 87.1 121
Cb) 104.9103 -1.7479 0.2178 103.3802
C2-C3 Ca) 52.7314 -0.6339 -0.0997 51.9978 . 20.8 121
Cb) 54.5754 -0.4670 -0.0755 54.0349
22 Cx-Cz (a) 56.7324 -2.7772 0.2038 54.1590 59.8 121
Cb) 57.2458 -2.0006 0.1468 55.3920
' C2-C3 Ca) 45.1688 -0.3083 0.1590 45.0195 35.4 121
Cb) 45.5944 -0 .2221 0.1146 45.4869
23 Cx-Cz Ca) 54.6317 -2.8332 0.1941 51.9926 59.8 121
*. Cb) 54.9893 -2.0365 0.1395 53.0923
C2-C3 Ca) 40.3881 -0.6390 0.1981 39.9472 41.5 121
Cb) 40.0389 -0.4532 0.1405 39.7262
TABLE 4.4. (Contd).
Molecule
no.
Coupled
nuclei Integral JC J° JD JCtot) J(exp) Ref.
24 C1"C2 (a) 45.0505 -2.2630 0.0709 42.8584 58.6 121
Cb) 45.4094 -1.6286 0.0510 43.8318
'*■
C2-C3 (a) 33.7848 -0.6732 0.1884 33.3000 41.5 121
(b) 33.1722 -0.4734 0.1325 32.8313
25 Ci>C2 Ca) 71.3393 -2.7772 0.2006 68.7627 57.3 121
Cb) 71.9793 -2.0004 0.1445 70.1234
C2-C3 Ca) 31.8181 -0.5521 0.2620 31.5280 43.9 121
Cb) 32.6743 -0.4039 0.1917 32.4621
26 ca-ci Ca) 79.2069 -0.7076 0.1456 78.6449 74.8 1 2 2 .
Cb) 92.0938 -0.5785 0.1190 91.6343 . -
27 Cg-C2 Ca) 84.3998 -0.7200 0.1363 83.8161 72.6 122
Cb) 97.1020 -0.5830 0.1104 96.6294
28 Cg-C2 Ca) 85.4805 -0.6794 0.1427 84.9438 69.9 122
- Cb) 99.6799 -0.5568 0.1170 99.2401
29 C7-C1 Ca) 82.0870 -0.7151 0.1560 81.5279 71.9 101
Cb) 95.0593 -0.5825 0.1271 94.6039
30 C7-C1 Ca) 55.8592 -0.6461 0.2074 55.4205 52.5 112
Cb) 61.5426 -0.5033 0.1615 61.2008
C7-C8 (a) . 43.0684 -0.6153 0.2261 42.6792 42.8 112
■ Cb) 47.6357 -0.4810 0.1768 47.3315
31 C2-Ci Ca) 61.9689 -3.1832 0.3157 59.1014 60.3 123
Cb) 62.6223 . -2.2961 0.2277 60.5539
32 C2-Ci Ca) 72.2042 -2.8565 0.3045 69.6522 68.84 123
Cb) 76.0973 -2.1390 0.2280 74.1863
C2-C3 Ca) 65.3751 -2.1911 0.1248 63.3088 55.69 123
Cb) 64.8349 -1.5544 0.0886 63.3691
Ci-C2 Ca) 72.2042 -2.8565 0.3045 69.6522 70.0 124
Cb) 76.0973 -2.1390 0.2280 74.1863
Cl“Cg Ca) 64.3624 -1.9592 0.0973 62.5005 65.4 124
Cb) 69.2839 -1.4949 0.0742 67.8633
33 On-Ci Ca) 63.5089 -0.8366 0.1424 62.8147 . 53.7 1 1 2.
Cb) 69.9427 -0.6515 0.1109 69.4021
34 C11-C1 Ca) 57.2394 -0.7470 0.1655 56.6579 52.9 112
Cb) 62.6575 -0.5786 0.1281 62.2070
C n _C12 Ca) 42.5159 -0.6290 0.2140 42.1009 42.4 112
Cb) 47.0617 -0.4920 0.1674 46.7371
TABLE 4.4. (Contd).
Molecule
no.
Coupled
nuclei Integral JC J° JD J(tot) J(exp) Ref.
35 C n-C i Ca) 78.2713 -0.7637 0.1290 77.6366 71.1 101
Cb) 89.9891 -0.6181 0.1044 89.4754
36 cli"ci Ca) 77.5750 -0.7614 0.1214 76.9350 75.4 112
Cb) 89.5223 -0.6183 0.0985 89.0025
37 C1~C2 Ca) 73.2292 -2.8423 0.3032 70.6901 74.0 124
Cb) 74.4587 -2.0621 0.2199 72.6165
C1-C9 Ca) 61.9712 -1.9509 0.0880 60.1083 65.5 124
Cb) 66.6028 -1.4863 0.0670 65.1835
38 C7-C1 Ca) 64.0903 -0.6470 0.1649 63.6082 55.5. 101
Cb) 75.7585 -0.5367 0.1368 75.3586
39 Cu-Ci Ca) 65.3121 -0.6210 0.1575 64.8486 54.7 101
Co) 76.7778 -0.5126 0.1306 76.3958
40 C7-C1 Ca) 29.5734 -0.4873 0.2849 29.3710 38.2 125
Cb) 31.4499 -0.3793 0.2217 31.2923
41 Ca) 23.5337 -0.4397 0.2851 23.3791 32.1 126
Cb) 23.9720 -0.3194 0.2071 23.8597
- 42 ca“c8 Ca) 30.4480 -0.5047 0.2803 30.2236 33.9 126
Cb) 32.8294 -0.3856 0.2141 32.6579
43 cia“c8 (a) 30.2261 -0.5296 0.2748 29.9713 34.5 126
- Cb) 32.9571 -0.4087 0.2121 32.7605
44 Pcc_<i8 Ca) 39.6096 -0.6363 0.2235 39.1968 35.9 126
Cb) 43.9853 -0.4991 0.1753 43.6615
45 Cix-Ci Ca) 47.3120 -0.9701 0.1719 46.5138 57.0 127
Cb) 47.9655 -0.7071 0.1243 47.3827
ca"c8 (a) 66.6340 -4.1400 0.7284 63.2224 72.9 127
- Cb) 66.2533 -2.9437 0.5179 63.8275
46 CcT^ i Ca) 84.3706 -0.7220 0.1146 83.7632 91.1 117
Cb) 84.9242 -0.5190 0.0824 84.4876
ccTcB Ca) 177.9110 .2.2752 2.0754 182.2616 185.0 117
(b) 171.2779 1.5722 1.4342 174.2843
47 C7- C i ^ Ca) 63.1437 -0.7398 0.1776 62.5815 53.2 112
Cb) 70.0931 -0.5801 0.1392 69.6522
!
(e) Where available the experimentally determined signs are reported. In other cases only the 
magnitude of J is given, ‘
c(d) For 6=0°. (e) In reporting results (b) J is multiplied by the coefficient of 3.3498.
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FIGURE 4.2. A plot of calculated 1J(C-C) values by the INDO-SOS method
against the experimental values in Hz; correlation coefficient 
= 0.935, standard deviation = 8.154 Hz, slope = 0.842, 
intercept = 11.375 Hz.
bonding multiplicities by both methods with their respective atomic 
values are compared in Table 4.3 (p.87). The calculated values obtained 
by using fixed integral values and varied integral values are represented 
by INDO-SOS(a) and INDO-SOS(b) respectively. For each term the INDO-SOS 
values are consistently smaller than those obtained by the INDO-SCPT 
approach. Despite these small values, the dominance of the Fermi contact 
term for all 1J CC—C) values and the importance of the non-contact terms 
for doubly and triply bonded 1JCC—C) couplings are also shown by the 
INDO-SOS method. .
The improvement of the calculated results obtained by using the 
variable values of S£(0) and <r“3>^ is not significant. This is probably 
a reflection on the differential overlap approximations inherent in the 
INDO procedure. Positive signs for the contact and dipolar terms and a 
negative sign for the orbital term are predicted by both methods.
Due to the large differences between the Feimi contact contribution 
to 1J(C-C) and the others, it is found impossible to obtain values of 
(S£(0))2 for all 1J(C-C) couplings by fitting the calculated to the 
observed coupling constants according to equation (4.1). Therefore, 
only the factor (S£,(0)) 2 is adjusted so as to give the best agreement 
between the Fermi contact contribution and the experimental values by 
means of equation (4.2).
J(exp) = (S2(0))2 Jc’ (4.2)
where J^V is the calculated value of the Feimi contact contribution 
omitting (S^(0))2. This yields the value of (S£(0))2 as 30.390 au"G 
which is somewhat larger than the atomic value. It is used to obtain 
the Fermi contact contribution reported in Table 4.4 where (a) and (b) 
denote the results obtained by using values of fixed and varied integrals 
respectively. The inspection of the data presented in Table 4.4 indicates
that the calculated 1 J(C-C) values are in good agreement with the 
experimental ones and the analysis of calculated total couplings 
obtained by fixed integrals (a) and varied integrals (b) is made by 
using equation'(4.3).
J (exp) = m J (cal) + C (4.3)
For the calculated couplings with fixed integrals (a), slope (m)
= 0.8423, intercept (C) = 11.3754 Hz, standard deviation (SD) = 8.1544 Hz 
and correlation coefficient (CC) = 0.9346 are obtained. For those with 
varied integrals (b), m = 0.7782, C =  12.1959 Hz, SD = 10.1204 and 
CC = 0.8970 are obtained. These results reveal that the results obtained 
by using fixed integrals (a) are in better agreement with the 
experimental values, and hence these values are plotted against the 
observed values as shown in Figure 4.2 (p.92). This plot indicates
that good agreement between calculated and experimental values can be 
achieved by scaling the Fermi contact term alone.
4.2.2 TWO-BOND (GEMINAL) CARBON-CARBON COUPLING CONSTANTS [2J(C-C)]
The experimental 2J(C-C) values are available for a variety of 
compounds but signs of this coupling constant have only been determined 
in very few instances. Generally either sign can be obtained for 2J(C-C) 
from experiment.
The calculated values for 52 2J(C-C) in molecules (26-47) by the 
INDO-SCPT method are given in Table 4.5 (p.95). All 2J(C-C) values are 
predicted to be negative. The signs of only 10 out of 52 2J(C-C) have 
been experimentally determined, all of which are positive. Hence' the 
INDO-SCPT calculations fail to predict the correct sign of 2J(C-C). 
Therefore, no attempts have been made to obtain the values of (S^(0))2 
and (<r“3>^)2 by means of equation (4.1). The data given in Table 4.5 
are those obtained by using atomic values of S2(0) and <r“ 3>^.
TABLE 4.5. Some calculated 2J(C-C) values, in Hz, by the INDO-SCPT approach^.
olecule
no,
Coupled
nuclei J° JD J(tot) J(exp) Ref.
26 ca- c 2 -4.1068 0.4499 -0.5286 -4.1855 +2.38 122
c a- c 6 -3.6870 0.2621 -0.5806 -4.0055 2.38 122
c a- c 7 -2.4734 0.0001 - 0.0021 -2.4754 2.63 122
27 Cc f C2 -3.8059 0.4817 -0.5788 -3.9010 2 .0 122
Ca-C7 -4.6115 -0.0107 0.0094 -4.6128 2.5 122
C8-C3 -4.1885 0.2934 -0.6845 -4.5796 • +1 .6 122
28 -4.2879 0.2903 -0.6454 -4.6430 +2.6 122
C3-C3 -3.2254 0.2631 -0.7186 -3.6809 +2.8 122
29 C7-C2 -4.1634 0.4341 -0.5595 -4.2888 +2.54 101
c 7- c 6 -3.6432 0.2539 -0.6069 -3.9962 +2.54 101
30 c 7- c 2 -4.8659 0.3831 -1.0217 -5.5045 2.87 112
C7-Cs -4.2545 0.4631 -0.9962 -4.7876 2.87 112
. 31 C2-Ct, -6.3209 0.4201 -1.4558 -7.3566 2.43 123
C2-C9 -4.5875 0.2820 -0.7662 -5.0717 1.69 123
32 C2~Cj» -6.6054 0.3573 -1.5863 -7.8344 2.8 123
C2-C9 -3.3308 0.2795 -0.7851 -3.8364 0 .5 123
C!-C3 -5.6488 0.3684 -1.3945 ' -6.6749 < 0 .6 124
Ci-Cg -5.2655 0.4674 -1.0832 -5.8813 < 0 .6 124
C1-C10 -3 .7740 0.1670 -0.8513 -4.4583 1 .8 124
33 Cii~C2 -6.7777 0.5883 -1.8468 -8.0362 5 .8 112
C11-C9 -4.7152 0.2615 -0.8699 -5.3236 2 .5 112
34 C11-C2 -5.9784 0.5765 -1.6951 -7.0970- 3.64 112
Cn-Cg -4.2833 0.2742 -0.7906 -4.7997 2 .0 . 112
35 C11-C2 -5.1529 0.5362 -0.8419 -5.4586 1 .9 101
Cn-Cg -2.8953 0.1794 -0.4241 -3.1400 3 .6 101
36 C11-C2 -5.0156 0.5559 . -0 .7830 -5.2427 1.65 112
Cn-Cg -2.9300 0.1863 -0.4000 -3.1437 3.74 112
Cn-Ci2 -2.4543 -0.0005 -0.0013 -2.4561 2.48 112
TABLE 4.5. (Contd).
Molecule
no.
Coupled
nuclei JC JD J (tot) J(exp) Ref.
37 Ci-Ca -5.8737 0.4384 -1.4242 -6.8595 < 0 .6 124
Cj-Cs -5.4348 0.4467 -1.1302 • -6.1183 <0 .6 124
Ci-Cio -3.6679 0.1466 -0.8837 -4.4050 2 .0 124
Ci-Cn -2.7629 -0.0468 -0.0117 -2.8214 3.7 124
38 C7-C2 -6.6371 -0.0416 -0.1283 -6.8070 2 .8 101
C7-C6 -6.6373 -0.0416 -0.1282 -6.8071 2 .8 101
39 C11-C2 -6.5879 -0.0390 -0.1268 -6.7537 3.8 101
Cn-Cg -4.0901 -0.0498 • -0.1041 -4.2440 2.5 101
40 C7-C2 -2.5581 -0.0204 -0.0173 -2.5958 <0.5 125
C7-C6 -2.5581 -0.0204 -0.0173 -2.5958 <0.5 125
41 c -ca Y 'syn
C -C 
a Yanti
-2.1466 -0.0282 -0.0346 -2.2094 1 .2 126
-2.0438 -0.0375 -0.0483 -2.1296 <0.5 126
42 C -C a y 'syn
C -C
-2.0084 -0.0180 -0.0379 -2.0643 1.5 126
-2.2298 -0.0274 -0.0456 -2.3028 . <0.5 126
a Yanti
43 C -C a y 'syn
C -C a y  
'anti
-2.1707 -0.0143 -0.0427 -2.2277 1 .8 126
-2.3389 -0.0244 -0.0452 -2.4085 0.7 126
44 C -C
Ct Y'syn
C -C
-3.3803 -0.0297 -0.0943 -3.5043 1 .1 126
-3.3803 -0.0297 -0.0943 -3.5043 1 .1 126
a Yanti
45 -11.3584 0.3779 -2.6665 -13.6470 +1 .0  ±0 .2 127
ca^2 -9.8954 0.4086 -3.0732 -12.5600 +2 .2 127
46 C -CB 1 -1.8765
-0.6906 -0.4947 -3.0621 +13.1 117
c -c ■a 2 -3.5760 0.3763 -0.1831 -3.3828 +2.62 117
47 C -C ^ -5.3124 0.3689 -1.1147 -6.0582 3.98 112
r _r Cb)
7 -4.8004 0.4746 -1.0721 -5.3979 3.98 112
(a) Where available the experimentally determined signs are reported. In other cases only the 
magnitude of J is given.
Cb) For 0 = 0°.
The observed values of 2J(C-C) in the molecules studied range from 
+0.1 (±0.2) Hz in (45) to +13.0 Hz in (46) whereas the calculated values 
range from -2.0643 Hz in (42) to -13.6470 Hz in (45). For all 2J(C-C) 
values, the Fermi contact term is negative and large in magnitude. The 
dipolar term is also negative for all 2J(C-C) values, except for the one 
in dimethyl phthalate (27), but small in magnitude. The orbital term can 
be of either sign and has a comparable magnitude with the dipolar term. 
Thus, as in the case of 1J(C-C), the non-contact terms cancel each other 
for most of the geminal 13C-13C coupling constants and it seems 
impossible to obtain 2J(C-C) values from the INDO-SCPT calculations.
As mentioned in Section 4.1, all INDO-FPT and INDO-CHFPT calculations 
give large and negative 2J(C-C) values in a variety of compounds studied 
so far. Hence, the prediction of a wrong negative sign for 2J(C-C) is 
common for the INDO-FPT, INDO-CHFPT and INDO-SCPT approaches.
However, there are some 2J(C-C) whose experimental signs are
negative, e.g., 2J(Ci-C6) = 22.28 Hz in methyl [l-13C]tetrolate^^
[H3C-CEGO2CH3]. The calculated values for this coupling are J ^ = -2.416 Hz,
1 6
J° = -0.0009 Hz, JD = -0.0013 Hz and 2J(Ci-C6) = -2.4191 Hz. The calculations 
on dimethyl ether yield J^ = -2.894 Hz, J ^ = -0.0286 Hz, J ^ = -0.0014 Hz and 
2J(C-C) =-2.924 Hz whereas the observed value is -2.4 H z ^ ^ .  Hence, 
the signs and magnitudes of 2J(C-C) in these molecules are well reproduced 
by the INDO-SCPT calculations.
In order to find out whether the INDO-SCPT approach always predicts 
a negative sign for 2J(C-C) in any compound, further calculations have been 
performed on acetone [(CH3)2C=0]. The experimental value of 2J(C-C) in 
acetone is +16.1 Hz Surprisingly the positive sign of this coupling
is correctly predicted by the INDO-SCPT approach. The calculated values 
are JC = 1.1080 Hz, J°= -0.0162 Hz, JD = -0.0167 Hz and 2JCC-C) -1.0751 Hz.
It is of interest to note that the Fermi contact contribution to this 
coupling is positive but small in magnitude* Both and are small 
and negative.
It is rather disappointing to note that the calculated results for 
2J(C-C) in Table 4.5 are significantly larger in magnitude than the 
experimental values. The inadequacy of the INDO-FPT, INDO-CHFPT and INDO-- 
SCPT schemes for describing geminal 13C-13C coupling constants is, thus, 
general. Similar situations occur in the INDO-SCPT calculations(118,119) 
of 2J(N-C) and 2J(F-C) couplings.
The calculated INDO-SOS results for 52 2J(C-C) are compared with 
the experimental data in Table 4.6 (p.99). Both signs of 2J(C-C) are 
predicted by the calculations and 46 2J(C-C) values are found to be 
positive. Except for 2J(C^-Ci) in diphenyl acetylene (46), the 
experimental signs of 2J(C-C) are reproduced by the INDO-SOS method.
The unsealed data presented in Table 4.6 are obtained by using the 
atomic values of S2(0) and <r"3>^ ,. Inspection of these data reveals 
that the calculated 2J(C-C) values are considerably smaller than the 
observed values. The largest magnitude of 2J(C-C) is 1.9584 Hz in 
dimethyl phthalate (27) and the magnitudes of the remaining 2J(C-C) 
values are <1.0 Hz. In contrast to the INDO-SCPT method, the Fermi 
contact term carries either sign and so do the orbital and dipolar terms. 
Although the individual contributions to 2J(C-C) are rather small the 
contact term is still dominant.
It is now clear that although the signs of 2J(C-C) are correctly 
predicted inmost cases, the experimental 2J(C-C) values cannot be 
reproduced by the INDO-SOS method using atomic values for S£(0) and 
<r”3>£. Therefore, we have attempted to obtain the values of (S^ ,(0))2 
and (<r”3> r)2 by comparing the calculated and experimental 2 J(C-C) values
Li
TABLE 4.6. Some calculated contributions to 2J(C-C) values, in Hz, by the INDO-SOS m e t h o d ^ .
Mol. Coupled
Unsealed Scaled
J(exp) Ref.no. nuclei
Jc J° JD J(tot) JC J° JD J(tot)
26 0 r c 2 0.1649 0.1948 0.0169 0.3766 0.5298 1.5440 0.1340 2.2078 +2.38 122
p° 1 n •si -0.4449 0.0007 -0.0005 -0.4447 -1.4293 0.0055 -0.0040 -1.4277 2.63 122
Qx“^6 -0.2226 0.1604 0.0089 -0.0533 -0.7151 1.2714 0.0705 0.6268 2.38 122
27 Ca-C2 0.4242 0.1940 0.0159 0.6341 1.3628 1.5377 0.1260 3.0265 2 .0 122
Cg-C3 0.5060 0.1189 0.0017 0.6266 1.6256 0.9424 0.0135 2.5815 +1 .6 122
Ca~C7 -1.9622 -0 .0011 0.0049 -1.9584 -6.3040 -0.0087 0.0388 -6.2738 2.5 122
28 04CJIu8 0.4600 0 .1020 -0.0071 0.5549 1.4778 0.8085 -0.0563 2.2300 +2 .6 122
C3-C3 0.6793 0.1389 0.0037 0.8219 2.1824 1.1009 0.0293 3.3127 +2 .8 122
29 C7-C2 -0.2006 0.1835 0.0117 -0.0054 -0.6445 1.4545 0.0927 0.9027 +2.54 101
C7-C6 0.4408 0.1534 0.0059 0.6001 1.4162 1.2159 0.0468 2.6788 +2.54 101
30 C7-C2 0.1350 0.2403 0.0186 0.3939 0.4337 1.9047 0.1474 2.4858 2.87 112
C7-C6 0.3033 0.1959 0.0119 0.5111 0.9744 1.5527 0.0943 2.6215 2.87 112
31 C2-C«t 0.0901 0.2344 -0.0480 0.2765 0.2-895 1.8579 -0.3805 1.7669 2.43 123
C2-C9 0.2013 0.1645 -0.0218 0.3440 0.6467 1.3039 -0.1728 1.7778 1.69 123
32 C2-Cl* -0.0277 0.2057 -0.0512 0.1268 -0.0890 1.6304 -0.4058 1.1356 2.81 123
C2-C9 0.1861 0.1773 -0.0113 0.3521 0.5979 1.4053 -0.0896 1-.9136 0.5 123
C1-C3 0.2775 0.1997 -0.0379 0.4393 0.8915 1.5829 -0.3004 2.1740 <0 .6 124
Ci-Cs -0.1015 0.2075 -0.0574 0.0486 -0.3261 1.6447 -0.4550 0.8636 <0 .6 124
C1-C10 0.9075 0.0826 0 .0010 0.9911 2.9155 0.6547 0.0079 3.5782 1 .8 124
33 C11-C2 0.5618 0.1753 0.0143 0.7514 1.8049 1.3895 0.1133 3.3077 5.8 112
Cir^C9 0.3943 0.1437 0.0050 0.5430 1.2668 1.1390 0.0396 . 2.4454 2.5 112
34 Cn-C2 0.6428 0.1843 0.0160 0.8431 2.0651 1.4608 0.1268 3.6527 .64 112
Cu-Cg 0.3016 0.1522 0.0082 0.4620 0.9690 1.2064 0.0650 2.2403 2 .0 112
35 Cll“C2 0.1098 0.1859 0.0214 0.3171 0.3528 1.4735 0.1696 1.9959 1.9 101
Cn-Cg 0.6896 0.0917 0.0027 0.7840 2.2155 0.7268 0.0214 2.9637 3.6 101
36 Cii-C2 0.3734 0.1830 ' 0.0217 0.5781 1.1996 1.4505 0.1720 2.8221 1.65 112
Cu-Cg 0.3622 0.0971 0.0043 0.4636 0.1636 0.7696 0.0341 1.9674 3.74 112
Cii“C12 -0.7162 0.0015 -0.0039 -0.7186 -2.3009 0.0119 -0.0309 -2.3200 2.48 112
TABLE 4.6. (Contd).
Mol. Coupled
Unsealed Scaled
J(exp) Ref.no. nuclei
JC J° JD J(tot) JC J° JD J(tot)
37 C1-C3 0.3075 0.1806 -0.0442 0.4439 0.9879 1.4315 -0.3503 2.0690
r.
<0:6 124
C1_C8 0.2325 0.1932 -0.0618 0.3639 0.7470 1.5313 -0.4898 1.7885 <0.6 124
C1_C10 0.8602 0.0621 0.0005 0.9228 2.7636 0.4922 0.0040 3.2597 2.0 124
C 1~C11 0.9451 0.0127 0.0013 0.9591 3.0363 0.1007 0.0103 3.1473 3.7 124
38 C7-C2 0.8408 -0.0489 -0.0270 0.7649 2.7012 -0.3876 -0.2140 2.0996 2.8 101
C7-C6 0.8408 -0.0489 -0.0270 0.7649 2.7012 -0.3876 -0.2140- 2.0996 2.8 101
39 C11-C2 -0.0664 -0.0453 -0.0247 -0.1364 -0.2133 -0.3591 -0.1958 -0.7682 3.8 101
C11-C9 0.6607 -0.0509 -0.0237 0.5861 •2.1226 -0.4034 -0.1879 1.5313 2.5 101
40 C7-C2 0.3889 -0.0131 -0.0079 0.3679 1.2494 -0.1038 -0.0626 1.0830 <0.5 125
C7-C6 0.3889 -0.0131 -0.0079 0.3679 1.2494 -0.1038 -0.0626 1.0830 <0.5 125
41 ^ " ^ s y n
^ ‘^anti
0.1037 -0.0186 -0.0113 0.0738 0.3332 -0.1472 -0.0896 0.0962 1.2 126
0.0116 -0.0286 -0.0140 -0.0310 0.0373 -0.2267 -0.1110 -0.3004 <0.5 126
42 ^ " ^ s y n
C°t_S'anti
0.5893 -0.0130 -0.0114 0.5649 1.8932 -0.1030 -0.0904 1.6998 1.5 126
0.2683 -0.0158 -0.0130 0.2395 0.8620 -0.1252 -0.1030 0.6337 <0.5 126
43 ^ " ^ s y n
^"^anti
0.4589 0.0009 -0.0108 0.4490 1.4743 0.0071 -0.0856 1.3958 1.8 126
0.1136 -0.0139 -0.0140 0.0857 0.3650 -0.1102 -0.1110 0.1438 0.7 126
44 ^ " ^ s y n
^" ^ a n t i
’ 0.4322 -0.0722 -0.0210 0.3390 1.3885 -0.5723 -0.1665 0.6498 1.1 126
0.4322 -0.0722 -0.0210 0.3390 1.3885 -0,5723 -0.1665 0.6498 1.1 126
45 %-c 1 0.1198 0.1759 -0.0525 0.2432 0.3849 1.3942 -0.4161 1.3630 +0.1±0.2 127
Ca"c2 0.3944 0.1746 -0.0578 0.5112 1.2671 1.3839 -0.4581 2.1929 +2.2 127
46 C3-C1 0.2482 -0.1345 -0.0742 0.0395 0.7974 -1.0661 -0.5881 -0.8568 +13.1 117
ca-c2 0.4648 0.1018 -0.0073 0.5593 1.4933 0.8069 -0.0579 2.2423 +2.62 117
47 c7-c2W 0.0469 0.2113 0.0102 0.2684 0.1507 1.6748 0.0808 1.9063 3.98 112
t
c7-c6^ 0.2007 0.2207 0.0092 0.4306 0.6448 1.7493 0.0729 2.4670 3.98 112
(a) Where available the experimentally determined signs are reported. In other cases only the magnitude 
of J is given.
(b) For 0 = 0°.
I
1U±
using equation (4.1). Hie resulting values of (S2(0))2 and (<r“3>^ ,)2 
are, respectively, 29.146 au-6 and 16.208 au“6 which are used to obtain 
the scaled data reported in Table 4.6. In obtaining the values of (S£(0))2 
and (<r_3>^)2, 6 2J(C-C) values whose theoretical signs are negative are 
ignored and the experimental signs of the remaining 2J(C-C) values are 
assumed to be positive as predicted by the calculations.
The calculated results reported in Table 4.6 show that good 
agreement with experiment is obtained. A plot of the experimental values 
of 2J(C-C) against the calculated ones is provided in Figure 4.3 (p. 105) 
where the least-squares line is constrained to pass through the origin.
The corresponding correlation coefficient and standard deviation are 
0.92 and 0.984 Hz respectively. Since the results obtained by using the 
variable values of S2(0) and <r“3>(-. are so similar to those given in 
Table 4.6 they are not reported separately.
The conformational dependence of 2J(C-C) is examined in methyl 
tetrolate [Figures 4.4(a) and (b)] using both INDO-SCPT and INDO-SOS 
approaches.
0 .0
* /
H3C— C=C— C HjC-CssC—  C '
0— *C1I3 0
lhY
FIGURE 4.4 (a) cis (b) trans
Except methyl protons the molecular skeleton lies in the plane. The 
CH3-group is cis to oxygen (C=0) in Figure 4.4(a) and trans to oxygen 
(C=0) in Figure 4.4(b). The calculated values of 2J(C\-Cx) by both 
methods with atomic values of S£(0) and <r~3>^ are given in Table 4.7 
overleaf.
The INDO-SOS results in Table 4.7 indicate that 2J(C-C) is very 
sensitive to the change in molecular-geometry but the INDO-SCPT results
TABLE 4.7. Calculated values of 2J(*C-*C) in methyl tetrolate by INDO-
SCPT and INDO-SOS methods.
Geometry Method JC J° JD J(Tot) J(Exp)
Cis
Trans
INDO-SCPT
INDO-SOS
INDO-SCPT
INDO-SOS
-2.4169
-0.3506
-2.4609
1.3217
-0.0009
0.0014
-0.0284
-0.0032
-0.0013
0.0029
0.0036
0.0080
-2.4191
-0.3462
-2.4857
1.3265
-2.28
are not so. It is of interest to note that the sign and magnitude of the 
Fermi contact term are completely changed and 1.3217 Hz is the largest 
contribution from this term to 2J(C-C) calculated so far.
4.2.3 THREE-BOND (VICINAL) CARBON-CARBON COUPLING CONSTANTS [3J(C-C)]
Calculated INDO-SCPT results for 58 3J(C-C) in molecules (26-50) are 
recorded in Table 4.7. In addition to the molecules (26-47) the INDO- 
SCPT calculations have been performed on adamantane derivatives 
(Figure 4.5).
(48) X = H
(49) X = OH
(50) X = CEN
FIGURE 4.5.
The sign of 3J(C-C) for all of the molecules considered in Table 4.8 
(p. 103) is predicted to be positive. Only 8 out of the 58 3J(C-C) values 
carry the experimental signs, all of which are positive in agreement 
with the theoretical predictions.
Both the Fermi contact and dipolar terms are positive whereas the 
orbital term can be of either sign. It is the Feimi contact term which
10
6
CH2X
li
TABLE 4.8. Some calculated 3J(C-C) values, in Hz, by the INDO-SCPT approach^.
lecule
no.
Coupled
nuclei JC JD J(tot) J(exp) Ref,
26 a^"^ 3 3.8150 0.0293 0.3941 4.2384 +4.56 122
Ccr^ s 3.8075 0.0238 0.3933 4.2246 +4.56 122
27 3.6995 0.0346 0.4742 4.2083 +4.1 122
Cg-Ci* 4.0095 0.0150 0.4875 4.5120 +4.5 122
Ca~Cg 5.0156 -0.0198 0.2487 5.2445 1.4 122
28 C0C-C3 3.5853 0.0573 0.5400 .4.1826 v +4.6 122
ce-c„ 3.9914 0.0057 0.5609 4.5580 +5.0 122
ca”% 2.7139 0.0812 0.6864 3.4815 5.6 122
29 C7-C3 3.6498 0.0321 0.4097 4.0916 4.5 101
C7-C5 3.7673 0.0261 0.4094 4.1983 4.5 101
30 C7-C3 3.8254 0.0191 0.6860 4.5305 3.99 112
C7-C5 4.1872 0.0358 0.6841 4.9071 3.99 112
31 C2-Cio 5.1338 0.2590 1.0258 6.4186 7.97 123
C2~Ca 4.5084 0.3691 1.1857 6.0632 5.45 123
32 C2-Cio 4.7482 0.2150 1.0410 6.0042 5.77 123
c2-c8 4.0321 0.3523 1.1944 5.5788 3.04 123
C1-C1+ 7.2276 0.4752 2.3204 10.0232 7.9 124
C1-C5 4.5941 -0.2547 1.0894 5.4288 3.8 124
C1-C7 4.2290 0.3577 1.1239 . 5.7106 4.5 124
33 C11~C 3 6.1431 0.0435 1.1785 7.3651 • 5.85 112
Cn-C8 3.0451 -0.0258 0.8834 3.9027 1.46 112
C11-C10 4.8947 0.0080 0.7105 5.6132 3.2 112
34 C11-C3 5.4779 0.0425 1.0850 6.6054 4.83 112
00
u1HHU 2.8278 -0.0293 0.8136 3.6121 0.9 112
C 11~C10 4.3555 0.0051 0.6576 5.0182 _ 3.09 112
35 C11-C3 3.3824 0.0408 0.5724 4.9956 4.8 101
Cn-C8 1.9946 -0.0146 0.4185 2.3985 0.5 101
C11"C10 4.3851 0.0029 0.3437 4.7317 4.3 101
36 C11-C3 4.5038 0.0376 0.5428 5.0842 4.94 112
Cn-C8 1.9388 -0.0134 0.3940 2.3194 0.81 112
C11-C10 4.4040 0.0051 0.3248 4.7339 4.28 112
TABLE 4.8. (Contd).
Molecule
no.
Coupled
nuclei J0 J° JD J(tot) J(exp) Ref.
37 Ci-C„ 7.5661 0.5599 2.3931 10.5191 8.6 124
C1-C5 4.7171 -0.2612 1.1269 5.5828 4.2 124
C1-C7 4.2728 0.3692 1.1612 5.8032 5.0 124
C1-C12 0.7691 0.0098 0.0177 0.7966 2.1 124
38 C7-C3 4.0202 0.0173 0.0393 4.0768 3.2 101
C7-C5 4.0205 0.0173 0.0392 4.0770 3.2 101
39 C11~C3 3.9510 0.0185 0.0377 4.0072 3.3 101
Ch -Cq 1.3907 0.0242 0.0138 1.4287 1.2 101
C11“C10 1.6198 0.0113 ’ 0.0048 1.6359 1.9 101
40 C7-C3 2.1601 0.0013 0.0162 2.1776 4.2 125
C7-C5 2.1601 0.0013 0.0162 2.1776 4.2 125
' 41 Ca'C<5Syn
^"^anti
0.9133 -0.0118 0.0015 0.9030 1.4 126
0.8840 -0.0112 0.0021 0.8749 <0.5 126
42 ca"c5Syn
Ca_C5anti
0.8916
0.9054
-0.0108
-0.0103
0.0016
0.0021
0.8824
0.8972
1.6
1.3
126
126
43 C -Cr a 6 syn
^'^anti
0.9154 -0.0107 0.0018 0.9065 1.7 126
0.9162 -0.0108 0.0022 0.9076 1.3 126
44 Ca'C6Syn
^"^anti
1.2294 -0.0064 0.0053 1.2283 2.0 126
1.2294 -0.0064 0.0053 1.2283 2.0 126
45 C3-C2 5.4298 0.5328 3.5350 9.4976 +5.0 127
46 Cg-C2 2.1271 -0.4784 0.3206 1.9693 +1.76 117
ca-c3 3.5428 0.0106 0.1629 3.7163 5.56 117
47 c7-c3(b:) 4.2071 0.0264 0.7357 4.9692 4.61 112
c 7-c5Cb) 4.6906 0.0335 0.7341 5.4582 4.61 112
48 C11-C3 1.6945 -0.0008 0.0182 1.7119 3.2 128
49 C11_C3 1.9417 -0.0019 0.0168 1.9566 5.3 128
50 cn -c3 1.9424 -0.0007 0.0185 1.9602 3.4 128
(a) Where available the experimentally determined signs are reported. In other cases only the 
magnitude of J is given.
(b) For 0 = 0°.
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FIGURE 4.3. A plot of calculated 2J(C-C) values by the 
INDO-SOS method against the experimental 
values in Hz; correlation coefficient = 0.920, 
standard deviation = 0.984 Hz.
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FIGURE 4.6. A plot of calculated 3J(C-C) values by the INDO-SCPT 
against the experimental values in Hz; correlation 
coefficient = 0.87, standard deviation = 1.169 Hz, 
slope = 0.625, intercept = 1.125 Hz.
dominates this coupling. The calculated values of this term range from 
0.7691 Hz to 7.5661 Hz, both in (37). The dipolar term is also large in 
some cases. The largest contribution from the orbital term is 0.5599 Hz 
in (37). The range of the experimental values of 3J(C-C) in the 
molecules studied is from <0.5 Hz in (41) to 8.6 Hz in (37). Thus, in 
general, the observed values of 3J(C-C) are larger than those of 2J(C-C).
Because of the large difference between the Fermi contact 
contributions and the others to 3J(C-C) it is found impossible to obtain 
values of (S2(0))2 and (<r“3>^)2 for this coupling constant. However, 
close inspection of the data displayed in Table 4.8 indicates that the 
use of atomic values for S^(0) and <r~3>£ in the calculations is 
sufficient to reproduce the signs and magnitudes of 3J(C-C). Since the 
sign of 3J(C-C) is usually determined experimentally relative to that of 
1J(C-C) and the calculations predict a positive sign for all 3J(C-C), the 
yet undetermined signs of 3J(C-C) are likely to be positive.
It can be seen from the data reported in Table 4.7 that the 
individual results are very close to the observed values. The 
experimental trends as well as substituent effects on the 3J(C-C) values 
are well reproduced by the INDO-SCPT calculations. The theoretical 
results support the experimental fact that the vicinal couplings between 
the substituted carbon and a carbon atom in the same ring are larger than 
those between the substituted carbon and a carbon in another ring, e.g. 
3J(Ch -C3) > 3J(Cii-Cs) in molecules (33-36). The changes in 3J(C-C) with 
substituent for these molecules are mainly due to differences in the 
contact contribution. Thus, the substituents considered here appear to 
be responsible for greater changes in the s electron density than in that 
of the p electrons.
Regardless of the substuent and its position the observed vicinal
couplings between carbons in the same ring are larger than those in
different rings. This experimental finding is also confirmed by our
INDO-SCPT results, e.g., 3J(Ci-Ctt) > 3J(Ci-C7) in molecules (32) and (37).
The calculated values of 3J(C2-Ci0) . > 3J(C2-C8)+ in moleculescis mans
(31) and (32) is in agreement with the experimental data. In contrast to
the observed 1J(C-C) values, vicinal coupling between carbons across a
double bond, 3J(C^-C2) in (45), is larger than that across a triple bond,
3J(CD-C2) in (46). The theoretical results agree well with this 
p
experimental viewpoint.
As far as the calculated 3J(C-C) values are concerned, a parallel 
trend is, in general, found between the calculated and observed data. A 
correlation between the calculated and experimental 3J(C-C) values is 
constructed by the use of equation (4.3). The resulting values are 
slope (m) = 0.628, intercept (C) = 1.125 Hz, standard deviation (SD) =
1.169 Hz and correlation coefficient (CC) =0.87. A plot of the calculated
and experimental 3J(C-C) values is provided in Figure 4.6 (p. 105). '
The calculated INDO-SOS data for 58 3J(C-C) values are presented in 
Table 4.9 (p. 108) where the unsealed results are obtained by the use of 
atomic values for S£,(0) and <r“3>^ ,. All of the calculated 3J(C-C) results 
are positive. The Fermi contact term is positive and dominates this 
coupling. Inmost cases, the calculated unsealed values of 3J(C-C) are 
larger than those of 2J(C-C) in agreement with experimental observations. 
Both the orbital and dipolar terms are negligibly small. The dipolar 
term is positive for all of the 3J(C-C) values except for that of in (29)
and the orbital term can be of either sign. ,
The values of (S£,(0))2 and (<r_3>^ ,)2 obtained by means of equation 
(4.1) are, respectively, 29.025 au-6 and 5.566 au"6 which are used to 
obtain the scaled results displayed in Table 4.9. These values are
TABLE 4.9. Some calculated contributions to 3J(C-C) values, in Hz, by the INDO-SOS method^.
Mol,
no.
Coupled
nuclei
Unsealed Scaled
J(exp) Ref.
Jc JD J(tot) J° JD J(tot)
26 CcTc3 1.6303 0.0123 0.0104 1.6530 5.2078 0.0335 0.0283 5.2696 +4.56 122
CcTC5 0.9343 0.0087 0.0068 0.9498 2.9845 0.0237 0.0185 3.0267 4.56 122
27 ca- c 3 0.9426 0.0184 0.0117 0.9727 3.0110 0.0501 0.0318 3.0930 +4.1 122
Cg-Ci* 1.3790 -0.0129 0.0072 1.3733 4.4051 -0.0351 0.0196 4.3896 +4.5 122
1.8140 -0.0508 0.0056 1.7688 5.7946 -0.1383 0.0152 5.6717 1.4 122
28 ca-c 3 ' 1.0947 0.0400 0.0254 1.1601 3.4969 0.1089 0.0691. 3.6749 +4.6 122
Cg-Cij 1.6191 -0.0242 0.0069 1.6018 5.1721 -0.0659 0.0188 5.1250 +5.0 122
ca”% 2.1894 -0.0381 0.0073 2.1586 6.9938 -0.1037 0.0199 6.9100 5.6 122
29 c 7- c 3 1.3685 0.0063 0.0121 1.3869 ‘ 4.3715 0.0171 0.0329 4.4216 4.5 101
C7-C5 1.4197 -0.0111 0.0095 1.4181 4.5351 -0.0302 0.0259 4.5307 4.5 101
30 C7-C3 1.1075 -0.0346 0.0012 1.0741 3.5378 -0.0942 0.0033 3.4469 3.99 112
C7-C5 1.3523 -0.0072 0.0080 1.3531 4.3198 -0.0196 0.0218 4.3220 3.99 112
31 c 2-c 10 1.8682 0.1268 0.2157 2.2107 5.9678 0.3451 0.5871 6.9000 7.97 123
C2-C8 1.3208 0.1844 0.1431 1.6483 4.2192 0.5019 0.3895 5.1106 5.45 123
32 C2-Cio 1.5211 0.1351 0.2089 1.8651 4.8590 0.3677 0.5686 5.7953 5.77 123
c 2-c 8 0.9701 0.1691 0.1309 1.2701 3.0989 0.4603 0.3563 3.9154 3.04 123
cl”c«f 2.0449 0.2803 0.4815 2.8067 6.5322 0.7629 1.3105 8.6057 7.9 124
C1-C5 1.2476 -0.1537 0.0581 1.1520 3.9853 0.4183 0.1581 3.7251 3.8 3.24
C1-C7 1.2668 0.1736 0.1309 1.5713 4.0467 0.4725 0.3563 4.8755 4.5 124
33 Ci i-C3 1.4937 0.0090 0.0099 1.5126 4.7715 0.0245 0.0269 4.8229 5.85 112
C 11"C8 0.2395 -0.0031 0.0090 0.2454 0.7651 -0.0084 0.0245 0.7811 1.46 112
Cu-Cio 1.4029 -0.0151 0.0049 1.3927 4.4814 -0.0411 0.0133 4.4537 3.2 112
34 ' Cn-C3 1.2847 0.0141 0.0094 1.3082 4.1038 0.0384 0.0256 4.1678 4.83 112
C n - C 8 0.2348 0.0006 0.0007 0.2361 0.7500 0.0016 0.0019 0.7536 0.9 112
C 11~C 10 1.1151 -0.0192 0.0072 1.1031 3.5621 -0.0523 0.0196 3.5294 3.09 112
35 C n - C 3 1.1806 0.0138 0.0083 1.2027 3.7713 0.0376 0.0226 3.8315 4.8 101
C n - C 8 0.2864 -0.0156 0.0026 0.2734 0.9149 -0.0425 0.00.71 0.8795 0.5 101
- Cu-Cio 1.6904 -0.0125 0.0018 1.6797 5.3998 -0.0340 0.0049 5.3707 4.3 101
36 C11-C3 1.4295 0.0150 0.0107 1.4552 4.5664 0.0408 0.0291 4.6363 4.94 112
Cil-C8 0.1736 -0.0065 0.0031 0.1702 0.5545 -0.0177 0.0084 0.5453 0.81 112
C11”C10 1.3270 -0.0133 0.0032 1.3169 4.2390 -0.0362 0.0087 4.2115 4.28 112
37 Cj-Cl* 2.2261 0.2790 0.4836 2.9887 7.1111 0.7594 1.3163 9.1867 8.6 124
C1-C5 0.7794 -0.1785 0.0624 0.6633 ‘ 2.4897 -0.4858 0.1698 2.1737 ' 4-2 124
Ca-C7 0.8819 0.1950 0.1348 1.2117 2.8171 0.5308 0.3669 3.7148 5.0 124
C 1”C 12 0.5400 0.0130 0.0073 0.5603 1.7250 0.0354 0.0199 1.7803 2.3. 124
TABLE 4.9. (Contd).
Mol.
Unsealed Scaled
J(exp) Ref.no.
Jc J° JD J(Tot) JC J° JD J(tot)
38 C7-C3 0.5889 0.0029 0.0064 0.5982 1.8812 0.0079 0.0174 1.9065 3.2 101
C7-C5 0.5889 0.0029 0.0064 0.5982 1.8812 0.0079 0.0174 1.9065 3.2 101
39 C11-C3 0.3017 0.0177 0.0050 0.3244 0.9638 0.0482 0.0136 1.0255 3.3 101
Cn-Cs 0.0749 0.0071 0.0006 0.0826 0.2393 0.0193 0.0016 0.2602 1 .2 101
Cn-C10 0.3965 -0.0004 -0.0008 0.3953 1.2666 -0 .0011 -0 .0022 1.2633 1.9 101
40 C7-C3 0.8481 0.0064 0.0081 0.8626 2.7092 0.0174 0 .0220 2.7486 4.2 125
C7-C5 0.8481 0.0064 0.0081 0.8626 2.7092 0.0174 0.0220 2.7486 4.2 125
41 ^““^syn
^ot"C^anti
0.4977
0.2078
-0.0126
-0.0099
0.0026
0.0031
0.4877
0.2010
1.5899
'0.6638
-0.0343
-0.0269
0.0071
0.0084
1.5626
0.6453
1.4
<0.5
126
126
42 0x-c5Syn
^a~^anti
0.3357 -0.0159 0.0004 0.3202 1.0724 -0.0433 0.0011 1.0302 1.6 126
0.4309 -0.0013 0.0004 0.4300 1.3765 -0.0035 0.0011 1.3740 1.3 126
43 C“"C<ssyn
^ ‘^anti
0.4166
0.4035
-0.0103
-0.0057
0.0036
0.0047
0.4099
0.4025
1.3308
1.2889
-0.0280
-0.0155
0.0098
0.0128
1.3126
1.2862
1.7
1.3
126
126
44- . ^ "^syn 
^"^anti
0.2148
0.2148
0.0127
0.0127
0.0006
0.0006
0.2281
0.2281
0.6862
0.6862
0.0346
0.0346
0.0016
0.0016
0.7224
0.7224
2.0
2.0
126
126
45' c3-c2 1.2179 0.0817 0.1812 1.4808 3.8905 0.2224 0.4932 4.6060 +5.0 127
46 C3-C2 0.5072 -0.1825 0.0404 0.3651 1.6200 -0.4967 0.1100 1.2333 +1.76 117
ca-c3 1.5676 0.0041 0.0061 1.5779 5.0080 0-.0112 0.0166 5.0358 5.56 117
47 c7-c3W 1.7306 0.0058 0.0184 1.7548 5.5282 0.0158 0.0501 5.5941 4.61 112
Cy-Cs^ 1.1885 -0.0351 0.0103 1.1637 3.7965 -0.0955 0.0280 3.7290 4.61 112
48 C11-C3 0.8133 0.0029 0.0066 0.8228 2.5980 0.0079 0.0180 2.6239 3.2 128
49 eil”C3 1.1370 -0.0054 0.0061 1.1377 3.6320 -0.0147 0.0166 3.6339 3.27 128
50 C11"C3 0.7919 0.0038 0.0075 0.8031 2.5300 0.0104 0.0204 2.5644 3.4 128
(a) Where available the experimentally determined signs are reported. In other cases only the 
magnitude of J is given.
(b) For 0 = 0°.
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FIGURE 4.7. A plot of calculated 3J(C-C) values by the INDO-SOS method against 
experimental values in Hz; correlation coefficient = 0.968, standard 
deviation = 1.030 Hz.
somewhat larger than their respective atomic v a l u e s i t  is of 
interest to note that the values of (S2(0))2 are 30.390 au-6,
29.146 au“G and 29.025 au-6 respectively for 1JCC-C), 2J(C-C) and 
3J(C-C). They are about 2.3 times that of 1J CC—C) obtained by the 
INDO-SCPT technique. This difference may be due to the different 
approximations inherent in the INDO-SOS and INDO-SCPT approaches to the 
calculations of 13C-13C coupling constants. Larger values of these 
parameters are also obtained for carbon data in the INDO-SOS calculation 
of ^(F-C) and 3J(F-C) values in some carbocations and related fluoro- 
benzenes^^.
The scaled data given in Table 4.9 reveal that the INDO-SOS results
are as good as those obtained by the INDO-SCPT approach. The INDO-SOS
calculations support all of the experimental observations. Examples are
3J(Ch -C3) > 3J(Ch -C8) in molecules (33-36), ^(Cj-CO > 3J(C2-C7) in
molecules (32) and (37), 3J(C2-C10)^ _ > 3J(C2-C8) . in molecules (31)trans cis
and (32) and 3J(C0-C2) in (45) > 3J(CQ-C2) in (46). The substituent effect
p p
on 3J(C-C) in molecules (33-36) is well accounted for by the change in 
the Feimi contact contribution. Thus it appears that the s electron 
distribution within the molecules is important in discussing the 
substituent effect on the 3J(C-C) couplings.
A correlation of the calculated scaled and experimental values of 
J(C-C) is shown in Figure 4.7 (p.110) where the least-squares line of 
unit slope is restricted to pass through the origin. The corresponding
values of correlation coefficient and standard deviation are 0.968 and 
1.030 Hz respectively.
4.2.4 LONG-RANGE CARBON-CARBON COUPLING CONSTANTS [^(C-C) and 5J(C-C)]
The calculated INDO-SCPT results (A) and INDO-SOS results (B) for 31 
UJ(C-C) and 8 5J(C-C) with the corresponding atomic values for S2 (0) and
<r“3>£ are reported in Table 4.10 (p.113). As in the case of 2J(C-C), 
large and negative \J(C-C) values are obtained from the INDO-SCPT 
calculations. The Fermi contact term is negative and dominant. In most 
cases, all three terms are negative and the orbital contribution is 
rather small. The INDO-SCPT results for \J(C-C) range from -0.19 Hz to 
-9.893 Hz whereas the observed values cover 0.0 Hz to 1.75 Hz.
In contrast, either sign of \J(C-C) is obtained from the INDO-SOS 
calculations. As usual, the INDO-SOS results are smaller than the 
observed values. Only 3 \J(C-C) values have experimental negative signs 
in agreement with the predictions of both methods.
Since the difference between the calculated and observed value is 
so large it is found that reasonable values, of (S^ ,(0))2 and (<r~3>^) 
cannot be obtained by the use of equation (4.1) . Both methods provide 
fairly good results for \J(C-C) in molecules (41) and (42). On the whole 
the theoretical results for ^JfC-C) are rather poor.
The experimental values of 4 5J(C-C) couplings are 0.0 Hz and the 
largest value of this coupling is 1.25 Hz in molecule (32). The INDO- 
SCPT calculations over-estimate the observed 5J(C-C) values. The Fermi 
contact term is positive and dominates this coupling. A positive sign 
for all 3J(C-C) is predicted by the INDO-SCPT technique whereas the INDO- 
SOS predicts a negative sign for 5J(C-C) in molecule (39). Except for 
the one in molecule (27), all of the calculated values are rather small. 
Both INDO-SCPT and INDO-SOS approaches are inadequate in reproducing the 
observed values of 4J(C-C) and 5J(C-C) in the molecules considered here.
With regard to the calculated results reported in Tables 4.1 to 4.10 
the following general conclusions may be drawn:
The INDO-SCPT results reveal that the Fermi contact term dominates all
TABLE 4.10. Some calculated values of UJ(C-C) and 5J(C-C) by INDO-SCPT and INDO-SOS methods^ .
olecule
no.
'tJ(C-C)/
5J(C-C) Method JC J° JD J(tot) J(exp) Ref.
26 \J(Ca-C„) A -1.9560 -0.0326 -0.5653 -2.5539 0.9 122
B 0.1097 -0.0212 -0.0212 0.0640
27 A -2.2216 -0.0509 -0.6560 -2.9285 -1.0 122
B -0.4728 -0.0266 -0.0181 -0.5174
5j(Cg-C7) A 1.6826 0.0022 0.0110 1.6958 0.0 122
B 2.0468 -0.0042 0.0061 . 2.0488
28 l,J(Ca“Ci+) A -2.3619 -0.0124 -0.6911 -3.0654 -1.0 122
r
B -0.29S7 -0.0142 -0.0101 -0.3200
29 "JCCj-CJ A -1.9555 -0.0316 -0.5875 -2.5746 -0.9 101
B -0.1679 -0.0314 -0.0303 -0.2297
30 -J(C7-C„) A -2.6051 -0.0406 -1.0042 -3.6499 1.06 112
B -0.1765 -0.0297 -0.0316 -0.2378
31 \j(C2-C5) A -2.7417 -0.0661 -1.0312 -3.8390 1.47 123
B 0.0282 -0.0398 -0.0420 -0.0536
32 -JCCj-Cs) A -2.7795 -0.0591 -1.0622 -3.9008 1.46 123
B 0.1146 -0.0280 -0.0372 0.0494
"JCC2-C,,) A -2.1357 -0.0006 -0^8801 -3.0164 0.49 123
B 0.3286 -0.0125 -0.0194 0.2967
-JCCj-Ce) A -2.6287 -0.0596 -0.9668 -3.6551 <0.6 124
B 0.0845 -0.0295 -0.0331 0.0219
=J(C2-C6) A 2.4341 -0.0503 0.9961 3.3799 1.25 124
B 0.1219 -0.0540 0.1244 0.1924
33 "J(CU -C0 A -4.9199 -0.0403 -1.8776 -6.8378 1.1 112
B -0.1553 -0.0152 . -0.0079 -0.1784
'*J(Cn -C5) A -2.4393 0.0295 -0.8952 -3.3050 0.3 112
B 0.4979 -0.0044 -0.0009 0.4926
\JCCa -c7) A -2.4671 -0;0257 -0.8150 -3.3078 0.4 112
B 0.0750 -0.0101 -0.0040 0.0610
5JCCn -C6) A 2.2596 0.0055 0.7592 3.0243 0.0 112
B 0.1328 -0.0118 0.0002 0.1212
TABLE 4.10. (Contd).
olecule
no.
'•JfC-C)/
5J(C-C) Method J° JD J (tot) J(exp) Ref.
34 ■"JCCn-co A -4.3695 -0.0431 -1.7293 -6.1419 1.09 112
B -0.1866 -0.0193 -0.0107 -0.2166
"JfCn-Cs) A -2.1849 0.0356 -0.8222 -2.9715 0.34 112
B 0.0853 0.0043 -0.0039 0.0858
■*J(C„-C7) A -2.1910 -0.0422 -0.7549 -2.9881 0.33 122
B -0.0713 -0.0138 -0.0032 -0.0883
5J(Cn -Cs) A 2.0180 0.0065 0.7019 2.7264 0.0 122
B
<r
0.0519 -0.0100 0.0033 0.0452
35 “JCCn -CJ A -3.0458 -0.0358 -0.8953 -3.9769 1.11 101
B -0.5588 -0.0115 -0.0013 -0.5716
36 "J(C,1-C0 A -3.0002 -0.0375 -0.8489 -3.8866 1.18 112
B 0.0079 -0.0099 -0.0049 -0.0068
“JCCn-Cs) A -1.3103 0.0165 -0.3939 -1.6877 0.54 112
B 0.9684 0.0025 0.0046 0.9755
-JCCn-Cy) A -1.5098 0.0012 -0.3542 -1.8628 0.42 112
B 0.1475 -0.0025 -0.0018 . 0.1431
5JCCU -C$) A 1.3455 0.0038 0.3395 1.6888 0.0 112
B 0.0125 -0.0023 0.0014 0.0116
37 "JCCj-Ce) A -2.7402 -0.0592 -0.9995 -3.7989 <0.6 124
B 0.0934 -0.0377 -0.0357 0.0200
38 . “J(C7-CU A -2.3909 0.0017 -0.0029 -2.3921 <0.5 101
B -0.0181 0.0000 0.0013 0.0169
39 -JCCn-^) A -1.5632 0.0020 -0.0020 -1.5632 0.8 101
B -0.0959 -0.0040 -0.0009 -0.1008
5J(Ch -C6) A 0.8611 -0.0018 0.0124 0.8717 0.5 101
B -0.0247 -0.0026 0.0057 -0.0217
40 \j(C7-0,) A -0.2482 0.0001 -0.0004 -0.2485 <0.5 125
B 0.2189 -0.0047 -0.0001 0.2141
41 A -0.1928 0.0018 0.0010 -0.1900 <0.5 126
B -0.1762 0.0100 0.0001 -0.1661
TABLE 4.10. (Contd).
Molecule
no.
ltJ(C-C)/
5J(C-C) Method JC J° JD J(tot) J (exp) Ref.
42 (^Cct-Ce) A -0.2070 0.0021 0.0013 -0.2036 <0.5 126
B -0.1047 -0.0005 -0.0014 -0.1066
43 ^(Ca-Cg) A -0.2197 0.0023 0.0013 -0.2161 <0.5 126
B -0.2008 0 .0022 -0.0018 -0.2004
44 ^(Qx-Ce) A -0.2662 0.0060 -0.0019 -0.2621 <0.5 126
B 0.3129 0.0203 0.0076 . 0.3408
45 ^J(Ca-CO A
s-
-6.8865 -0;0553 -2.9275 -9.8693 ±1 .2 127
B 0.1138 -0.0501 -0.0811 -0.0174
5J(ce-c4) A 6.7419 -0.0513 3.1528 9.8434 ±0 .6 127
B -0.0072 -0.0257 0.1569 ’ 0.0539
46 “JCCg-Cs) A -0.5503 0.0294 -0.2494 -0.7703 0 .0 117
B 0.1054 0.0047 -0.0052 0.1050
“JCCa-CO A -1.3589 -0.0505 -0.2312 -1.6406 1.0; 1.75 117
B -0.1192 -0.0209 -0.0205 -0.1606
5J (C3-C1+) A 0.8182 0.0830 0.3959 1.2971 0.75; 1.0 117
B 0.0566 0.0368 0.0787 0.1721
47 ^JCCy-CO053 A -2.9031 -0.0371 -1.0768 -4.0170 1.14 112
B -0.5563 -0.0041 -0.0309 -0.5913
(a) Where available the experimentally determined 
magnitude of J is given.
signs are reported. In other cases only the
(b) For 0=0°.
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of the nJ(C-C) couplings in the molecules studied. Although the calculated 
coupling constants are very geometry-dependent, it is found that both the 
orbital and dipolar terms are, in general, less sensitive than the contact 
term to the molecular geometry, the substituent and its position. The 
experimental trends in 1J(C-C) and 3J(C-C) as well as the signs and 
magnitudes of these couplings are successfully reproduced by the INDO-SCPT 
calculations. However, the INDO-SCPT technique overestimates the values 
of 2J(C-C), 4J(C-C) and 5J(C-C) and predicts incorrectly a negative sign 
for 2J(C-C). Despite these facts the known signs of ^(C-C) and 5J(C-C) 
are correctly predicted by the INDO-SCPT approach.
The dominance of the Fermi contact tern in almost all of the nJ(C-C) 
couplings is also revealed by the INDO-SOS results. An analysis of the 
various contributions to all three terms shorn that in all cases o + o* 
transitions provide the major contributions to J^, whereas for and 
terms the major contributions come from and tt tt* transitions
respectively. Since the INDO parameterized calculations overestimates 
the excitation energies for higher energy transitions and the a a* 
transitions are the only ones contributing to the Fermi contact term, 
the magnitude of this term for nJ(C-C) becomes considerably smaller. 
Consequently, this leads to the use of very large values of (S^(0))2 in 
reproducing the experimental values of 1JCC—C), 2J(C-C) and 3J(C-C).
With this exception, the calculated INDO-SOS results for 1J(C-C), 2J(C-C) 
and 3J(C-C) are in good agreement with the observed values. The 
substituent effects on these couplings are well accounted for and 
notably the observed trend 1J(C-C) > *J(.C-C) > 2J(C-C) is successfully 
reproduced by the INDO-SOS method. The difference between the two methods 
lies in the calculation of the values of 2J(C-C) whose experimental signs 
are correctly reproduced by the INDO-SOS method in most cases.
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The INDO-SCPT approach predicts the signs of nJ(C-C) to be positive 
and negative, respectively for odd and even n. One exception to this rule 
occurs in the case of acetone for which the positive sign of 2J(C-C) is 
correctly predicted. The positive signs for ^(C-C) and 3J(C-C) and 
either sign for 2J(C-C), ^JfC-C) and 5J(C-C) are obtained from the INDO- 
SOS calculations. However, more experimental data as well as their 
signs especially for 2J(C-C), \J(C-C) and 5J(C-C) are needed to test the 
validity of the theoretical predictions. Both the INDO-SCPT and the 
INDO-SOS techniques can be reliably applied to predict the experimental 
trends in 1JCC—C) and 3J(C-C) couplings.
C H A P T E R  5
CALCULATIONS OF 15N-13C COUPLING CONSTANTS BY 
THE INDO-SCPT AND INDO-SOS METHODS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
There is a considerable amount of interest in the determination of 
and interpretation of, values of nitrogen-carbon isotropic nuclear spin- 
spin coupling constants^>^,134)  ^ na^ura2iy occurring isotopes of
nitrogen, llfN and 15N, are NMR active since both nuclei possess magnetic 
moments. The ll|N nucleus (99.6351 natural abundance) has a spin of 1 
and an electric quadrupole moment which leads to a broadening of ll*N 
resonance signals via quadrupolar r e l a x a t i o n ^ ^ ^ ^ .
The less abundant 15N nucleus (0.3651 natural abundance) has a spin 
of I and no quadrupole moment and hence 1SN nuclei give sharper spectral 
p a t t e r n s . However, both 14N and 15N nuclei have only 0.1-6 of the 
proton’s sensitivity to NMR detection at the same value of applied 
magnetic field strength . The 15N nucleus is more suitable for 
studies involving nuclear spin-spin coupling constants because of its 
larger magnetogyric ratio and sharper spectral lines. But its low 
natural abundance necessitates the use of 15N-enriched samples inmost 
1SN NMR studies.
However, recently proton decoupling and pulsed FT NMR techniques 
have facilitated the observation of 15N NMR spectra in natural 
abundance . Since the same techniques have also been applied to 
natural abundance 13C NMR, routine measurements of 15N-13C coupling 
constants have become possible from the 13C NMR spectra of 15N-enriched 
compounds (131,132) number of reported nJ(15N-13C) values is
steadily increasing. nJ(15N-13C) values may be calculated using 
nJ(llfN-13C) values, and vice-versa, from equation (5.1) C130,132)
nJ(ll+N-13C) = -0.7129 nJ(15N-13C) (5.1)
From several experimental 1J(15N-13C) values, and implying the
dominance of the Fermi contact term and an AEE approximation, Binsch et
aJ.(-l^ have proposed a simple empirical relation between 1J(15N-13C)
and the product of the percent s-character of the directly bound nitrogen
and carbon atoms: %s^ = 80 1J(15N-13C) . However attempts to interpret
the observed 1J(15N-13C) values by means of this relation have had only
limited success since remarkable deviations have been found particularly
for those compounds with a multiple bond between the nitrogen and carbon 
atoms(67,134,135)^
Semi-empirical MO calculations of the Fermi contact contribution to
1J(N-C) values in 11 molecules with a variety of bonding situations have
been carried out by Maciel et a l ^ ^  using the INDO-FPT approach. Poor
agreement with experiment is obtained and an incorrect positive sign is
predicted for 1J(NeC) in acetonitrile. It is found that there is no
linear relationship between calculated lJ(N-C) values and P? Q . Similar
N C
calculations0-36,137) Qn various compounds also give poor results for 
nJ(N-C) values. These indicate that calculations assuming the Fermi 
contact term alone cannot satisfactorily reproduce the observed 
nJ(N-C) values.
Self-consistent perturbation^^ and sum-over-states^^ perturbation 
calculations have demonstrated the significance of the orbital and 
dipolar contributions to couplings between first-row nuclei. The INDO- 
SOS calculations of three contributing terms to 15N-13C couplings across 
single, double and triple bonds have been carried out by various groups 
of workers (138-140) y. jn majly cases the experimental signs are correctly 
reproduced by the calculations which also indicate that for 1J(N=C) and 
1J(NeC) the orbital and dipolar terms make significant contributions as 
well as the Fermi contact term.
Employing the INDO-SCPT approach Schulman and Venanzi have calculated 
all three contributing terms to 1J(N-C), 2J (N-C) and 3J (N-C) in some 
organic compounds . Generally, good agreement with experiment is
obtained. All the known signs are correctly reproduced. Furthermore, it 
is found that each of the three terms may make dominant contributions to 
1J (N-C), depending upon the bond type considered.
However, both INDO-SOS and INDO-SCPT techniques have been applied to 
the calculation of nJ(N-C) values in a small number of simple molecules.
It is of theoretical interest to see whether these methods are capable of 
reproducing the known signs, the observed trends as well as the 
substituent effects on such couplings in various polyatomic molecules.
With this in mind, we have applied both INDO-SOS and INDO-SCPT approaches 
to evaluate all three contributions to the nJ(N-C) values in a variety of 
molecular environments.
5.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The molecular numbering schemes for the molecules studied by both 
perturbation approaches are given in Table 5.1 (p. 122). Although we are 
aware of the sensitivity of the calculated coupling constants to small 
changes in molecular geometry^* ^ , due to the absence of structural 
data for the majority of molecules under consideration, standard 
geometries are used in the present series of calculations. Theoretical 
and experimental values presented in Tables 5.1 and 5.3-5.7 are of the 
15N-13C coupling constants.
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5.2.1 ONE-BOND NITROGEN-CARBON COUPLING CONSTANTS pJfN-C) j
The. INDO-SOS calculations of 59 1J CN-C) values in 50 molecules have 
been carried out in two ways. In the first case calculations have been 
performed with the following parameter values (Table 3.5): S^(0) = 5.246 au“3 
Sq (0) =3.012 au“3, <r-3>^ = 2.472 au”3 and <r“3>£=1.430 au“3. In the 
second series of calculations these parameters are allowed to vary 
according to the molecular environment of the nuclei concerned. Thus 
each coupling constant has two calculated results.
Then a comparison is made between the calculated (the first series) 
and observed, J(exp), coupling constants according to equation (4.1). In 
this case, a and b are the integral products S^(0)S^(0) and <r‘ "3>N<r~3>C 
respectively which are treated as least-squares parameters in the manner 
previously done for XJ(C-C) [Section (4.2.1)]. Regression coefficients 
(RC) are found to be 2.2991 for S^(0)S£(0) and 1.7329 for <r_3>^<r'"3>c*
The INDO-SOS results (A) presented in Table 5.1 (p. 122) are obtained by 
means of these RC which result in S^(0)S^(0) =36.3279 au“6 and 
<r~3>jsj<r“3>Q = 6.0939 au“6. A comparison of the experimental and 
calculated values of ^(N-C) are provided in Figure 5.1 where the least- 
squares line is restricted to pass through the origin. The corresponding 
correlation coefficient and standard deviation from the experimental data 
are 0.978 and 2.636 Hz respectively.
The INDO-SOS results (B) in Table 5.1 are obtained by multiplying
the calculated values (the second series) by the corresponding RC, i.e.,
r 0 D
J is multiplied by 2.2991 and J and J by 1.7239. In previous. .
studies of 15N-13C coupling constants in various molecules (1-16)
by the INDO-SOS method we have obtained S^(0)S£(0) =35.167 au“6
(RC= 2.226) and <r”3>^<r"3>Q = 4.980 au“6 (RC = 1.408) for 56 values of
nJ(N-C), n=l-4. Hence the values of S^ (0)Sj;(0) and <r“3>^<r“3>c obtained
TABLE 5.1. Some calculated 1J(N-C) values for various molecules, in Hz, by the INBO-SOS method^.
Mol.
no. Molecule
Coupled
nuclei JC J° JD J(tot) J(tot) J(exp) Ref
1 N-Ci A 0.0425 2.1445 -0.0841 2.1029 1.7240 0.45 145
B 0.0462 3.1768 -0.1245 3.0985 2.5377 •HD.6 146
2 6
5
1
3
N-Ci A
B
1.3873
1.3645
2.4676
3.6030
-0.1603
-0.2341
3.6945
4.7334
3.2276
4.0726
1.4 145
7 N-C 9 A 2.2547 1.5612 -0.0453 3.7706 3.4211 0.6 145
8 B 2.2207 2.2821 -0.0564 4.4364 3.9598
10
11
N-Ci
N-Ci
'CH3 
7 d
6 _ Nl_Cs
2C
'NW
8ch t a  
9c - ch3 7
N(a4 i«WW*
Ni ^m3
U ?1
A -14.9648 1.6772 -0.0681 -13.3608-13.1789 -11.9 . 146
B -19.3182 2.8910 -0.1177 -16.5449 -16.4389
s  . ' '
A -17.2683 1.2160 -0.0340-16.0862-15.7538 -13.0 146
B -17.2251 1.7979 -0.0503 -15.4776 -15.2501
Ni-C6 A 0.2044 1.9218 -0.0667 2.0595 1.7130 3.6 145
B 0.2097 2.9149 -0.1012 3.0234 2.5011
Ni-C2 A -3.1314 2.4500 -0.0745 -0.7558 -1.0916 1.0 145
B -3.1116 3.6098 -0.1096 0.3886 -0.1539
Ni-C6 A 0.0172 1.8482 -0.0591 1.8063 1.4779 2.6 145
B 0.0175 2.7844 -0.0891 2.7128 2.2183
Ni-C2 A -1.7807 2.4729 -0.0407 0.6516 0.2625 0.7 145
B -1.7577 3.6183 -0.0595 1.8012 1.2049
Ni-C6 A 4.5844 1.7735 -0.0517 6.3062 5.8450 1.2 145
B 4.6520 2.6627 -0.0765 7.2382 6.6164
Ni-C2 A -3.6305 2.1083 -0.0255' -1.5477 -1.8139 0.3 145
B -3.5937 3.0961 -0.0374 -0.5350 -0.9812
Ni-Cs A -0.9362 1.7746 -0.0748 0.7636 0.4819 0.8 145
B -0.9518 2.6689 -0.1126 1.6045 1.1664
N-Cj A 1.6627 0.3906 -0.3163 1.7370 1.6705 2.5 147
B 1.6441 0.3867 -0.3132 1.7175 1.6518
N-C! A 2.6113 0.4030 -0.3379 2.6765 2.5815 2.1 147
B 2.5768 0.3984 -0.3337 2.6415 2.5477
N-Cx A -11.3495 0.4567 -0.1288 -11.0416 -10.7572 10.3 148
B -11.3490 0.6468 -0.1907 -10.8929 -10.6156
TABLE 5.1 (Contd).
Mo1- Molecule J° J°no. nuclei J(tot) J(tot) J (exp) Ref,
" 3  "^2— N><p3 
12 I 1 N-Ci
N-C;
CH3 
*+<r
13 , 1 N-C!
N-C2
0
14 NH,-C-H N-C
0
15 NH2-C-NH2 N-C
o
16 CH3NH-C-NHCH3 N-Ci
N-C2
-11.6746
-11.7335
-9.1638
-9.3201
-11.5015
-11.7355
-35.6742
-34.8040
-16.277,4
-17.8183
-21.8679
-24.4013
-21.3819
-24.0884
-10.1057
-10.0581
0.4265 -0.1198 -11.3679 -11.0529
0.6347 -0.1784 -11.2771 -10.9877
0.3694 -0.1277 -8.9221 -8.6750
0.5558 -0.1920 -8.9563 -8.7267
0.4158 -0.1093 -11.1950 -10.8854
0.6272 -0.1650 -11.2733 -10.9849
0.4324 -0.0626 -35.3044 -34.2379
0.6268 -0.0907 -34.2679 -33.2595
1.3209
2.1219
1.5244
1.6815
1.4070
1.5650
0.5258
0.5235
0.0410
0.0659
0.0066
0.0074
-0.0045
-0.0048
-0.2251
-0.2220
-14.9155
-15.6305
-20.3369
-22.7124
-19.9793
-22.5282
-9.8030
-9.7566
-14.6475
-15.4648
9.6
9.6
12.0
36.2
-14.8
148
148
148
148
143
-19.9222 19.0 ±1.5 149 
-22.2460
-19.5565 22+1.5 149
-22.0482
-9.5371 12 ±1.5 149
-9*4920
17 NH0-C-CH3 N-C 
12
A -11.3801 1.7161 0.0403 -9.6236 -9.5836 <15.0
B -12.3223 1.8427 0.0434 -10.4361 -10.3900
133
18 (CH3)2N-C-H N-C!
19
20
21
0
^ / C \  N"cl
2 1 nh2
Mi2  ^N-C,
N-Cf
3r ,2
22 / \. H 0 N-C7
•* \ ^-N~CT
A
X = 4-H
-18.9172
-21.0694
-11.1033
-12.0395
-18.6834
-20.2250
-21.7304
-23.6695
-12.5660
-13.8040
Na-Cl
N3-C7
-12.1781
-12.3917
-15.0793
-16.7837
1.7827
1.9627
1.6363
1.7592
1.4008
1.5039
1.3146
1.4193
1.4976
1.6286
0.0038
0.0040
-0.0029
-0.0051
-0.0298
-0.0321
-0.0300
-0.0324
-0.0309
-0.0334
-17.1307
-19.1028
-9.4699
-10.2833
-17.3124
-18.7531
-20.4458
-22.2826
-11.0993
-12.2089
-16.8566
-18.7933
-9.4162
-10.2223
-16.9696
-18.3797
-19.9902
-21.7842
-10.9685
-12.0623
1.0397 -0.0179 -11.1563 -10.9564
1.0555 -0.0185 -11.3544 -11.1505
1.5981 -0.0059 -13.4871 -13.2995
1.7577 -0.0064 -15.0323 -14.8196
13.4
15.0
15.1
14.5
13.1
10.0
12.0
150
151
151
151
152
153
153
TABLE 5.1 (Contd).
Mol.
no. Molecule
Coupled
nuclei JC J° JD J(tot) J(tot) J(exp) Ref.
24 X=4-N02 VCi A -12.3227 1.2797 -0.0198 -11.0629 -10.9019 14.0 154
B -12.7163 1.3157 -0.0203 -11.4210 -11.2540
- N^-C? A -14.8664 1.5010 -0.0060 -13.3715 -13.1727 11 .8 154
25
H 0C2H5
V— C
4^ 0. 0  
N
Na-Ci
B
A
B
-16.5657
-22.6907
-23.0947
1.6527
1.6724
1.7015
-0.0067
-0.1998
-0.2032
-14.9197
-21.2182
-21.5964
-14.6946
-20.7666
-21.1367
21.36 155
26 ch3nh2 N-C A -4.6171 0.7099 -0.2770 -4.1842 -4.1167 4.5 156
B -4.4237 0.7011 -0.2736 -3.9962 -3.9339
27 CH3NH3 N-C A ,-5.6581' 0.1726. -0.3286 -5.8141 -5.6056 8 .0 133
B -5.4164 0.1836 -0.3462 -5.5790 -5.3770
28 N-C A -6.1664 0.0765 -0.3301 -6.4200 -6.1775 5.8 157
B -5.8225 0.0824 -0.3553 -6.0954 -5.8602
29 ( w / N-C A -6.0572 0.1807 -0.2874 -6.1639 -5.9518 4.0 157
B -6.4350 0.1907 -0.3032 -6.5475 -6.3223
30 M^CH^OOO" N-Ci A -4.4717 0.0731 0.0093 -4.3893 -4.2623 4.8 150
B -4.1880 0.0796 0 .0102 -4.0982 -3.9815
31
+ 1 2 -
NH3CH2C00 N-Ci A 12.7752 0.3515 -0.2500 12.8767 12.4519 6.2 150
B 13.0329 0.3579 -0.2544 13.1363 12.7030
3 2 
5 6
32 4-H N-Cx A -14.9874 0.6268 -0.0503 -14.4109 -14.0400 -11.4 146
B -15.5810 0.8942 -0.0719 -14.7587 -14.1410
33 4-CH3 N-Cx A -12.0018 0.6144 -0.0472 -11.4346 -11.1569 10.5 143
B -12.4328 0.8738 -0.0665 -11.6255 -11.3782
34 4-N02 N-Cx A -15.3417 0.7273 -0.0483 -14.6626 -14.2993 14.9 3.43
/ B
-16.2482 1.0595 -0.0702 -15.2589 .-14.9235
35 4-CH3O N-Ci A -17.3315 0.5466 -0.0474 -16.8323 -16.3727 1 1 .0 154
B -17.6762 0.7666 -0.0646 -16.9742 -16.5408
36 4-F N-Cx A -14.6726 0.5763 -0.0490 -14.1453 -13.7754 8 .6 154
B -15.0145 0.8106 -0.0665 -14.2705 -13.9294
37 3-CH3 N-Cx A -11.7617 0.6189 -0.0496 -11.1925 -10.9228 10.5 154
B -12.2512 0.8842 -0.0709 -11.4379 -11.1974
38 3-CF3 N-Cx A -14.0624 0.6146 -0.0515 -13.4994 -13.1555 12.5 154
B -14.6271 0.8785 -0.0736 -13.8222 -13.5046
39 3-CH3O N-Ci A -13.6973 0.6365 -0.0424 -13.1033 -12.7766 12.5 154
B -13.5357 0.9331 -0.0622 -12.6648 -12.3940
TABLE 5.1 (Contd).
Mol.
no. Molecule
Coupled
nuclei JC J° JD J(tot) J(tot) J(exp) Ref.
40 3-CH30,5-CH30 N-Cx A -14.5234 0.9675 -0.0543 -13.6103 -13.3158 12.5 154
B -14.4521 0.9633 -0.0541 -13.5430 -13.2501
41 3-CH30,5-CH30, N-Cj A -10.4747 1.0938 -0.0660 -9.4469 -9.3022 14.7 154
4-N02 B -10.3926 1.0861 -0.0657 -9.3727 -9.2288
42 2-N02 N-Cx A -11.0148 0.8930 -0.0272 -10.1490 -9.9574 10.4 154
B -10.7646 1.2909 -0.0381 -9.5119 -9.3992
43 2-N02,4-N02 N-Cx A -10.3676 0.9518 -0.0305 -9.4463 -9.2855 16.9 154
B -10.3048 1.4048 -0.0452 -8.9452 -8.8667
44
x %  r m *
5 6 
4-H N-Cx A -5.6739 0.8688 -0.0395 -4.8446 -4.8162 8.6 154
B -6.2954 0 .9530- -0.0455 -5.3857 -5.3522
45 4-N02 N-Cx A -7.3134 0.8463 -0.0424 -6.5096 -6.4244 9 .2 154
B -8.1441 0.9311 -0.0465 -7.2596 -7.1627
46 4-F N-Cx A -6.6775 0.8711 -0.0.583 -5.8447 -5.7850 8.6 154
B -7.3636 0.9502 -0.0417 -6.4551 -6.3874
47 2-N02 N-Cx A -8.2034 0.8242 -0.0469 -7.4261 -7.3077 10.4 154
48
3 2
* 0 - 4 -
X - V  //  o
5 ------6
4-H
- nh2
3
N-Cj
B
A
-9.0849
-15.0343
0.9026
0.5922
-0.0512
-0.0593
-8.2335
-14.5014
-8.1005
-14.1210 10.7 154
B -16.6409 0.8928 -0.0888 -15.8369 -15.4551
49 4-CH30 N-Cx A -13.4990 0.9428 -0.0072 -12.5643 -12.3065 11.4 154
B -13.5693 0.9468 -0.0083 -12.6308 -12.3713
50 4-N02 . N-Cj A -13.4612 0.7761 -0.0493 -12.7344 -12.4396 14.6 154
B -15.3076 1.1881 -0 .0777 -14.1973 -13.9140
(a) Where available the experimentally determined signs are reported. In other cases only the magnitude 
of J is given.
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FIGURE 5.1. A plot of calculated J^fN-C) values by the INDO-SOS method against the experimental 
values in Hz; correlation coefficient = 0.978, standard deviation = 2.636 Hz.
for 59 1J(N-C) are very close to the corresponding values for 56 nJ(N-C). 
This indicates that S^ (0)S^ ,(0) = 36.3279 au“G and <r“3>jvj<r_3>^, = 6.0939 au“6 
can also be used for the calculations of other 15N-13C coupling constants 
(nJ(N-C), n=2-4). For the sake of comparison the total 1J(N-C) values 
obtained by using the values S^(0)S^(0) = 35.167 au“6 (RC= 2.226) and 
<r“3>^<r"3>(~, = 4.980 au“6 (RC= 1.408) are given in column 9 of Table 5.1. 
All values are in units of Hz.
Our scaled values of the integral products are to be compared with 
15.800 au"6 and 3.535 au“6, respectively, for Slater-type atomic 
f u n c t i o n s a n d  13.199 au~6 and 5.247 au-6 for SCF atomic functions 
We feel that our scaled values are reasonable in comparison with the 
atomic data, and no less satisfactory than other scaled values of these
products reported as 27.926 au-6 and 3.534 au-6, respectively^^; also
_ . Q41)
13.79 au and 1.77 au , respectively^ , for carbon-nitrogen
single bonds.
The calculated results listed in Table 5.1 show that both signs of 
1J(N-C) are predicted by the INDO-SOS calculations and 12 1J.(N-C) are 
found to be positive. Only 5 of 59 ^(N-C) carry the experimental signs, 
a positive sign for pyridine (1) and a negative sign for pyridinium ion 
(3), pyrrole (4), methylamine (26) and aniline (32). These are correctly 
predicted by the INDO-SOS calculations. The magnitude of observed 
1J(N-C) values ranges from 0.3 Hz in (7) to 36.2 Hz in (13) and the 
corresponding INDO-SOS results' (A) are -1.8139 Hz and -34.2379 Hz. 
Inspection of the data in Table 5.1 reveals that in general the dipolar 
contribution to ^(N-C) values is rather small and can often be neglected.
r 134 137')
Both theoretical and experimental studies ’ show that the 
values of 15N-13C coupling constants are markedly influenced by the 
orientation of the lone-pair electrons of the nitrogen atom. The nitrogen
atoms in the ring system may be classified in two ways according to their 
principal bonding systems. One with three covalent bonds in a plane is 
referred to as the "pyrrole-type" nitrogen atom whereas the other with 
two covalent bonds and a lone electron pair in a plane is called a 
"pyridine-type" nitrogen atom (Figure 5.2).
N
O
H Q
FIGURE 5.2 "pyrrole-type" "pyridine-type"
CHie small positive value of J in pyridine, 0.0425 or 0.0462 Hz, is 
typical of the "one-bond lone-pair effect" which occurs when lone-pair 
electrons are present in orbitals with s-character in the N or C
('141')
nuclei^ J. This effect is also pronounced in heterocyclic molecules 
containing "pyridine-type" nitrogen atoms (2, 5, 6, 7 and 8) where the 
contact term is invariably small and in some cases is dominated by the 
positive orbital contribution to the total coupling interaction. A 
positive sign is predicted for ^(N-C) in these molecules except for 
those in (5) and (7). Hie small and positive contact terms in 15N-aza- 
adamantane (9) and 15N-quinuclidine (10) not only show this "one-bond 
lone-pair effect" but also dominate 1J(N-C). Thus, if the nitrogen atom 
has a lone-pair with considerable s-character, the calculations give the 
small values of \J(N-C) in accord with experiment.
In those molecules containing "pyrrole-type” nitrogen atoms (3 and 4) 
the contact term is increased in value and controls both the sign and 
magnitude of ^(N-C), a negative value of which is in agreement with the 
experimental d e t e r m i n a t i o n . An analysis of the contributions to 
the contact terms for these two nitrogen environments shows that for the 
"pyridine-type" nitrogen atoms a positive contribution from a n->a*
transition approximately cancels with a negative a-*a* contribution. In 
the "pyrrole-type" nitrogen cases the absence of the lone-pair removes 
this possibility, thus the contact terms are large and negative. 
Concomitant with this the orbital term is decreased due to the 
replacement of a large positive contribution from a n+Tr* transition by 
a smaller positive one from a a -Mr* transition. A similar conclusion 
has been reported from "finite" perturbation data on pyridine and 
pyridinium i o n ^ " ^ .
The calculated data in Table 5.1 reveal that the observed trend in 
0
amides, NH2-C-X [X = H (14), NH2 (15), CH3 (17), C2H 3 (19), C3H5 (20),
Ci*H7 (21)] is not successfully reproduced by the INDO-SOS method although 
the individual results are quite good for molecules (14), (15) and (20).
It is noted that the observed ^(N-C) values in this series increase 
with an increase in the electronegativity of the substituent atom 
directly attached to -C=0 group. The calculated 1J (N-C) values are 
increased according to an increasing number of carbon atoms in the 
substituent while the observed values are relatively unchanged in 
molecules (17) and (19-21). Since the changes in 1J(N-C) with substituent 
appear to be mainly accounted for by differences in the contact 
contribution, the substituents considered in this series cause greater 
changes in the s-electron distribution than in that of the p-electron.
The experimental fact that the protonation of an s-hybridized lone-
pair on the nitrogen atom leads to an increase in the magnitude of
1J(N-C)- values is supported by the INDO-SOS results obtained for
pyridine (1), pyridinium ion (3), CH3NH2 (26), CH3NH3 (27), NH2CH2C00 (30) 
+ —
and NH3CH2C00 (31). The change in the predicted sign of ^(N-C) 
between the ions (30) and (31) is perhaps surprising. It arises entirely 
from a change in the sign of the dominant contact term. Analysis of
various transitions contributing to this term reveals that a ^ a*
r
transitions provide the major contribution to J in both cases, but of
opposite sign. A similar trend is noticed in the case of methylamine (26)
and related ions (27-30). Namely in the case of those species with a
r
net charge the o + o* transitions produce a large negative J teim while
C
the same transitions give rise to a more positive J contribution for 
related, neutral, species.
In aniline (32) and substituted anilines (33-43) the negative 
contact term dominates !J(N-C). The individual results for ^(N-C) in 
some aniline derivatives are very close to the observed values but the 
trend is not well reproduced. This may be mainly due to the fact that 
the observed values of 1J(N-C) are very much dependent on the solvent 
used. For example, the value of XJ(N-C) in aniline ranges from 8.9 ±0.3 
Hz in DC& to 12.1 ±0.3 Hz in EMS0-d6 . The calculated values of 
1J(N-C) in aniline derivatives vary according to the type of substituent 
and its position. For the same type of substituent, the calculated 
1J(N-C) value is larger in magnitude when the substituent is at the para 
position than at any of the other positions. Examples are 1J(N-C) in 
4-nitroaniline (34) > 1J(N-C) in 2-nitroaniline (42), 1 J(N-C) in 4-methyl- 
aniline (33) > ^(N-C) in 3-methylaniline (37) and ^(N-C) in 4-methoxy- 
aniline (35) > ^ (N-C) in 3-methoxyaniline (37), and the first two are in 
agreement with experiment. Obviously, the changes in XJ(N-C).with the 
position of substituent are due to the differences in the contact 
contribution. Thus, the s electron distribution around the coupled nuclei 
appears to be less affected by the substituent at the para position than 
by the same substituent at other positions.
In the case of different substituents at the same position, the 
observed trend is not satisfactorily reproduced in para-substituted
anilines (33-36). It is noticed that neither the calculated nor the 
experimental ^(N-C) values is related to the electronegativity of the 
substituents. For meta-substituted anilines (37-39) the INDO-SOS 
results are in excellent agreement with experiment.
Hie observed trend for the anilinium ion (44) and substituted 
anilinium ions (45-47) is well accounted for by the INDO-SOS calculations. 
It is interesting to note that the calculated XJ(N-C) values in these 
anilinium ions (44-47) are smaller in magnitude than those, of the 
corresponding anilines (32, 34, 36 and 37). The observed 1J(N-C) values 
in aniline (32) and its ion (44) and those for 4-nitroaniline (34) and 
its ion (45) support this theoretical trend, while 4-nitroaniline (36) 
and its ion (46) have the same experimental ^(N-C) values as do 2-nitro- 
aniline (42) and its ion (47). Thus, in general, the magnitude of; XJ(N-C) 
values is decreased by protonation at the nitrogen atom which has a lone- 
pair with no s-character as the planar anilines are considered here. The 
calculated 1J(N-C) values for phenylhydrazines (48-50) are in satisfactory 
agreement with the experimental data.
CThe absence of contributions to J from n->-a* transitions ensures 
that ^ JfN-C) for the molecules in Table 5.1 bearing amino functions are 
fairly large and negative and controlled by J . Thus the utilization of 
calculations involving the contact term for substituted anilines and 
related molecules is justified^^ .
In the case of N-methylphenylpropynylamine (13) the relatively 
large value of 1J(N-C2), compared with hJ^N-Ci) and the hJfN-Ci) data for 
N-methylaniline (11) and N-methylphenylpropargylamine (12), has been 
taken to suggest the presence of significant contributions from the 
orbital and dipolar terms . Our calculated results reported in 
Table 5.1 lend no support to this proposal but indicate that the larger
value of 1J(N-C2) is due to an increase in the contact contribution.
Inspection of the data recorded in Table 5.1 reveals that in some
cases the calculations employing variable values of the integrals S^ -(O)
and •<r~3>x (X=C,N) and marginally closer to the experimental data. A
quantitative comparison is made between the calculated J(tot) obtained
by fixed integral values (A) and those by varied integral values (B)
given in column 9 of Table 5.1 by means of equation (4.3)-. This analysis
gives slope (m) =0.8895, intercept (C) =-1.4461 Hz, standard deviation
(SD) = 2.6427 Hz and correlation coefficient (CC) =0.937 for the calculated
results (A) and m=0.8325, C = -1.7206 Hz, SD= 2.7313 Hz and CC = 0.9325
for the calculated data (B). These data indicate that on the whole there
is no improvement in the calculations employing the variable values of
these integrals. This is probably a reflection on the differential
(113)overlap approximations inherent in the INDO procedure^ . However, as 
may be seen from the data collected in Table 5.1, the INDO-SOS 
calculations provide the 1 J(N-C) values which are in good agreement with 
the observed data in many instances.
Table 5.3 (p. 134) records the INDO-SCPT results for 1J (N-C) values 
for all of the molecules considered in Table 5.1 except for 5 molecules 
containing nitro-groups (41, 42, 43, 45 and 47). For these molecules it 
is found impossible to obtain XJ'(N-C) values since either a divergence 
or a rather slow convergence occurs in the calculations. The same 
problem arises in the calculation of ^(N-C) in nitromethane by the INDO- 
SCPT m e t hod^^ and the presence of an oxygen atom directly attached to 
the nitrogen appears to be the cause of the problem.
In addition to the molecules in Table 5.1 the INDO-SCPT calculations 
have been performed on 21 molecules listed in Table 5.2 (p. 133). The 
calculated XJ(N-C) data for these molecules are also presented in Table 5.3
TABLE 5.2. Molecules studied by the INDO-SCPT approach
Molecule Molecule
•N =  C
-N ==C
57
60
o   o
(a) r(C=N) = 1.16 A for cyanides; r(N=C) =1.18 A for isocyanides
(Reference 162).
TABLE 5.3. Some calculated ^(N-C) values for various molecules, in Hz, by the INDO-SCPT approach^.
Mol.
no.
Coupled
nuclei JC J° JD J(tot) J (tot) J(exp) Ref.
1 N-Cj -0.9787 2.2453 -0.4670 0.7997 0.6936 0.45 +0.6 145 146
2 N-C! -7.5878 3.3376 -2.7046 -6.9548 -7.4522 1.4 145
n-c9 -4.2958 1.9147 -1.2835 -3.6646 -3.9530 0.6 145
3 N-Cj -14.4281 1.6382 -0.2438 -13.0336 -13.9842 -11.9 146
4 N-Ci -16.9057 1.1606 0.0012 -15.7438 -16.8459 -13.0 146
5 : Ni-Cs -3.1771 2.1712 -1.0210 -2.0269 -2.2570 3.6 145
N!-C2 -4.4863 2.4496 -0.9105 -2.9474 -3.2702 1.0 145
6 Ni-C6 -2.5940 2.0670 -1.0106 -1.5376 -1.7284 2.6 145
Nj-C2 -3.8663 2.7288 -0.9608 -2.0984 -2.3875' 0.7 145
7 N!-C6 2.1667 2.2071 -0.9806 3.3932 3.5005 1.2 145
Ni-C2 -3.7873 2.6942 -0.8717 -1.9649 -2.2503 0.3 145
8 Ni-Ce -0.0872 2.1242 -0.4905 1.5466 1.5007 0.8. 145
9 N-Ci -2.6335 0.2732 -0.2941 -2.6544 -2.8210 2.5 147
10 N-Cx -2.5844 0.2940 -0.2919 -2.5823 -2.7464 2.1 147
11 N-Cx -13.3487 0.4276 -0.1402 -13.0613 -13.9160 10.3 148
12 N-Ci -14.8962 0.4298 -0.1378 -14.6042 -15.5572 9.6 148
n-c2 -13.3067 0.3842 -0.1382 -13.0607 -13.9116 9.6 148
13 N-Cr -14.0922 0.4109 -0.1324 -13.8136 -14.7152 12.2 148
n-c2 -30.1519 0.5403 -0.0134 -29.6251 -31.5525 36.2 148
14 N-C -14.1094 0.9339 0.2572 -12.9183 -13.8435 14.8 143
15 N-C -17.9825 0.7744 0.0388 -17.1693 -18.3312 19 ±1.5 149
16 N-Cx -17.0941 0.8167 0.0467 -16.2307 -12.6874 22 +1.5 149
n-c2 -12.1086 0.3471 -0.1523 -11.9138 -17.3374 12 ±1.5 149
17 N-Ci -12.0287 0.9032 0.2289 -10.8966 -11.6883 <15.0 133
18 N-Ci -13.7407 1.0630 0.2949 -12.3828 -13.2888 13.4 150
19 N-Cj -13.4853 0.8801 0.2871 -12.3181 -13.2031 15.0 . 151
20 N-Ci -16.4337 0.8503 0.1684 -15.4149 -16.4835 15.1 151
21 N-C! -16.8613 0.8169 0.0960 -15.9484 -17.0415 14.5 151
22 N-C? -11.9819 0.9906 0.1934 -10.7979 -11.5879 13.1 152
23 Na-Ci -13.7951 0.7118 0.0496 -13.0337 -13.9284 10.3 153
Ng-Cy -12.,2097 0.9430 0.2387 -11.0280 -11.8324 12.5 153
24 Na-Ci -13.7549 0.8597 0.0645 -12.8307 -13.7269 14.0 154
Ng-Cy -11.6194 0.9080 0.2345 -10.4770 -11.2429 11.8 154
25 Na-Ci -14.6790 1.6242 0.1454 -12.9095 -13.8852 21.36 155
26 N-C -2.1928 0.4201 -0.2062 -1.9788 -2.1233 -4.5 156
27 N-C -4.8083 0.1751 -0.1973 -4.8304 -5.1352 8.0 133
28 N-C -7.2121 0.0522 -0.2309 -7.3908 -7.8443 5.8 157
29 N-C -9,6708 0.1119 -0.2281 -9.7870 -10.3982 4.0 157
30 N-Ci -10.2842 0.1507 -0.2842 -10.4177 -11.0674 4.8 150
31 N-Cj 8.3588 0.3216 -0.1246 8.5559 9.0817 6.2 150
32 N-Ci -13.5196 0.6929 0.0392 -12.7875 -13.6640 11.4, 146
33 N-Ci -13.5620 0.6846 0.0438 -12.8337 -13.7127 11.8 143
34 N-Ci -13.4684 0.8317 0.0562 -12.5804 -13.4575 14.9 143
35 N-Ci -13.5374 0.6526 0.0445 -12.8602 -13.7364 11.0 154
36 N-Ci -13.6472 0.6693 0.0460 -12.9320 -13.8161 8.6 154
37 N-Ci -13.2260 0.7038 0.0593 -12.4829 -13.3410 10.5 154
TABLE 5.3 (Contd).
Mol.
no.
Coupled
nuclei J0 J° JD J(tot) J (tot) J(exp) Ref.
38 N-Cj -13.7247 0.7215 0.0448 -12.9584 -13.8487 12.5 154
39 N-Cx -13.7228 0.7259 0.0374 -12.9594 -13.8495 12.5 154
40 N-Cx -14.0141 0.7541 0.0320 -13.2280 -14.1372 12.5 154
44 N-Cx -2.0574 0.1969 -0.1494 -1.9898 -2.1204 8.6 154
46 N-Cx -2.5491 0.1955 -0.1512 -2.5048 -2.6678 8.6 154
48 N-Cj -14.4568 0.7377 0.0537 -13.6655 -14.6029 10.7 154
49 N-Cx -14.4639 0.6785 0.0614 -13.7239 -14.6605 11.4 154
50 N-Cj -14.3876 0.8889 0.0689 -13.4299 -14.3670. 14.6 154
51 n-c8 1.9145 0.5277 -0.2959 2.1463 2.2622 <3.0 133
n-c7 -6.6724 3.6685 -2.8680 -5.8719 -6.3153 7.1 152
52 N=C -2.2816 3.4470 -2.6811 -1.5157 -1.6795 2.96 136
53 N=C- 2.3313 -9.2908 -14.9524 -21.9116 -17.5 158
54 N=C- 2.5858 -9.1508 -14.8619 -21.4268 16.4 ' 159
55 N=C- 2.8921 -9.0599 -14.8033 -20.9711 15.4 159
56 NEC- 3.2989 -9.0747 -14.7733 -20.5491 15.0 159
57 N-C -12.4130 0.3042 -0.1535 -12.2624 -13.0542 10.7 -9.1 159 160
-N=C 14.8522 -7.8947 -12.4386 -5.4811
00CO001 161
58 N-C -12.5096 0.2617 -0.1588 -12.4068 -13.2036 9.1 159
-N=C 14.6648 -8.3263 -12.6167 -6.2781 7.4 159
59 N-C -12.1820 0.2419 -0.1561 -12.0962 -12.8718 7.8 159
-N=C 14.3772 -8.4316 -12.7776 -6.8320 6.7 159
60 N-C -11.5381 0.2245 -0.1537 -11.4673 -12.2016 7.0 159
-NEC 14.1955 -8.4364 -12.8648 -7.1057 5.2 159
61 N-C -16.3485 0.3419 -0.1743 -16.1809 -17.2231 16.4 159
-NEC 14.4901 -6.9032 -12.1615 -4.5746 7.0 159
62 N-C -17.8152 0.3305 -0.1660 -17.6507 -18.7859 20.0 159
-NEC 14.8009 -7.6944 -12.4722 -5.3657 6.6 159
63 N-C -11.4352 0.2661 -0.1599 -11.3290 -12.0577 9.82 159
-NEC 14.4692 -8.2303 -12.6348 -6.3960 7.01 159
64 N-C -16.9878 0.3597 -0.1778 -16.8058 -17.8889 16.13 159
-NEC 14.3329 -6.8706 -12.2100 -4.7477 7.99 159
65 N-C -10.9559 0.2629 -0.1616 -10.8546 -11.5527 9.12 159
. -NEC 14.4078 -8.1347 -12.6217 -6.3486 7.99 159
66 N-C -13.8289 0.3369 -0.1423 -13.6343 -14.5172 18.5 159
-NEC 13.9712 -6.5531 -12.2164 -4.7982 7.3 159
67 N-C -13.8544 0.3378 -0.1435 -13.6601 -14.5446 18.79 159
-NEC 13.9891 -6.5618 -12.2275 -4.8003 7.57 159
68 N-C -13.7837 0.3328 -0.1456 -13.5965 -14.4763 17.39 159
-NeC 14.0240 -6.7470 -12.3295 -5.0525 6.87 159
69 N-C -10.2014 0.2848 -0.1321 -10.0486 -10.7001 S.13 159
-NEC 14.2583 -7.2251 -12.6116 -5.5784 6.31 159
70 N-C -15.0261 0.3522 -0.1414 -14.8153 -15.7746 17.25 159
-NEC 13.9006 -6.5551 -12.2608 -4.9153 7.01 159
71 =NEC- -29.8131 -22.8370 -19.5333 -72.1835 77.5 135
(a) Where available the experimentally determined signs are reported. In other cases only the 
magnitude of J is given.
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FIGURE 5.3. A plot of calculated 1J (N-C) values by the INDO-SCPT method against the
experimental values in Hz; correlation coefficient = 0.975, standard deviation 
= 2.855 Hz.
together with the experimental values. All values are in units of Hz.
The INDO-SCPT calculations on all of the molecules considered in 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 have been performed using the following parameter 
values (Table 3.4): S^(0) = 4.770 au"3, S*(0) = 2.767 au"3, <r“3>N =
3.101 au"3 and <r"3>^ ,= 1.692 au"3. Then equation (4.1) is used to 
compare the calculated and observed coupling constants assuming the 
signs of the observed 1J(N-C) values as predicted by the calculations. 
Moreover, 8 ^(N-C) couplings in molecules (2), (5), (6), (9) and (10) 
are ignored as the signs of these couplings are opposite to those 
obtained by the INDO-SOS calculations. For 63 !J(N-C) data (the single 
and double bond ^(N-C) couplings) S^(0)S^(0) and <r~3>^<r"3>^ take the 
values of 13.616 au"6 and 2.508 au"6 respectively. The corresponding 
correlation coefficient and standard deviation are 0.975 and 2.855 Hz 
respectively. A comparison of the experimental and calculated values of 
1J(N-C) is provided in Figure 5.3 (p. 136) where the least-squares line 
is restricted to pass through the origin.
In previous studies of 15N-13C coupling constants in various 
molecules (51-71) we have obtained Sjl(0)S£(0) = 14.480 au“6 and 
<r"3>^ j<r~3>£= 2.446 au"6 for 36 1J (N-C) values for the single and double 
bonds. The correlation coefficient of 0.987 and standard deviation of 
2.35 Hz have been obtained for these couplings.
Thus, the values of the integral products obtained for 63 1 J(N-C) 
are very comparable to those for 36 1J(N-C) values. This ensures that, 
in general, either set of the values of the integral products can be 
used to obtain satisfactory agreement between the calculated and 
experimental ^(N-C) values_in a number of molecules. For comparison 
purposes, the calculated total ^(N-C) values using .S|(0)S^(0) = 14.480au"6
and <r“3>^ T<r“3>£= 2.446 au~6 are also given in column 7 of Table 5.3.
Hie values of the integral products obtained for the single and 
double bond 1J(N-C) couplings by differential perturbation methods are 
compared in Table 5.4 below.
TABLE 5.4. Values of S^(0)Sq (0) and <r-3>^<r“3>£ obtained by different 
perturbation methods 1
No. of 
points Method S^(0)S£(0) an"6 <r_3>^<r“3>£ au-8 Reference
6 INDO-SCPT
36 INDO-SCPT
63 INDO-SCPT
56 (a) INDO-SOS
59 INDO-SOS
SCF atomic
functions
Slater-type 
atomic functions
13.79
14.480
13.616
35.167
36.3279
13.199
15.800
1.77 141
2.446 118
2.508 This work
4.980 113
6.0939 This work
5.247 65
3.535 35
(a) These values are for 56 nJ(N-C) values (n = 1-4).
The data in Table 5.4 reveal that our scaled values of S^(0)S^,(0) 
and <r"3>N<r"3>c for 63 1 J(N-C) couplings are in reasonable accord with 
the atomic data and no less satisfactory than those obtained for 6 
1J(N-C) couplings. It is interesting to note that the INDO-SOS 
calculations require larger values of the integral products to obtain 
satisfactory agreement with experiment. It seems probable that these 
different ranges of values for the integral products reflect the 
different approximations inherent in the INDO-SOS and INDO-SCPT approaches 
to the calculation of 15N-13C coupling constants.
The calculated results recorded in Table 5.3 show that the INDO-SCPT 
calculations also reproduce all the known signs of 1JCN-C) couplings.
The orbital contribution is positive for all the single and double bond 
1J(N-C) values, in agreement with the INDO-SOS data. For these couplings 
the dipolar term takes either sign and can be neglected in many instances.
CIn contrast to the INDO-SOS results, the calculated values of J
and the ^(N-C) couplings in molecules (2), (5), (7), (8) and (9) are
found to be negative. The calculated values of 1J(N-C) as well as those 
Cof J in meta- and para-substituted anilines (32-39) are relatively 
unchanged. This indicates that the INDO-SCPT approach cannot 
satisfactorily account for the substituent effect on ^(N-C) in these 
molecules. The same holds in the case of para-substituted hydrazines 
(48-50). Excepting these facts both INDO-SOS and INDO-SCPT calculations 
give very similar results for 1J(N-C) couplings in the molecules (1-50) 
considered in Table 5.1.
In the case of molecule (51) the small positive contribution from
J to ^(N-Cs) is an example of the one-bond lone-pair effect which also
Cappears, to some extent, in the value of J for the double bond coupling 
1J(N=C7). It is interesting to note the increased contributions from 
the orbital and dipolar terms to the latter coupling. A comparable 
situation occurs in the case of formaldoxime (52) where the orbital 
contribution is the dominant one. In contrast to previously reported 
calculations we predicta negative value for this 1J(N=C) coupling.
The INDO-SCPT results for the single bond 1J(N-C) couplings in the 
isocyanides (57-70) are in good agreement with experiment. In general, 
for isocyanides containing a ring system the calculated JJ(N-C) values 
are slightly smaller in magnitude than the observed ones, whereas the 
opposite is true for other isocyanides. However, the observed trend is 
satisfactorily reproduced by the calculations.
For the triple bond ^(N^C) values reported in Table 5.3 we obtain
the values of 10.444 au“6 and 17.664 au-6 for S^(0)S£(0) and <r“3>^<r“3>^ 
riisi
respectively^ J . These may be compared to the corresponding values of 
17.08 au“6 and 15.34 au~6 reported e l s e w h e r e f o r  calculations on a 
small number of data points. The small decrease in S^(0)S^(0) for the 
triple bond couplings compared with those for the single bond (Table 5.5), 
and the concomitant large increase in <r“3>^<r~3>^ appear to be 
intuitively reasonable and to be in agreement with the usual ideas of 
chemical bond formation, namely, that as the bonded separation between N 
and C decreases <r> is expected to decrease and thus <r"3>^<r“3>£ 
increases rapidly. The decrease in S^(0)S^(0) probably reflects the 
decrease in s-electron density at the nuclei due to an increase in the 
amount of a overlap.
Figure 5.4.(p. 142) shows a plot of the experimental values of 
1J(N=C) against the calculated ones. The fit to the least-squares line 
has a correlation coefficient of 0.987 while the corresponding standard 
deviation is 3.54 Hz.
The INDO-SCPT calculations predict a negative sign for all 19 of
the 1J(NeC) couplings reported in Table 5.3. The values of ^(N^C) in
the cyanides (53-56) are characterized by small, positive, contributions
from and large and negative ones from and J®, where the dipolar
term is dominant. In the case of 2,4,6-trimethylbenzonitrile-N-oxide (71),
Call three contributions are negative, with the value of J being the 
largest. The summation of these contributions yields a negative sign 
for the largest 1J(NeC) value measured to date. The same sign is 
predicted for 1J(NsC) in benzonitrile oxide by the INDO-SCPT and INDO- 
FPT calculations(141,143)^
In the series (CH3)nCH^ _ n^CEN (n = 0-3), a decrease in the calculated 
value of XJ(N=C) is in parallel with the observed trend. Hie contact
■ contribution tends to increase along this series whereas and remain
Crelatively unchanged. Thus the value of J probably reflects the changes 
in the electron-withdrawing properties of the (CH3)nCH 2^ _ n) “group as n 
is changed. The charges on the N atom are calculated to be -0.1924, 
-0.2004, -0.2054 and -0.2096 as n changes from 0-3, the corresponding 
values obtained for the C atom of the cyanide group being +0.1235, +0.1222, 
+0.1209 and +0.1201 respectively. The higher electron densities on the 
spin-coupled nuclei thus correspond to an increase in the contact 
contribution.
In contrast to some previous calculations C138,141) & correc1- negative
sign of 1J(N=C) is obtained for methylisocyanide (57). The values of
xJ(NeC) for the isocyanides are rather small when compared with those for
C
cyanides. This arises from the larger, positive, contributions from J 
in the cyanides, while those from and remain negative and of the 
same relative magnitude.
An analysis of the various transitions contributing to 1J(N=C) shows 
Cthat J is controlled by n-+o* transitions, except in those isocyanides 
containing a ring system in which case o-+o* transitions provide the 
major contribution. For and the major contributions come from 
0+-7T* or n ■+ tt* and transitions, respectively.
+
The variation of XJ(N-C) in CH3NH3 (27) is examined in the light of
geometrical variation. The INDO-SCPT results recorded in Table 5.5 (p.143)
+
show that the calculated 1J(N-C) values for CH3NH3 decrease as the N-C 
bond, r(N-C), is elongated. A plot of the calculated XJ(N-C) values and 
total energy (E) for this ion against r(N-C) is provided in Figure 5.5 
(p. 142). It can be seen that the !J(N-C) value decreases although the
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TABLE 5.5. Some calculated values of XJ(N-C)' for CH3NH3, in Hz, by the
INDO-SCPT approach with atomic values of the integrals.
r (N-C) A
Total
energy
(au)
JC J° JD J(tot) J(exp) Ref.
1.30 -22.26924 -4.2065 0.6409 -0.2570 -3.8226 <8.0 133
1.35 -22.29948 -4.0830 0.5594 -0.2898 -3.8134
1.40 -22.31476 -4.1076 0.4813 -0.3290 -3.9553
1.45 -22.31792 -4.2808 0.4067 -0.3746 -4.2487 ■
1.50 -22.31143 -4.6097 0.3361 -0.4271 -4.7007
1.55 -22.29737 -5.1072 0.2695. -0.4871 -5.3248
total energy (E) increases when r(N-C) > 1.45 A.
As far as the calculated data reported in Table 5.3 are concerned, 
the INDO-SCPT calculations provide a satisfactory account of the 
experimental values for the ^(N-C), 1J(N=C) and ^(NeC) couplings in a 
variety of molecules. Calculations also show that each of the contact, 
orbital and dipolar terms can provide the dominant contribution to the 
observed coupling constants.
5.2.2 TWO-BOND (GEMINAL) NITROGEN-CARBON COUPLING CONSTANTS [2J(N-C)]
The INDO-SOS results for 26 2J(N-C) couplings for the molecules 
considered in Table 5.1 are presented in Table 5.6 (p. 144). As in the 
case of 1J(N-C) couplings each 2J(N-C) has two INDO-SOS results denoted 
by the letters A and B. It is found impossible to obtain the values of 
S^(0)S£(0) and <r“3>^<r“3>^ by means of equation (4.1). Thus the values 
of the integral products and the corresponding regression coefficients 
(RC) obtained for 59 1J(N-C) couplings are employed in reporting the 
2J(N-C) data in Table 5.6. The calculated J(tot) values given in column 
8 of Table 5.6 are those obtained by using S^(0)S£(0) = 35.167 au“6 
(RC = 2.226) and <r_3>N<r-3>c = 4.980 au~6 (RC = 1.408) for S6 nJ(N-C),(n = 1-4).
TABLE 5.6. Some calculated 2J(N-C) values for various molecules, in Hz, by the INDO-SOS m e t h o d ^ .
el.
e.
Coupled
nuclei JC JD J(tot) J(tot) J(exp) Ref,
1 n-c2 A -0.0430 -0.2346 -0.0145 -0.2914 -0.2451 +2.53 146
B -0.0409 -0.3082 -0.0191 -0.3683 -0.3070
2 n -c2 A -0.0552 -0.2479 0.0264 -0.2767 -0.2344 2.7 145
B -0.0513 -0.3441 0.0043 -0.3911 -0.3272
N-Cn A 0.1297 -0.0834 -0.0162 0.0300 0.0442 2.1 145
B 0.1214 -0.1167 -0.0226 • -0.0179 0.0038
n-c 8 A -5.8096 -0.1591 0.0372 -5.9315 -5.7244 9.3 145
B -5.4061 -0.2212 0.0517 -5.5756 -5.3726
3 n-c2 A -0.0625 -0.0391 0.0055 -0.0962 -0.0880 +2.01 146
B -0.1354 -0.0607 0.0084r -0.1877 -0.1738
4 n-c2 A -6.0974 -0.1548 -0.1953 -6.4476 -6.1895 -3.92 146
B -5.8519 -0.2212 -0.2791 -6.3522 -6.0744
5 N1-C7 A -6.4283 -0.0143 -0.0045 -6.4471 -6.2392 9.3 145
B -6.0643 -0.0202 -0.0062 -6.0907 -5.8931
N1-C3 A -1.6454 -0.4517 -0.0469 -2.1419 -1.9983 0.9 145
B -1.5809 -0.6466 -0.0671 -2.2946 -2.1135
6 Ni-C8 A -5.4824 -0.0564 -0.0084 -5.5473 -5.3611 8.9 145
B -5.1615 -0.0791 -0.0117 -5.2523 -5.0716
Ni-C7 A -5.5898 -0.0224 -0.0045 -5.6167 -5.4340 9.2 145
B -5.2440 -0.0314 -0.0057 -5.2811 -5.1076
Nx-C3 A . -1.6071 -0.4165 -0.0591 -2.0827 -1.9444 1.0 145
B -1.5376 -0.5935 . -0.0841 -2.2153 -2.0422
7 N 1-C7 A -5.0456 -0.0205 -0.0055 -5.0716 -4.9064 10.5 145
B -4.7125 -0.0286 -0.0078 -4.7488 -4.5923
Ni-C8 A '-3.6363 -0.0881 -0.0057 -3.7300 -3.5972 5.5 145
B -3.2266 -0.1176 -0.0076 -3.3517 -3.2262
N 1-C3 A -1.7340 -0.3560 -0.0534 -2.1434 -2.0132 0.0 145
B -1.6473 -0.5041 -0.0755 -2.2269 -2.0683
8 Nj-Cy A -5.5967 ' -0.0303 -0.0059 -5.6329 -5.4483 10.3 145
B -5.1318 -0.0417 -0.0081 -5.1816 -5.0093
Nx-C3 A -1.3018 -0.1602 -0.0134 -1.4753 -1.4021 2.7 145
B -1.1525 -0.2132 -0.0179 -1.3837 -1.3047
TABLE 5.6 (Contd).
Mol.
no.
Coupled
nuclei J° JD J(tot) J(tot) J(exp) Ref.
9 n-c2 A 0.2819 0.0359 0.0019 0.3196 0.3037 0.3 147
B 0.2669 0.0343 0.0017 0.3030 0.2879
12 n-c3 A -0.4686 -0.0102 0.0050 -0.4737 -0.4579 0.9 148
B -0.4391 -0.0143 0.0071 -0.4464 -0.4311
13 n-c3 A 0.2219 0.1557 -0.0222 0.3553 0.3238 5.5 148
B 0.2062 0.2160 -0.0309 0.3914 0.3509
17 n-c2 A -2.5074 -0.0664 -0.0265 -2.6003 -2.5036 9.5 133
B -2.2913 -0.0612 -0.0247 -2.3771 -2.2885
19 n-c2 A -4.9350 -0.1229 0.0034 -5.0545 -4.8757 9.0 151
B -4.4660 -0.1124 0.0033 -4.5751 -4.4131
20 n-c2 A -10.2377 -0.0165 -0.0079 -10.2621 -9.9321 10.3 151
B -9.2939 -0.0152 -0.0072 -9.3163 -9.0167
21 n-c2 A -5.5257 -0.0045 0.0002 -5.5300 -5.3535 8.0 151
B -4.9710 -0.0041 0.0002 -4.9750 -4.8163
22 n-c8 A -3.7268 -0.0393 -0.0117 -3.7779 -3.6500 9.0 152
B -3.4629 -0.0369 -0.0110 -3.5108 . -3.3919
25 Na-C2 A -2.3267 -0.0124 0.0036 -2.3355 -2.2599 1.2 155
B -3.1705 -0.0164 0.0047 -3.1822 -3.0792
32 n-c2 A -1.2339 0.0067 -0.0546 -1.2819 -1.2338 -2.7 146
B -1.1116 0.0086 -0.0688 -1.1718 -1.1254
(a) Where available the experimentally determined signs are reported. In other cases only the 
magnitude of J is given.
The INDO-SOS calculations predict a negative sign for all 2J(N-C) 
couplings except for those in molecules (2), (9) and (13). Only 4 of 26 
2J(N-C) have the experimental signs, a positive sign for pyridine (1) and 
pyridinium ion (3) and a negative sign for pyrrole (4) and aniline (32).
The contributions from the orbital and dipolar terms to 2J(N-C) are 
negligibly small. The contact term is negative in most cases and 
dominates this coupling.
The dependence of 2J(N-C) on the orientation of the nitrogen lone-
pair is evident from the experimental data for rigid unsaturated
compounds . The absolute value of 2J(N-C) is larger when the nitrogen
lone-pair lies cis to the carbon than that when it lies trans to the
carbon, i.e. | 2J(N—C) | - > | 2 (N-C) I __ . Our INDO-SOS data in Table 5.6cis trans
lends support to this experimental finding. Examples are |2J(N-C8)| > 
|2J(N-C2)| or j2J(N-Clf)| in quinoline (2) , j2J(Ni-C7)[ > |2J(Ni—C3)| in 
molecules (5-8). The calculated 2J(N-C) values are in satisfactory 
agreement with experiment in many instances.
The calculated values for 26 2J(N-C) couplings by the INDO-SCPT 
approach are given in Table 5.7 (p. 147). These values are obtained by 
employing the scaled values of the integral products for 63 XJ(N-C) 
couplings (Table 5.4). The calculated 2 J (N-C) values with S^ (0) S^ (0)
= 14.480 au“6 and <r“3>^<r“3>^, = 2.446 au~6 are also listed in column 7 
of Table 5.7. The calculated results are rather poor. Unlike the INDO- 
SOS method, the INDO-SCPT calculations fail to account for the effect of 
nitrogen lone-pair orientation on 2J(N-C) couplings. It appears that, 
in general, INDO-parameterized calculations are poor at predicting 2J 
values^116’119’144!
The calculations predict both signs of 2 J (N-C). Except for aniline all 
the known signs of 2 J (N-C) couplings are reproduced by the INDO-SCPT approach.
TABLE 5.7. Some calculated 2J(N-C) values for various molecules, in Hz, by the INDO-SCPT approach^.
Mol.
no.
Coupled
nuclei Jc J° JD J(tot) J(tot) J(exp) Ref.
1 n-c2 2.9504 -0.1559 0.3897 3.1841 3.3657 2.4 146
2 n-c2 8.4198 -0.2337 1.7951 9.9812 10.4773 2.7 145
N-Ci, 5.9339 -0.1384 1.0612 6.8566 7.2106 2.1 145
n-c8 1.9469 -0.2433 1.4251 3.1287 3.2231 9.3 145
3 n-c2 3.8201 -0.0528 0.2288 3.9961 4.2343 2.0 146
4 n-c2 -0.1726 -0.1561 ' -0.1722 -0.5009 -0.5037 -3.9 146
5 Nj-Cy -2.4146 -0.0156 0.0197 -2.4105 -2.5639 9.3 145
N1-C3 4.1668 -0.4188 0.8433 4.5914 4.8455 0.9 145
6 N1-C7 -2.5078 -0.0166 0.0196 -2.5049 -2.6642 9.2 145
Ni-C8 -2.2137 -0.0270 0.0161 -2.2246 -2.3648 8.9 145
N 1-C3 4.1440 -0.4316 0.8563 4.5687 4.8213 1.0 145
7 N1-C7 -2.5750 -0.0198 0.0188 -2.5760 -2.7395 10.5 145
Ni-Ce -1.3617 -0.0867 0.3438 -1.1046 -1.1974 5.5 145
N 1-C3 4.2051 -0.5060 0.8263 4.5254 4.7845 0.0 145
8 N1-C7 -3.3422 -0.0205 0.004S -3.3581 -3.5699 10.3 145
N1-C3 1.7357 -0.0259 0.3308 2.0406 2.1433 2.7 145
9 n-c2 0.5176 0.0267 0.0094 0.5536 0.5856 0.3 147
12 N-C3 2.3599 -0.0115 0.0116 2.3600 2.5098 0.9 148
13 N-C3 0.5875 0.2916 -0.0362 0.8428 0.8738 5.5 148
17 N-C2 -2.4947 -0.0174 0.0055 -2.5065 -2.6646 9.5 133
19 n-c2 -2.8259 -0.0532 -0.0790 -2.9581 -3.1342 9.0 151
20 n-c2 -2.2653 -0.0165 0.0040 -2.2779 -2.1242 10.3 151
21 n-c2 -3.5054 -0.0125 0.0073 -3.5106 -3.7300 8.0 151
22 n-c 8 -1.8639 -0.0020 -0.0087 -1.8746 -1.9927 9.0 152
25 V C2 1.5790 -0.1683 0.0112 1.4219 1.5260 1.2 155
32 n-c2 0.9547 0.0038 -0.1223 0.8363 0.8998 -2.7 146
(a) Where available the experimentally determined signs are reported. In other cases only the 
magnitude of J is given.
5.2.3 THREE-BOND (VICINAL) AND FOUR-BOND NITROGEN-CARBON COUPLING 
CONSTANTS [3J(N-C) and ^J(N-C)]
The calculated results for 13 3J(N-C) and 3 * J (N-C) couplings by 
the INDO-SOS and INDO-SCPT approaches are presented in Table 5.8 (p. 149)..
As usual each coupling has two INDO-SOS results denoted by the letters 
A and B. The letter C is used to indicate the INDO-SCPT result. As in 
the case of 2J(N-C) couplings (Tables 5.6 and 5.7), these 3J(N-C) and 
4J(N-C) values are obtained by using the scaled values of the integral 
products for ^(N-C) couplings.
Both signs of 3 J(N-C) are predicted by the INDO-SOS method whereas 
the INDO-SCPT approach predicts a negative sign for all of the 3J(N-C) 
couplings. A correct negative sign is predicted by both methods for 
3J(N-C) couplings in molecules (1), (3) and (32). The data given in 
Table 5.8 shows that the INDO-SOS and INDO-SCPT calculations provide 
3J(N-C) values which are in satisfactory agreement with experiment.
All 3 ttJ(N-C) couplings are predicted to be negative by the INDO-SOS 
method whereas both signs are obtained from the INDO-SCPT calculations.
Both methods over-estimate the ttJ(N-C) values for molecule (7). For 
other ltJ(N-C) couplings the INDO-SOS values are better than the INDO- 
SCPT results.
The conformational dependence of 1J(N-C) and 3J(N-C) couplings is 
studied in 15 N-dime thy lure a [Figure 5.6(a) below] by the INDO-SCPT approach.
CH3
H H
(a)
FIGURE 5.6. 15N-dimethylurea.
fb)
TABLE 5.8. Some calculated 3J(N-C) and (N-C) values for various molecules, in Hz, by the INDO-
SOS and INDO-SCPT approaches ^ .
3J(N-C)/ 
 ^J (N-C) JC J° JD J(tot) J(tot) J(exp) Ref.
3J(N-c3) A -2.7585 -0.1629 -0.3470 -3.2684 -3.0872 -3.9 146
B -2.8104 -0.2281 -0.4855 -3.5259 -3.3038
C -3.2769 -0.1308 -0.6691 -4.0768 -4.2651
3J(N-c3) A -2.2970 -0.2022 -0.3805 • -2.8797 -2.6999 3.5 145
B -2.1917 -0.2874 -0.5406 -3.0197 -2.7983
C -10.4537 -0.2036 -2.9599 -13.6172 -14.2029
3J(N-c5) A 0.6187 0.1982 -0.0386 0.7783 0.7294 0.0 145
B 0.5833 0.2788 -0.0541 0.8079 0.7482 -
C -4.9819 0.2111 -1.4209 -6.1917 -6.4781
3J(N-C7) A -2.2959 -0.1774 -0.1119 -2.5852 -2.4591 3.9 145
B -2.1752 -0.2505 -0.1581 -2.5837 -2.4397
C -6.0260 -0.2017 -1.3944 -7.6221 -7.9653
‘♦JCN-Cg) A -0.2026 0.0509 0.0312 -0.1205 -0.1291 0.9 145
B -0.1904 0.0714 0.0438 -0.0752 -0.0903
C 4.5519 0.0441 1.2194 5.8155 6.0733
3J(N-C3) A -4.2287 -0.1800 -0.3055 -4.7142 -4.4908 -5.3 146
B -5.3187 -0.3041 -0.5173 .-6.1402 -5.8205
C -4.3312 -0.2301 -0.4730 -5.0343 -5.2920
3J(Ni-C9) A 0.0007 0.0095 -0.0060 0.0041 0.0035 0.5 145
B 0.0007 0.0134 -0.0086 0.0055 0.0046
C -0.9959 -0.0128 -0.0388 -1.0475 -1.1094
3J(Ni-C9) A 0.0841. -0.1064 -0.0859 -0.1081 -0.0755 0.0 145
B 0.0835 -0.1565 -0.1264 -0.1994 -0.1502
C -0.9366 -0.1153 -0.5473 -1.5866 -1.6300
“ JCNi-Cjq) A -14.3328 0.0298 0.0102 -14.2928 -13.8444 3.9 145
B -13.1745 0.0410 0.0141 -13.1194 -12.7106
C -12.4141 -0.0011 0.0292 -12.3860 -13.1749
TABLE 5.8 (Contd).
Mol.
no.
3J (N-C) / 
** J (N-C) JC JD J(tot) J (tot) J(exp) Ref.
8 3J(Ni-C8) A 0.9764 -0.0136 -0.0129 0.9499 0.9237 0.4 145
B 0.8794 -0.0184 -0.0176 0.8434 0.8220
C -0.6527 -0.0199 -0.0197 -0.6923 -0.7327
3J(Ni-C„) A -2.7805 -0.2246 -0.2226 -3.2277 -3.0574 2.8 145
B -2.8378 -0.3389 -0.3358 -3.5125 -3.2986
C -3.4134 -0.1213 -0.5395 -4.0741 -4.2746
10 3J(N-C3) A -5.6420 -0.0459 ' -0.0400 -5.7278 -5.5327 2.8 147
B -5.4178 -0.0443 -0.0386 -5.5007 -5.3133
C -2.3861 0.0049 -0.0226 -2*4037 -2.5548
12 3j (n-c o A -0.3644 0.0347 -0.0062 -0.3360 -0.3296 0.9 148
B -0.3338 0.0476 -0.0084 -0.2947 -0.2913
C -1.5256 0.0325 -0.0104 -1.5035 -1.6010
13 3J (N-Ctt) A -1.1677 -0.0105 -0.0066 -1.1848 -1.1445 0.5 148
B -1.1622 -0.0153 -0.0098 -1.1874 -1.1458
C -0.7052 -0.0039 -0.0068 -0.7159 -0.7604
32 3JCN-c3) A -0.6375 -0.0248 -0.0045 -0.6668 -0.6412 -1.3 146
B -0.6097 -0.0331 -0.0059 -0.6487 -0.6222
C -1.4736 -0.0189 0.0678 -1.4247 -1.5195
UJ (N-Ctt) A -0.2844 O.OS88 -0.0459 -0.2715 -0.2648 0.3 146
B -0.2612 0.0621 -0.0479 -0.2470 -0.2413
C -0.0381 0.0302 -0.1109 -0.1188 -0.1192
(a) Where available the experimentally determined signs are reported. In other cases only the 
magnitude of J is given.
TABLE 5.9. The ^(N-C) and 3J(N-C) values for 15N-dimethylurea calculated
by the INDO-SCPT approach as functions of <f>(a3.
Total
energy
(au)
Coupling Jc > ° JD J(tot)
0° -66.5605 'JCNa-CO -11.6610 0.7318 -0.3210 -11.2502
1J(N2-C3) -18.2914 1.6985 0.1026 -16.4903
3J(N2-C5) -1.4329 0.0067 0.0005 -1.4257
30° -66.5587 'JCNa-CO -11.5612 0,7290 -0.3209 -11.1531
1J(N2“C3) -17.3317 1.7221 0.1408 -15.4688
3J(N2-C5) -0.7201 -0.0035 -0.0011 -0.7247
60° -66.5482 'JCN.-CO -10.9891 0.7309 -0.3244 -10.5826
/JCNa-Cs) -15.4411 1.7979 0.2568 -13.3864
_______ __________ _ 3J(N2-C5) 0.0442 -0.0084 0.0017 0.0375
Oo
-66.5423 'JCNz-Ci) -10.5351 0.7341 -0.3276 -10.1286
'JCNa-Ca) -14.1921 1.8544 0.3433 -11.9944
3J(N2-C5) 0.2096 -0.0129 0.0121 0.2088
120° -66.5485 'JfNz-CJ -10.8210 0.7324 -0.3252 -10.4138
*J (N2-C3) -14.7070 1.8162 0.2543 -12.6365
3J(N2-C5) -0.4628 -0.0131 0.0147 -0.4612
150° -66.5606 *J CN2-Ci) -11.4490 0.7283 -0.3205 -11.0412
1J(N2-C3) -15.9756 1.7413 0.1374 -14.0969
3J(N2-C5) -1.0909 -0.0096 -0.0014 -1.1019
180° -66.5666 'JCNa-CO -11.7377 0.7262 -0.3186 -11.3301
1J(N2-C3) -16.5707 1.7086 0.0977 -14.7644
3J(N2-C5) -1.2535 -0.0088 -0.0175 -1.2798
210° -66.5606 1 J(N2-C1) -11.4490 0.7283 -0.3205 -11.0412
1 J(N2—C3) -15.9756 1.7413 0.1374 -14.0969
3J(N2-C5) -1.0909 -0.0096 -0.0014 -1.1019
240° -66.5485 1J (N.-Ci) -10.8210 0.7324 -0.3252 -10.4138
1J(N2“C3) -14.7070 1.8162 0.2543 -12.6365
3J(N2-C5) -0.4628 -0.0131 0.0147 -0.4612
(a) With atomic values of S^(0) and <r 3>^ (X = N,C).
J(
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C)
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FIGURE 5.7. A plot of the calculated 1JCN-C) and 3J(N-C) values
by the INDO-SCPT approach, in Hz, against the dihedral 
angle, 4)°.
(O-N)f
The NHCH3-group is rotated about the C-N bond while the position of
4 5 3 4
the remaining part of the molecule is kept unchanged. The calculated 
values of ^(Njj-Ci), (N2-C3) and 3J(N2-C5) couplings at 30° intervals 
of the dihedral angle <f> (N-C-N-C) which can be considered to be the angle
2 3 4 5
between two pure p lone-pairs on the N atoms [Figure 5.6(b)] are 
presented in Table 5.9 (p.151). The calculated total energies (E) for 
each value of <j> are also given in Table 5.9. A plot of the 1J(N-C) and 
3J(N-C) values against (J) provided in Figure 5.7 (p. 152) shows that the 
3J(N2-C5) coupling changes its sign at <J> = 60° whereas the signs of 
1J(N2-Ci) and ^(N^-Cs) remain unchanged throughout the variation of the 
values of <f>. The best values are obtained for both 1J(N2-C1) and 
1J(N2-C3) couplings when <f) = 0° although the molecule has its minimum 
energy of -66.5666 au at $=180°.
With regard to the calculated data reported here it may be 
concluded that, in general, both the INDO-SOS and the INDO-SCPT 
techniques provide a satisfactory account of the experimental values for 
1SN—13C coupling constants. Although the INDO-SCPT approach under­
estimates the values of 2J(N-C) couplings the known signs are correctly 
reproduced in most cases. The calculated 3J(N-C) values are rather 
satisfactory and the correct signs are predicted by both methods. It is 
hoped that further experimental sign determinations will be forthcoming 
in order to examine more closely some of the predictions made.
CHAPTER 6
CALCULATIONS OF 15N-!5N COUPLING CONSTANTS 
BY THE INDO-SOS METHOD
6.1 INTRODUCTION
Relatively few studies on nitrogen-nitrogen spin-spin coupling
constants have been r e p o r t e d . Attempts to produce a theoretical
understanding of the factors which determine these couplings have like-
. , (164,165)wise been sparse^ 9 .
A model study of 1J(N-N) coupling for hydrazine has been made using 
the INDO-SCPT approach ^ ^ . The problem with this approach is a 
divergence or a rather slow convergence which occurs in the calculation 
of nJ(15N-13C) values for some molecules containing the nitro-group 
(Section 5.2.1). It is anticipated that the same problem may arise in 
the present studies since most of the molecules considered here contain 
one or two oxygen atoms directly attached to the nitrogen.
On the other hand, we have obtained a satisfactory account of some
15N-13C couplings by means of the INDO-SOS approach. Hence we have
decided to employ the same procedure to the calculation of the three 
components of the 15N-15N coupling constants in various molecules.
Although it is recognized that the calculated values of spin-spin 
constants are very geometry-dependent^^’ , the absence of structural 
data for most of the molecules studied necessitates the use of standard 
g e o m e t r i e s . Geometries employed are given in Table 6.1 (p. 156).
6.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The calculations have been initially performed on all of the 
molecules considered here employing the atomic values of 5.246 au“3 and 
2.472 au“3 for (Sj^ (0))2 and (<r-3>^ -)2 respectively (Table 3.5). Then a 
comparison between the experimental, J(exp), and calculated coupling
constants is made by means of equation (4.1) assuming the signs of the 
observed 15N-15N couplings as predicted by the calculations. In this 
case, a and b are the integral products (Sj^ (0))2 and (<r"3>^)2 
respectively, which are treated as least-squares parameters in the manner 
previously presented for 1J(N-C) couplings (Section 5.2.1).
Each 1J(N-N) coupling has two calculated results denoted by the 
letters A and B. For the single bond 1J(N-N) data (A) reported in 
Table'6.2 (p. 160) we obtain values of 38.408 au“6 and 23.447 au”6 for 
(S^(0))2 and (cr-3^ ) 2 respectively^^. The corresponding regression 
coefficients (RC) for these integral products are 1.3956 and 3.8369.
These values are employed in reporting the calculated results (B) in 
Table 6.2 which are obtained by varying the values of the integrals s^(o) 
and <r“3>^ according to the molecular environment of the nuclei under 
consideration.
Our scaled values of (S^(0))2 and (<r”3>^ T)2, 38.408 au"*6 and
23.447 au”6 respectively, are to be compared with 27.521 au-6 and
(35)6.111 au”6, respectively for Slater-type atomic functions^ J and 
22.753 au”6 and 9.610 au"6 for SCF atomic functions . The larger 
values found for the least-squares parameters probably reflect an increase 
in s-electron density and a decrease in the size of the p orbitals upon 
bond formation. The increase in s-electron density most likely arises 
from a contraction of the Is orbitals due to the partial removal of 
valence shell electrons upon bond formation^^.
The calculated results presented in Table 6.2 reveal that, with the 
exception of $-acetylphenylhydrazines (Z) (16-18), all of the JJ(N-N) 
couplings considered are predicted to be,negative. In general the 
contact term is the major one, although there are some cases for which 
the contact and orbital contributions are comparable in magnitude. Except
TABLE 6.1. Geometrical data used in the calculations.
Mol.
No. Geometry of Molecules in Table 6.2 Ref.
0 - o
05 N1-N2 = 1.864A ,03N2Ni = 105.1A 167
%
/ " *  Ni-O* = 1.202A 0 ^ ^ 2  = 112.7Ni— N2 0fv,° n o M „„
Ott 0 3 o ^
N2-03 = 1.142 A 05N,N2 = 117.5°
o
Ni-Os =1.217 A
• CH2C6H5 Standard geometry. 114
N-N.
/  c
CH2CgH5 ^ N — N. is taken to be planar.
N )
C6H5 Standard geometry. 114
M  C
•N— N.
CeH5
N— N. is taken to be planar.
%
N-N - 1.382 A N-0 = 1.223 A N-C = 1.46 A 168
C-H= 1.12 A 0N0 = 114.8° NCH= 101.9° CNC=127.6°.
symmetry with planar skeleton.
Standard geometry. 114
0 C
Planar ^ N — N ^  with the ring system perpendicular 
0*^ C to it.
0
6 Standard geometry with planar N— N^" groups; 114
C 0
7?.8 Standard geometry 114
Ni(sp3) - N2 (sp )
Angle between two lone pairs = 0°.
TABLE 6.1. (Contd).
Geometry of Molecules in Table 6.2
9 Standard geometry. Planar. 114
10,11 Standard geometry. 114
12
H q  Ni (sp2) - N2(sp3) 114
Angle between lone-pairs = 90°.
X = H,N02,0CH3
r-
h h
13,14 Standard geometry. 114
3.5
CH3 CH3 The ring is perpendicular to 114
the ring containing the
N C
X— skeleton.
N=N'
x = h ,no2,och3
16,17 Standard geometry. Planar molecule except for 114
18 methyl protons in agreement with reference (153).
19 ^  Standard geometry. 114
H
N i-C3 =1.47A is used
20 V Standard geometry. 114
^ / \,TZ^  Ni-C3ss1.47X is used.
TABLE 6.1. (Contd).
Mol.
No. Geometry of Molecules in Table 6.3 Ref.
1,2 Geometries for these molecules are given for numbers
3 13,14 and 15 of Table 6.3.
4 N-N = 1.1299 A N-0= 1.1901 A 169
5 " 0k N2-N3 = 1.264 A 0x^ 3  = 112.9° 170
N2= N 3 N2-01 =1.347A N2N30-= 118-4°
° 1  ° 5  O
N3-0i* = 1.31 A N2N305 =122.5°
N3-05 = 1.322 A
Oio P 12 Planar molecule except for 171
"'''N9= N „  2 protons.
u. /  0 n
Hsk C 6 N3-C6 = 1.512 A C6N305 = 117.2°
H7 \
/Ns=!\ 0 N j-N3 = 1.297A CeNsNj =113.8°
O5 k o 0N3-05 = 1.266 A N3N xOi, =110.2
N2-04 = 1.323 A N3C6N9 =104.9°
A
The plane bisects the HCH angle.
Oi* 05 Standard geometry. 114
^>!2-=N3 0 ^  / ° 5
N(C2H5)2 is taken to be planar.
Ni
.C6H5 Planar molecule. 114
+ /
- Nx~N2 = 1.218 A
CgH5
C6H5 C6H5 N2-0 = 1.266 A 172
V -  Standard geometry for the
0 remainder.
TABLE 6.1. (Contd).
Mol.
no. Geometry of Molecules in Table 6.5 Ref.
1,2
3,4
5
Except for the methyl group the molecule is planai 
N3=N^=1.1A C2-N3 = 1.34 A
C!-C2 =1.42X C2-H = 1.08 A
155
Standard geometry. Planar molecule.
129.5°
/ * 9 Standard geometry for the
1.53A remainder.
129.5
114
114
TABLE 6.2. Some calculated values of ^(N-N) by the INDO-SOS method in Hz.
No. Species
Calculated
Contact Orbital Dipolar Total
Expt. Ref.
0
■% +__
- / N \
0 0
-23.01
-27.81
1.17
1.38
6.35
7.52
-15.49
-18.90
11.7 173
10
ch2c6h5
\
N  N
ch2c6h5 v0
c&Hi
' N N
/  \  
c6h5 o
Oi3
\ + ^  
N N
/ \
ch3 0
ch3
0
N N
NO.
N02
NQ>,
N02
x v v n"
NO,
N02
NO2Nx\ no2
•N'
l
no2
/
no2
\
A -18.25 0.87 0.69 -16.69 19.0 174
B -17.67 0.75 0.59 -16.33
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
NO,
C =  N—  N
H
NOj
\  /
H
I
N— NH2
-18.39
-18.40
-3.01
-3.46
-2.27
-2.61
-3.53
-3.93
-7.12
-7.09
-5.72
-6.46
-10.61
-10.30
-4.36
-4.11
-4.26
-4.26
-2.55
-2.89
-1.82
-2.06
-1.62
-1.79
0.43
0.43
-1.35
-1.50
-1.38
-1.30
0.65
0.60
-0.03
-0.04
0.08
0.09
0.15
0.17
0.16
0.18
0.49
0.49
0.24
0.27
0.26
0.25
0.67
0.62
- 2 2 .6 8
-22.70
-5.47
-6.26
-3.94
-4.50
-4.99
-5.54
- 6.20
-6.17
-6.83
-7.70
-11.72
-11.56
-3.04
-2.89
22.0 175'
4.9 173
174
4.9 174
4.5 174
8.9 174
8.5 174
10.7 174
6.7 174
TABLE 6.2 (Contd).
No. Species
Calculated
Contact Orbital Dipolar Total
Ebcpt. Ref.
11
NO;\ / N — NH2
A -3.34 0.65 0.64
B -3.07 0.60 0.59
-2.05 4.3 154
- 1.88
H
12 /' \  I A
O^ 0-<\ /)—  N — NH2
\  /
-2.86 0.54 0.62 -1.70 6.4 154
B -2.62 0.50 0.57 -1.54 .
13
\  /
■N=N-N(CH3)2
A -13.69 -0.34
B -13.05 -0.33
0.52 -13.52 14.0 175
0.49 " -12.88
14
\  /
-N=N-N(CH3)2
A -12.91 0.41 0.49 -12.83 13.4 175
B -12.34 -0.40 0.48 -12.26
15 / = \  A -13.12 -0.38 0.49 -13.02 14.0 175
ai3° \  ’ Vn=N-N(CH3)2 b -12.50 -0 .3 7 0 .4 7 -12.40
16
17
H CHo
.N— C.
NO.
H
18
CH3C
. CH3
/N— C^ A
N \
H
19
N02
I
•N
20
N^°
I
J
2.31
2.13
0.71
0.65
1.71
1.57
-6.91
-7.87
0.90
0.84
0.83
0.78
0.74
0.69
-1.63
-1.83
0.64
0.60
0.60
0.56
0.58
0.54
0.25
0.29
3.85
3.56
2.14
1.99
3.03
2.80
-8.29
-9.42
3.6 153
1.8 154
4.0 154
7.3 154
A -16.69 -4.76 -0.24 -21.69 20.7 154
B -16.76 -4.78 -0.24 -21.78
for the case of molecule (1), the role of the dipolar term is usually 
insignificant.
The largest 1J(N-N) values reported to date are those for the nitroso- 
amino compounds, R2NNO; these are seen to be almost entirely due to a 
large and negative contact teim.
As predicted from model studies a positive value of 1J(N-N) 
arises when there are no valence shell lone-pairs present in s orbitals. 
B-acetylphenylhydrazines(Z) are examples of this phenomenon since here 
the nitrogen lone-pair electrons reside in p orbitals.
An analysis of the various transitions contributing to the contact 
term reveals that n(s) ->a* transitions provide negative contributions 
whereas those from cr->cr* transitions can be of either sign. In the 
B-acetylphenylhydrazines(Z) cases the absence of n(s) a* transitions 
results in a small contact term whose positive sign is dictated by cr->a* 
transitions. The contact contributions to the other 1 J(N-N) values 
considered in Table 6.3 (p. 163) are controlled in sign and magnitude by 
the resultant transitions of both a->cr* and the n(s)-*-d* types.
A plot of the experimental against calculated hJCN-N) values is 
provided in Figure 6.1 (p. 164) where the least-squares line is forced to 
pass through the origin. The least-squares line has a correlation 
coefficient of 0.985 while the corresponding standard deviation is 2.15 Hz.
Some calculated and experimental data for the double bond 1J(N=N)
coupling are recorded in Table 6.3. For the calculated results (A) we
obtain the values of 33.790 au“6 (RC = 1.2277) and 20.392 au“G (RC= 3.3369)
for (S2(0))2 and (<r“3>^)2 respectively^^. As in the case of ^(N-N)
couplings the calculated results (B) are obtained by employing the
Ccorresponding regression coefficients, i.e. 1.2277 for J and 3.3369 for
TABLE 6.3. Some calculated values of 1J(N=N) by the INDO-SOS method in Hz.
No. Species
Calculated
Contact Orbital Dipolar Total
Expt. Ref.
N=N-N(pH3)2
N=N-N(CH3)2
3 / --- \  A
CHO-<v /V n =N-N(CH3)2
3 \  // B
N = N  = 0
0
\  +
-/=v0
0 0
x+ /N==N
H^ C
XN=N
/* \0 0
nxc2h5)2
N ~  N
- /
0
\ - 
0
+ / W s
N = N
/  \ -
c6h5 0
CG\  + / C6H5 
N = * N
\ -
-8.45
-8.32
-7.84
-7.74
-7.28
-7.17
-12.54
-13.90
-10.40
-10.92
-10.88
-11.53
-12.58
-13.02
-6.08
-6.04
-3.66
-3.90
-7.62
-7.51
-7.02
-6.94
- 6.66
-6.56
0.33
0.36
-7.01
-7.33
-5.87
-6.18
-4.64
-4.92
-4.76
-4.74
-5.04
-5.33
0.24
0.24
0.30
0.30
0.29
0.29
2.90
3.18
1.16
1.22
0.18
0.19
0.23
0.23
0.24
0.25
-15.83
-15.60
-14.55
-14.38
-13.65
-13.45
-9.30
-10.35
-16.25
-17.03
-16.58
-17.52
-10.61
-10.56
-8.47
-8.98
12.8 175
12.8 175
12.2
-9.16
8.9
16.9
17.5
175
176
177
173
173
0.43 -16.79 16.9 173
0.46 -17.49
13.7 133
12.5 178
12.5 178
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FIGURE 6.1. A plot of calculated 1J(N-N) (©) and 1J(N=N) (a) values by 
the INDO-SOS method against the experimental values in Hz.
For 1J(N-N} the correlation coefficient = 0.985 and the 
standard deviation = 2.15 Hz.
For ^(N^N) the correlation coefficient = 0.988 and the 
standard deviation = 2.62 Hz.
and J*V A comparison of the calculated (A) and experimental 1J(N=N) 
values is provided in Figure 6.1 (p.164) where the least-squares line is 
restricted to pass through the origin. The corresponding correlation
coefficient and standard deviation are 0.988 and 2.62 Hz respectively.
All of the 1J(N=N) couplings considered are predicted to be negative 
The only reported sign investigation is for N20 (4) where a negative 
value is claimed The contact and orbital terms are negative in
sign and comparable in magnitude for all of the molecules except N20 
where the negative contact contribution dominates the 1J(N=N) couplings.
An analysis of various electronic transitions contributing to the 
contact and orbital terms for 1J(N=N) shows that normally the contact 
term is controlled by n(s)-*o* transitions whereas n->7T* transitions 
dominate the orbital term. Thus the presence of s lone-pairs appears to 
be responsible for producing the negative sign of the 1J(N=N) couplings.
In order to examine the effect of geometrical variations on the 
calculated 15N-15N couplings, the ^(N-N) and 1J(N=N) values in dimethyl- 
phenylhydrazine (13) are calculated using standard geometries , 
MINED/3 optimized geometries and INDO optimized geometries .
The results obtained by employing the corresponding scaled values of 
(S^ T(0)) 2 and (<r“3>^)2 for 1J(N-N) and 1J(N=N) couplings are compared in 
Table 6.4 overleaf.
The data recorded in Table 6.4 reveal that although INDO-optimized 
geometries give the lowest total energy, calculations employing standard 
geometries provide the best results for both 1J(N-N) and 1J(N=N) 
couplings. The absolute values of these couplings are over-estimated by 
the calculations employing MINDO/3 optimized geometries which give the 
highest total energy of the three.
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The dihedral angle dependence of 15N-15N couplings is examined in
dimethylphenylhydrazine (Figure 6.2 below) by rotating the N 3-N4(GH3)2 
group about the N2=N3 bond.
The calculated values of 1J(N-N) and 1J(N=N) couplings at 30° 
intervals of the dihedral angle (KCx-NyN-NjJ are given in Table 6.5. A 
plot of 1J(N-N) and 1J(N=N) against the dihedral angle (j> provided in 
Figure 6.3 (p.169) shows that the sign of 1J(N-N) is negative for all
values of <J) whereas the 1J(N=N) coupling changes its sign. The best
1 1  ° results are obtained for both J (N-N) and J (N=N) couplings when <j> = 0
which corresponds to the lowest total energy of the molecule.
In Table 6.6 (p.170) some JJ(N=N) and 2J(N-N) data are given which 
are scaled by using the values of the integral products (S^(0))2 and 
(<r”3>^)2 appropriate to 1J(N=N) and .1J(N-N) respectively. The 1 J(NeN) 
results for the Z and E isomers of ethyl diazoacetate (1-2) show both to 
be negative due to negative contact and orbital terms of similar 
magnitude. This appears to be consistent with one of the two nitrogen 
atoms concerned having a valence shell lone-pair with some s character 
and the other not.
The INDO-SCPT calculation on methyl diazoacetate (Z) produces -6.6, 
0.8 and 2.7 Hz for the contact, orbital and dipolar contributions to 
1J(N=N) respectively^^. Although SCF atomic values were used for the 
integral products (S2(0)) 2 and (<r“3>^)2, in this latter calculation the 
resultant value of 1J(N=N) is comparable to that in Table 6.6. The
CH3
N:
FIGURE 6.2
TABLE 6. 5. Calculated 1J(N-N) and 1J(N=N) values for dime thy Iphenyl-
hydrazine as a function of dihedral angle, (j) (a).
Total
energy
(au)
Coupling JC J° JD J(tot)
0° -96.6919 1 J(N-N) A -13.0468 -0.5930 -0.0377 -13.6779
B -12.8772 -0.5860 -0.0373 -13.5005
1J(N=N) A -15.1447 -2.2040 -0.1115 -17.4602
B -14.8315 -2.1630 -0.1095 -17.1039
UJ o © -96.6838 1 J(N-N) A -14.3118 -0.5323 -0.0328 -14.8769
B -14.1315 -0.5262 -0.0324 . -14.6901
1J(N=N A -17.0213 -1.8125 -0.0714 -18.9052
B -16.6369 -1.7757 -0.0699 -18.4824
60° -96.6600 JJ(N-N) A -17.6264 -0.5149 -0.0353 -18.1766
B -17.4403 -0.5099 -0.0350 -17.9853
1J(N=N) A -18.0841 -1.5546 -0.0713 -19.7100
B -17.5658 -1.5146 -0.0694 -19.1498
O o -96.6357 1J (N-N) A -21.2385 -0.6016 -0.0381 -21.8782
B -21.1352 -0.5989 -0.0379 -21.7720
1J(N=N) A -14.6405 -1.6430 -0.1050 -16.3885
B -14.0750 -1.5863 -0.1013 -15.7626
120° -96.6400 1J(N-N) A -21.5323 -0.5479 -0.0316 -22.1118
B -21.3922 -0.5446 -0.0315 -21.9683
1 J(N=N) A 2.9773 -1.7772 -0.0758 1.1203
B 2.8611 -1.7151 -0.0732 1.0728
150° .-96.6592 1 J(N-N) A -20.2927 -0.4670 -0.0233 -20.7830
B -20.0616 -0.4622 -0.0231 -20.5469
1 J(N-N) A 12.8505 -1.9812 -0.0544 10.8149
B 12.4250 -1.9224 -0.0528 10.4498
180° -96.6676 1 j(N-N) A -16.6097 -0.5364 -0.0406 -17.1867
B -16.4121 -0.5306 -0.0402 -16.9829
1 J(N=N) A 13.6985 -3.5796 -0.3532 9.7657
B 13.2717 -3.4795 -0.3434 9.4408
(a) Obtained by employing atomic values of 5.246 au 3 and 2.472 au 3 for 
Sj^ (O) and <r_3>]Vj respectively.
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TABLE 6.6. Some calculated values of 1J(N=N) and 2J(N-N) by the INDO-SOS
method in Hz.
No. Species
Calculated
Contact Orbital Dipolar Total
Expt. Ref,
H
C-
i
N
C-
*/
N
m
N
OC2H5
c7
\
V °
C
\
oc2h5
0
\\
HoN^
A
B
A
B
A
B
-2.92
-3.91
-3.29
-3.59
3.99
3.38
- 2.10
-2.28
-2.37
-2.56
0.18
0.15
1.21
1.32
1.12
1.21
0.09
0.07
-3.80
■4.87
-4.55
-4.95
4.26
3.61
5.13 155
5.62 155
5.1 149
0
CHs II
H
QL
c
1
H
A
B
3.37
2.87
0.04
0.04
0.02
0.03
3.45
2.94
5.3 149
COO
H3N—  C - H
Amphion A -0.47 -0.49 0.19 -0.77 0.6 179
B -0.43 -0.46 0.17 -0.71
Cation A -0.05 -0.49 0.18 -0.37 0.9 179
B -0.05 -0.46 0.17 -0.34
Anion A -0.22 -0.46 0.30 -0.38 0.9 179
B -0.20 -0.42 0.28 -0.35
differences in the relative signs and magnitudes of the various terms 
contributing to XJ(N=N) reflect, in part, the different approximations 
inherent to the INDO-SCPT and INDO-SOS methods.
The relative agreement between the magnitudes of the calculated and 
observed 1J(N=N) data for the Z and E isomers of ethyl diazoacetate (1-2) 
should not be taken as support for the experimental assignment, since the 
difference between these two couplings is barely above the limit of 
experimental error and is well within the standard deviation found for 
the 1J(N=N) values.
The 2J(N-N) couplings for urea (3) and dimethyl urea are both 
predicted to be positive due, in the main, to a positive contribution from 
the contact term. This is in agreement with the valence shell lone-pair 
electrons residing in p orbitals on the nitrogen atoms. The calculated 
values of 2J(N-N) for urea (3) as a function of the dihedral angle between 
the lone-pairs, (J>, are given in Table 6.7 (p. 172). A plot of 2J(N-N) 
against (j) provided in Figure 6.4 (p. 169) shows that although 2 J (N-N) 
oscillates it is positive for all values of <j>.' The most stable form 
corresponds to <j> = 0°.
For the three ions of histidine (5) considered in Table 6.6, 2J(N-N) 
is predicted to be negative, due to negative contributions from the 
contact and orbital terms. The very small values of the contact 
contributions probably reflect opposing effects for the two ring nitrogen 
environments, a positive contribution from the "pyrrole-type" nitrogen 
with its lone-pair in a p orbital and a negative one from the "pyridine- 
type" nitrogen.
In general the calculated results obtained by employing variable 
values of the integrals S^(0) and <r~3>jsj show no significant improvement.
TABLE 6.7. Calculated 2J(N-N) values of urea at 30° intervals of the
dihedral angle <J> with atomic values of S^(0) and <r“3>-^ e
Total
energy
(au)
JG J° JD J(tot) J(exp)
0° -49.6849 A 2.8659 0.0464 0.0224 2.9347 5.f144>
B 2.4216 0.0399 0.0192 2.4808
30° -49.6781 A 2.2851 0.0027 0.0087 2.2965
B 1.9228 0.0023 0.0074 1.9326
60° -49.6641 A 2.7776 -0.0147 -0.0011 2.7618 .
B 2.3144 -0.0125 -0.0009 2.3010
90° -49.6568 A 2.0497 0.0097 0.0105 2.0699
B 1.6977 0.0083 0.0089 1.7148
120° -49.6641 A 2.7776 -0.0147 -0.0011 2.7618
B 2.3144 -0.0125 -0.0009 2.3010
150° -49.6781 A 2.2851 0.0027 0.0087 2.2965
B 1.9228 0.0023 0.0074 1.9326
180° -49.6849 A 2.8659 0.0464 0.0224 2.9347
B 2.4216 0.0399 0.0192 2.4808
This is probably a reflection on the differential overlap approximation 
and the other approximations inherent in the INDO procedure.
We conclude that the calculations reported here provide a 
satisfactory account of the experimental values for all of the 15N-15N 
couplings under consideration. Due to the possibility of the valence 
shell lone-pairs being in either s or p nitrogen orbitals, and due to 
the often significant contributions from the orbital teim, there is 
unlikely to be a simple linear relationship between the nitrogen-nitrogen 
couplings considered and the nature of the intervening bonds.
C H A P T E R  7
CALCULATIONS OF 170-13C NUCLEAR SPIN-SPIN COUPLING 
CONSTANTS BY THE INDO-SOS AND INDO-SCPT METHODS
7.1 INTRODUCTION
The 170 nucleus (0.037% natural abundance) has a spin of and a 
quadrupole moment . Due to the comparatively great line width 
(60 Hz in pure water at room temperature^-^) noimally observed and low 
intensity in 170 NMR spectroscopy, relatively few data on nuclear spin- 
■spin coupling between 170 and other nuclei have been reported .
The only available 170-13C coupling constant is the one measured for 
acetone, where 1J(170-13C3 - 22.28 H z ^ ^ .  This coupling is obtained by 
comparing the lineshapes of the 170 signals with and without 13C 
enriched acetone.
Ihe contact contribution to ^(O-C) in acetone is calculated to be 
+17.7 Hz by the INDO-FPT method1-134!  We employ the INDO-SCPT, CND0/2- 
and INDO-SOS methods to calculate and compare the relative importance of 
three contributing terms to this coupling using s t a n d a r d a n d  
experimentalgeometries.
7.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The atomic values of the integrals S^(0) and <r~3>y (X = 0,C) 
employed in the INDO-SCPT calculations and the CND0/2- and INDO-SOS 
calculations are given in Tables 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. Results 
obtained are presented in Table 7.1 (p.174).
Ihe sign of ^(O-C) in acetone has not been determined yet but all 
of the calculations give positive values for this coupling. The orbital 
term is positive and dominant in all cases. The INDO-SCPT calculations 
show the importance of all three contributions whereas the CND0/2- and 
INDO-SOS results indicate that the role of the dipolar term is 
insignificant.
TABLE 7.1. Calculated ^(O-C) values for acetone by various methods
in Hz(a).
Geometry Method JC J° JD J(tot) J(exp)
Standard INDO-SCPT 7.0746 18.7426 -6.5063 19.3109 ^22.28
r(C=0) = 1.22A INDO-SOS (A) 6.0610 7.9125 -0.2538 13.7197
(B) 6.2437 8.1248 -0.2605 14.1079
CNDO-SOS (A) -4.1625 7.6214 -0.3349 3.1241
(b) -4.2545 7.7710 -0.3415 .3.1751
Experimental INDO-SCPT 7.5949 19.1227 -8.7812 17.9364
Q
r(C=0) =1.24A INDO-SOS (A) 7.3335 • 8.1227 -0.3373 15.1089
(B) 7.5446 8.2752 -0.3440 15.4758
CNDO-SOS (A) -3.2138 7.8392 -0.4179 4.2075
(B) -3.2817 7.9428 -0.4235 4.2377
(a) Experimental value taken from Reference (184).
An analysis of various transitions contributing to 1J(0-C) shows 
that the o + o*, n->ir* and transitions provide major contributions
to the contact, orbital and dipolar terms respectively. The INDO-SCPT 
results obtained by employing standard geometries are better than those 
obtained by experimental geometries whereas the opposite is true for the 
CND0/2- and INDO-SOS results. In both cases the INDO-SCPT approach is 
superior to the CND0/2- and INDO-SOS counterparts.
The variation of calculated 1J CO—C) with the C-0 bond length for CO 
is examined by using these perturbation methods. The results obtained 
are presented in Table 7.2 (p.175). These data indicate that both
INDO-SCPT and INDO-SOS calculations give positive values for this
coupling for all values of r(C-O) while the CND0/2-S0S data are negative 
o
when r(C-O) £ 1.10 A. In contrast, a negative sign is predicted for this
11851
coupling by the ab-initio calculations which yield -54.4 Hz,
-133.2 Hz and -89.3 Hz from the coupled Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation,
TABLE 7.2. Calculated 1JCO-C) values for CO by different methods^.
r(C-O) A Total energy (au) Method JC J° JD J(tot)
1.0 -23.7068 INDO-SCPT 1.8907 9.4898 -2.8400 8.5405
INDO-SOS 4.7859 4.0634 -1.3830 7.4662
-24.8233 CND0/2-S0S -12.6460 3.7249 -1.6403 -10.5614
1.05 -23.8287 INDO-SCPT 5.9599 9.7405 -3.4430 12.2574
INDO-SOS 9.1808 4.1956 -1.5658 11.8107
-24.9426 CND0/2-S0S -6.8990 3.8431 -1.8314 -4.8773
1.10 -23.9050 INDO-SCPT 9.0591 9.9833 -4.2256 14.8168
INDO-SOS 12.4792 4.3630 -1.7742 15.0681
-25.0164 CND0/2-S0S -2.1486 4.0092 -2.0409 -0.1803
1.1282^ -23.9314 INDO-SCPT 10.4246 10.1036 -4.7868 15.7414
INDO-SOS 13.9217 4.4764 -1.9076 16.4905
-25.0413 CND0/2-S0S 0.1516 4.1305 -2.1635 2.1186
1.15 . -23.9447 INDO-SCPT 11.3580 10.1812 -5.2699 16.2693
INDO-SOS 14.8991 4.5701 -2.0125 17.4567
-25.0536 CND0/2-S0S 1.7484 4.2368 -2.2663 3.7189
1.20 . -23.9554 INDO-SCPT 12.9579 10.2801 -6.7255 16.5125
INDO-SOS 16.5838 4.8289 -2.2881 19.1246
-25.0617 CND0/2-S0S 4.9024 4.5398 -2.5135 6.9286
1.25 -23.9432 INDO-SCPT 13.8599 10.1413 -8.9548 15.0464
INDO-SOS 17.5931 5.1572 -2.6237 20.1265
-25.0470 CND0/2-S0S 7.3860 4.9452 -2.7780 9.5532
1.30 -23.9135 INDO-SCPT 14.0751 9.6009 -12.5061 11.1699
INDO-SOS 18.0380 5.5785 -3.0129 20.6036
-25.0150 CND0/2-S0S 9.2266 5.5097 -3.0393 11.6970
(a) Hie corresponding atomic values for Sy(0) and <r 3>v (X = 0,C) are 
employed (Tables 3.4 and 3.5). v ^
(b) Equilibrium distance, r0.
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time-dependent HF approximation and second-order polarization propagator
o
approximation respectively, when r(C-O) = 1.1282 A. But ab-initio 
c a l c u l a t i o n 0£ -tjie contact contribution to this coupling using a 
minimal basis set of Slater-type atomic orbitals and the EPT approach 
yields +40 IIz.
A plot of the calculated 1JCO-C) values against r(C-O) provided in
Figure 7.1 (p. 176) shows that the 1JCO-C) values obtained by the CND0/2-
and INDO-SOS calculations are increased when the C-0 bond is elongated.
The INDO-SCPT calculations yield the maximum value of 1J(0-C) at 
o
r(C-O) =1.20 A and subsequently smaller values when the C-0 bond is longer.
However, the lack of experimental data on this coupling allows no 
further discussion. Calculations reported here indicate that all three 
contributing terms need to be considered if good agreement with 
experiment is to be obtained.
C H A P T E R  8
CALCULATIONS OF 19F"1SN COUPLING CONSTANTS BY 
THE INDO-SOS AND INDO-SCPT METHODS
8.1 INTRODUCTION
Relatively few data have been reported on fluorine-nitrogen nuclear 
spin-spin coupling constantsC132,187)^ Theoretical studies of such 
couplings have been likewise sparse^5 .
In the present study we have applied both INDO-SOS and INDO-SCPT
approaches to the calculation of the three contributing terms to the 
19F-15N coupling constants for various molecules. Theoretical and 
experimental values presented in Tables 8.1-8.5 are of the 19F-15N 
coupling constants. Standard geometries are employed unless other­
wise indicated.
8.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The INDO-SOS calculations have been initially performed on all of 
the molecules considered in Table 8.1 (p. 179) using the atomic values of 
the integrals, S^ .(0) and <r~3>y (X=F?N). These are Sp(0) = 12.554 au"3, 
Sj-j(O) = 5.246 au-3, <r“3>p= 5.859 au"3 and <r“3>^= 2.472 au"3^ ^ .  Then 
the calculated coupling constants are compared with the experimental,
J(exp), values by means of equation (4.1). In this case, a and b are the
integral products Sp(0)S^(0) and <r"3>p<r"3>^ respectively, which are 
treated as least-squares parameters in the manner previously presented 
for JJ(N-N) couplings (Section 6.2.1).
Each 19F-15N coupling has two calculated values denoted by the 
letters A and B. For the ^(F-N) data (A) reported in Table 8.1 we obtain 
values of 133.0667 au”6 and 47.8214 au"6 for Sp(0)S^(0) and <r"3>p<r“3>jyj 
respectively. The corresponding regression coefficients for these 
integral products, 2.0205 and 3.3018, are employed in reporting the
TABLE 8.1. Some calculated nJ(F-N) values for various molecules by the INDO-SOS method^.
No. Molecule Coupling JC J° JD J(tot) . J(exp) Ref.
1 nf3 1J (F-N) A
B
245.3422
269.8691
16.0794
17.5064
-14.4837
-15.7691
246.9379
271.6064
217.31 
221.52
224.32
189
190
191
2 nf4+ iJCF-N) A 198.7398 24.2646 -10.8329 212.1715 323.86 192
B 257.1169 30.5793 -13.6520 274.0442 328.07 193
3 f3no 1J (F-N) A 193.2930 13.4060 -9.9972 196.7018 187.87 190
B 240.0635 16.2881 -12.1463 244.2053 190.67 194
4 f2no+ 1J (F-N) A
B
264.0420
332.2369
/ '
33.7883
41.5198
-3.2576 
-4.0028 •
294.5727
369.7539
350.5 195
5 fno2 1J (F-N) A 278.0424 22.2994 -9.5359 290.8059 152.82 190
B 333.9836 26.2866 -11.2410 349.0292 158.43 196
6 FN=N+ iJCF-N) A
B
425.4539
512.3986
3.5333
4.1731
-12.8655
-15.1952
416.1217
501.3765
459.86 197
7 FNNF(trans) iJCF-N) A
B
189.8070
191.6925
23.7786
23.9826
-3.6498
-3.6812
209.9358
211.9939
±190.67 189
2J(F-N) A
B
-27.3699
-27.6415
23.0167
23.2742
-2.2815
-2.3010
-6.6347
-6.6683
;i02.35 189
8 FNNF(cis) iJCF-N) A
B
215.2378
217.2985
25.8934
26.1080
-4.1850
-4.2197
236.9462
239.1868
±203.29 189
2J(F-N) A
B
-46.6647
-47.1140
39.5651
39.8943
-3.0383
-5.0637
-10.1379
-10.2834
+51.87 189
9 N2FJt(cis) 1J(F-N) A 188.2851 4.3571 -14.9169 177.7253 164.0 198
B 198.2076 4.5674 -15.6149 187.1601
TABLE 8.1. (Contd).
No. Molecule Coupling A J(tot) J(exp) Ref.
10 cf3onf2 1J(F-N) A 182.6370 7.4432 -13.4671 176.6131 164.0 199
B 196.9139 7.9599 -14.4025 190.4713 176.3 200
11 FC(0)0NF2 1J(F-N) A
B
206.8509
222.6658
9.7684
10.4314
-12.8093
-13.6787
203.8100
219.4185
221.5 201
12 FC=N 2J(F-N) A
B
33.0289
29.7589
29.9351
27.2805
-4.0226
-3.6660
58.9414
53.3734
46.27 202
13 f3cno2 2J(F-N) A
B
-1.4911
-1.6273
-1.3868
-1.4997
-0.3506 
-0.6194 ■-
-3.2285
-3.7464
21.17 203
14 fc(N02)3 2J(F-N) A 0.3251 0.1928 -0.5798 -0.0619 13.7 204
. ^ B 0.3657 0.2140 -0.6442 -0.0645
15 ° \  /**
N = N
' 2J(F-N) A -7.3467 -1.6522 -0.8433 -9.8422 20.2 203
/  0 re I
CFv v
B -7.8222 -1.7473 -0.8918 -10.4613
16a * K n / N 3J(F-N) A 10.8998 5.2416 0.1327 16.2741 11.0 205
i f S (trans)
B 10.0417 4.8718 0.1235 15.0370
oit
16b
f - c/ ( X h
3J(F-N) A -13.1666 3.2605 0.2694 -9.6367
H " B -12.1042 3.0244 0.2499 -8.8299
ll 1 (cis^
(a) INDO optimized geometries are employed for FNNF (7-8); experimental geometries for molecule (5).
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FIGURE 8.1, A plot of calculated ^(F-N) values by the INDO-SOS method
against the experimental values in Hz; correlation coefficient 
= 0.972, standard deviation = 70.933 Hz.
the calculated data (B) in Table 8.1 which are obtained by varying the 
values of Sp(0)S^(0) and <r"3>p<r"3>^ according to the molecular 
environment of nuclei considered.
Our scaled values of S2(0)S^(0) and <r"3>p<r"3>^ , 133.0667 au"6 and 
47.9214 au"6 respectively, are to be compared with 65.8583 au"6 and 
14.4834 au”6 respectively for Slater-type atomic functions , and 
57.0778 au”6 and 23.4001 au”6 for SCF atomic functions . The larger 
values obtained for these integral products probably reflect an increase 
in s-electron density and a decrease in the size of the p orbitals upon 
bond formation.
The calculated data recorded in Table 8.1 show that all of the 
1J(F-N) couplings are predicted to be positive. In all cases the contact 
term is the dominant one and the non-contact terms are found to be 
important in some cases. Unlike the coupling constants previously 
studied, the improvement in the calculated (F-N) values obtained by 
variable values of S2(0)S^(0) and <r"3>p<r”3>^ is rather significant.
An analysis of the various transitions contributing to 1J(F-N) shows 
that is controlled by o-±o* transitions and for and the major 
contributions arise from 7r->o* or Tr->n* and and ir->n* transitions
respectively.
+
The largest 1J (F-N) value reported to date is for FNeN (6) and 
this is mainly due to a large and positive contact term. We have 
employed the scaled values of S2(0)Sj~j(0) and <r"3>p<r”3 ^  appropriate to 
the ^(F-N) results in reporting the 2J(F-N) and 3J(F-N) values in 
Table 8.1. Except in the case of FC=N (12) all of the 2J(F-N) couplings 
are predicted to be negative. In agreement with double irradiation 
studies the 2J(F-N) couplings for trans and cis FNNF (7-8) are of 
opposite sign to the JJ(F-N) couplings. But the calculated absolute
values of 2J(F-N) for these two isomers are considerably smaller than 
those of the observed ones. The calculated 2J(F-N) value for FCeN is in 
•good agreement with experiment. For molecule (16), 3J(F-N)trans 
predicted to be positive and 3J(F"^)C^S to be negative and |3J(F-N)transI 
> !3JtF-N)cis|.
A comparison of the experimental and calculated values of 1J(F~N) 
is provided in Figure 8.1 (p.181) where the least-squares line is ^
restricted to pass through the origin; the corresponding correlation 
coefficient and standard deviation are 0.972 and 70.933 Hz respectively.
+
The variation in calculated values of 1 J(F-N) couplings in FNeN
and NF3 is examined in the light of geometrical variation. The calculated
+
1J (F-N) values for FNeN by varying the F-N and NeN bonds are given in 
Table 8.2 (p. 184). A plot of calculated !J(F-N) values against r(F-N) 
and r(NEN) is provided in Figure 8.2 (p. 185). This coupling has a 
maximum value of 275.6760 Hz when r(NEN) =1.0 A and r(F-N) =1.35 A.
Table 8.3 (p. 186) records the calculated JJ(F-N) values of NF3
C Oobtained by varying the bond angle FNF. A plot of the values of J , J ,
D i a
J and J(F-N) against FNF is provided in Figure 8.3 (p. 187). The values
C D  ^
of J , J and JJ(F-N) increase as FNF is increases, reaching a maximum
for FNF =115°, and then rapidly decrease for FNF =120°.
The calculated ^(F-N) values for N2F2 as a function of the dihedral 
angle between lone-pairs on the nitrogen atoms, 4>, are presented in 
Table 8.4 (p.186). Figure 8.4 (p.188) shows a plot of calculated ^(F-N) 
values against 4>. Although the ^(F-N) coupling is oscillating it . is 
positive for all values of (J).
As far as the calculated data in Table 8.1 are concerned, the INDO- 
SOS calculations give a satisfactory account of the observed values for
TABLE 8.2. Some calculated 1J(F-N) values for F-N=N by the INDO-SOS
methodfe).
.■ r(NsN) A r(F-N) A JC J° JD J(tot)
1.00 1.25 A 202.7072 4.1805 -2.7064 204.1812
B 249.1939 5.0296 -3.2561 250.9674
1.30 A 221.3737 1.6225 -3.7795 219.2167
B 270.7272 1.9428 -4.5258 268.1443
1.35 A 232.6847 -1.3751 -4.9944- 226.3152
B 283.3720 -1.6399 -5.9561 275.6760
1.40 A 232.7195 -4.8206 -6.3863 221.5126
B 282.2889 -5.7300 -7.5911 268.9678
1.45 A 221.4555 -8.7717 -8.0158 204.6680
B 267.8159 -10.3981 -9.5020 247.9158
1.05 1.25 A 195.0811 5.3165 -2.1281 198.2695
B 238.5176 6.3649 -2.5477 242.3348
1.30 A 212.0565 2.7375 -3.2317 211.5623
B 258.0301 3.2631 -3.8522 257.4409
1.35 A 225.1605 -0.2624 -4.4526 220.4454
B 272.7922 -0.3116 -5.2869 267.1937
1.40 A 231.2060 -3.7135 -5.8308 221.6616
B 279.0499 -4.3941 -6.8995 267.7563
1.45 A 227.0435 -7.5830 -7.3991 212.0613
B 273.2448 -8.9497 -8.7327 255.5624
1.10 1.25 A 188.0117 7.0252 -1.3272 193.7098
B 228.8492 8.3767 -1.5825 235.6434
1.30 A 200.5929 4.4588 -2.4620 202.5897
B 242.9411 5.2925 -2.9223 245.3113
1.35 A 209.3004 1.6813 -3.6458 207.3358
B 252.3961 1.9879 -4.3108 250.0733
1.40 A 214.4282 -1.2689 -4.8955 208.2638
B 257.5671 -1.4951 -5.7678 250.3042
1.45 A 214.9094 -4.1689 -6.1909 204.5496
B 257.4432 -4.8997 -7.2762 245.2673
1.15 1.25 A 182.6954 9.1321 -0.2998 191.5277
B 221.2206 10.8377 -0.3558 231.7025
1.30 A 192.1177 6.6658 -1.4685 197.3150
B 231.6800 7.8816 -1.7363 237.8252
1.35 A 195.0404 4.1865 -2.6122 196.6146
B 234.2257 4.9315 -3.0771 236.0800
1.40 A 192.7087 1.9254 -3.7016 190.9326
B 230.4164 2.2592 -4.3431 228.3324
1.45 A 186.6685 0.3928 -4.6435 182.4178
B 222.6157 0.4599 -5.4356 217.6399
(a) Obtained by employing atomic values of S-J(O) and <r_3>Y (X = F,N) 
(Table 3.5). x A
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FIGURE 8.2. A plot of calculated ^(F-N) values by the INDO-SOS 
method, in Hz, against r(K=N) and r(F-N) in
TABLE 8.3. Some calculated 1J(F~N) values for NF3 by the INDO-SOS
method in Hz(a).
4>°
Total
energy
(au)
JC J° JD J(tot)
80 -90.5083 54.3799 1.2614 -6.1056 49.5357
85 -90.5464 58.6295 3.9072 .-5.9092 56.6275
90 -90.5742 64.4471 5.0905 -5.7450 63.7926
95 -90.5923 72.4025 6.1518 -5.6046 72.9497
100 -90.6002 83.4392 5.9730 -5.3099 84.1023
105 -90.5973 99.4381 5.9107 -4.9485 100.4003
109.47125 -90.5840 121.4265 4.8699 -4.3866 121.9098
110 -90.5817 124.8246 4.7167 -4.3024 125.2388
115 -90.5480 173.0419 1.9446 -3.1317 171.8548
120 -90.4803 132.1961 ■7.7616 -4.8934 119.5411
(a) Obtained by employing 
(Table 3.5).
atomic values; of S^ -(O) and (X= F,N)
TABLE 8.4. Some calculated ^(F-N) values for N2Ft* as a : 
dihedral angle by the INDO-SOS method(a).
function of
A 0 Cf)f 0
(Z i-NiNz-FO J° JD
J(tot)
0 120 93.1873 1.3197 -4.5182 89.9888
30 150 91.5588 0.8768 -4.5624 87.8732
60 180 89.1694 0.4882 -4.6148 85.0429
90 210 86.5579 0.2564 -4.6012 82.2131
120 240 86.0644 0.2063 -4.5184 81.7524
150 270 89.5448 0.1532 -4.4348 85.2631
180 300 94.9509 0.3758 -4.3125 91.0142
210 330 96.9190 0.2846 -4.2151 92.9885
240 0 94.3208 0.4970 -4.1852 90.6326
270 30 90.6841 0.6904 -4.2561 87.1184
300 60 89.9291 0.8935 -4.4095 86.4131
330 90 92.1381 1.2196 -4.5134 88.8442
(a) Obtained by employing atomic values of SY(0) and <r“3>Y (X=F,N) 
(Table 3.5). *
, 
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FIGURE 8.3. A plot of calculated JC, J°, JD and 1JCF-N)
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TABLE 8.5. Some calculated nJ(F-N) values for various molecules by the INDO-SCPT method in H z ^ .
No. Molecule nJ (F-N) JC JD J(tot) J(exp) Ref.
1 nf3 (F-N) 126.7410 12.7144 -18.2176 121.2378 217.31 
221.52
224.32
189
190
191
2 NFj* 1J (F-N) 222.5200 23.5963 -14.7856 231.3307 323.86
328.07.
192
193
3 f 3no hj (F-N) 122.1339 11.5842 -18.7261 114.9920 187.87
190.67
190
194
4 fno2 Aj(F-N) 130.4161 19.1368 -14.6217 134.9312 152.8
158.4
190
196
5 F-NeN JJ(F-N) 407.6242 33.8753 -5.6224 435.8771 459.86 197
6 FNNF(trans) JJ(F-N) 176.5981 20.2430 126.7023 323.5434 190.67 189
2J(F-N) -76.8484 22.2430 -132.4199 -187.0253 102.35 189
7 FNNF(cis) ^(F-N) 148.8859 22.2089 40.4222 211.5170 203.29 189
2J(F-N) -47.2494 33.8539 -45.0269 -58.4224 51.87 189
8 N2Fi,(cis) ^(F-N) 113.6765 -3.9857 -22.8359 86.8549 164.0 198
9 CF30NF2 1J (F-N) 130.1088 4.4887 -20.2387 114.3588 164.0
176.3
199
200
10 FC(0)0NF2 1J (F-N) 129.3683 4.4533 -20.5727 113.2489 221.5 201
11 FCEN 2J(F-N) 3.3461 30.6703 -1.9354 32.0810 46.27 202
(a) Calculations on molecules (5) and (13-16) given in Table 8.1 diverge.
the 1J(F-N) couplings and indicate the improvement in the calculated 
results obtained by allowing the integral products to vary according to 
the molecular environment of the nuclei concerned.
The INDO-SCPT results for the 1J(F-N) and 2J(F-N) couplings are 
given in Table 8.5 (p. 189). These data are obtained by employing the 
atomic values of the integrals S^ -(O) and <r“3>^ ■ (X = F,N) given in 
Table 3.4. It can be seen that some calculated values are very close to 
the observed ones and some are not. Because of these anomalies it is 
not possible to obtain scaled values of the integral products for the 
1J(F-N) couplings.
All of the 1J(F-N) couplings are predicted to be positive in
agreement with the INDO-SOS calculations. All three contributing terms
are found to be important in some cases and the contact term is dominant
in all cases. It is of interest to note that calculations employing
atomic values of the integrals give a very large !J(F-N) value for 
+
FNeN (5) in good agreement with experiment.
In the case of trans and cis FNNF (6-7) the calculated result,
|2J(F-N). I > |2J(F-N) . I, is parallel with the observed trend. A trans cis
comparison between the calculated and experimental, J (exp), values is 
made by means of equation (4.3). The resulting values provide a 
correlation coefficient of 0.777, a standard deviation of 63.148 Hz, a 
slope, of 0.65 and an intercept of 106.1579 Hz. These data indicate that 
although the individual results for XJ(F-N) couplings are good for some 
molecules, overall agreement with experiment is not satisfactory. 
However, unlike in the case of other 2J couplings, the INDO-SCPT 
calculations provide very satisfactory results for 2J(F-N) couplings. 
More experimental data, as well as the signs, are required to test the 
validity of the theoretical predictions.
ryj-
C O N C L U S I O N S
This work deals with the calculation of nuclear spin-spin coupling 
constants between nuclei of first-row atoms other than protons in a wide 
variety of organic and inorganic molecules by means of the INDO-SCPT and 
INDO-SOS approaches.
Since these perturbation approaches are different in nature the 
calculated INDO-SCPT and INDO-SOS results for the same coupling constants 
may be different. The fact that to some extent both series of 
calculations give results essentially in agreement with each other, and 
with experiment, may be pointed out by means of the calculated data for 
various coupling constants.
The INDO-SCPT calculations successfully reproduce the experimental 
trends in 1JCC-C) and 3J(C-C) as well as the signs and magnitudes of 
these couplings. However, the values of 2J(C-C), \J(C-C) and 5J(C-C) 
are overestimated and an incorrect negative sign is predicted for 2J(C-C).
Both series of calculations show the dominance of the contact term 
in almost all of the nJ(C-C) couplings. Except for 1J(C=C) and J(C=C), 
the roles of the orbital and dipolar terms are insignificant.
Due to overestimation by the INDO parameterized calculations of the 
excitation energies for higher energy transitions, the a + a* transitions 
are the only ones contributing to the contact term, and the magnitude of 
this term for nJ(C-C) becomes considerably smaller. As a result the INDO- 
SOS calculations require the use of very large values of (S^(0))2' to 
obtain good agreement with experiment for ^(C-C), 2J(C-C) and 3J(C-C).
The difference between the two methods is exemplified by the calculation 
of 2J(C-C) values whose experimental signs are correctly reproduced by 
the INDO-SOS method in most cases.
The INDO-SCPT calculations predict the signs of nJ(C-C) to be 
positive and negative respectively for odd n and even n, except in the 
case of 2J(C-C) in acetone for which a positive sign is predicted in 
agreement with experiment. The positive signs for ^(C-C) and 3J(C-C) 
and either signs for 2J(C-C), 'UCC-C) and 5J(C-C) are obtained from the 
INDO-SOS calculations.
With the exception of 2J(C-C), the INDO-SCPT results are superior to 
those of the INDO-SOS calculations. However both the INDO-SCPT and the 
INDO-SOS methods can be reliably applied to predict the signs and the 
experimental trends in ^(C-C) and 3J(C-C) couplings.
Unlike in the case of nJ(C-C), both signs are predicted for nJ(N-C) 
by the INDO-SCPT calculations. Although the INDO-SCPT results for 2J(N-C) 
are rather small the known signs of these couplings are correctly 
reproduced. The INDO-SOS calculations also give both signs for the 
nJ(N-C) data, most of which are in agreement with experiment.
The INDO-SOS results for 3J(N-C) and t\J(N-C) are rather small and 
the signs of some of these couplings are not accurately predicted. Thus 
any inaccuracies in the INDO-SOS calculations are likely to appear as
errors in sign when all of the coupling terms are small. In this case
the INDO-SCPT method is more reliable. Except for 1J(N=C) and ^(N eC), 
the dipolar term is found to be unimportant.
In the case of molecules containing a nitro-group the INDO-SOS method
is preferable since a divergence, or a rather slow convergence, can arise 
in the INDO-SCPT calculations on these molecules. As far as the ’ 
calculated nJ(N-C) data are concerned overall agreement with experiment 
is satisfactory.
The INDO-SOS results for the 15N-15N couplings are rather satisfactory.
However, the improvement in the calculated nJ(N-N) values obtained by 
employing variable values of the integrals S2 (0) and <r“3>N is not often 
significant. The same holds for the nJ(C-C) and nJ(N-C) couplings.
Although the experimental sign of 1J(0-C) in acetone has not been 
reported yet our calculations predict a positive sign for this coupling.
The INDO-SOS calculations provide satisfactory results for 1J(F-N).
It is of interest to note that the improvement in the calculated *J(F-N)
values are significant when variable values of the integrals S^(0) and
<r"3>X (X=F,N) are employed. All three contributing terms are found to
be important. Another interesting point is that the INDO-SCPT
calculations, employing the atomic values of these integrals, provide a.
+
1J(F-N) value for F-NeN in good agreement with experiment. This is the 
largest value reported for 1J(F-N) to date.
It is clear from the INDO-SCPT results that the INDO parameters are 
not entirely suitable for the calculation of 2J values. The study of 
nuclear spin-spin coupling constants of second-row elements by the INDO- 
SCPT approach(206,207) in£icates that the different sets of MO parameters 
can provide either sign for the same coupling. Hence, it is hoped that 
the SCPT approach may predict the correct sign for 2J(C-C) couplings by 
employing some new MO parameters,, such as INDO/S and MINDO/3. The 
failure of the INDO-SCPT approach to account for the lone-pair effect on 
2J(N-C) may be partly due to the use of standard geometries which 
obviously do quite well for other couplings.
It seems likely that the inclusion of configuration interaction may 
lead to some improvement in the INDO-SOS results, especially when all of 
the coupling terms are small. However we have not chosen to do this in 
the present study since it would involve the utilization of large
additional amounts of computer time Whereas the calculations reported 
here are reasonably economical in this respect.
With regard to the calculated data reported here, it is appropriate 
to conclude that both methods provide a satisfactory account of the 
observed values for various coupling constants in a variety of molecules 
under consideration. It may be interesting to see whether these methods 
can provide satisfactory results for the anisotropic nuclear spin-spin 
couplings which have not been widely studied yet.
iyb
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